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Our Y2.05K Problem
Demography, social scientists are fond of
saying, is ilcstlny by which ihey mean tiiat changes in
the make-up of a population group lead to slow but inex-

twenty

orable transformations in economic, cultural, and political

dra, issuing unpo|Hilar

—

power.

If so,

the seismic

demographic composition
Consider the trend:

now underway

shift
is

in

America's

in 1950, fully

82 percent of the
1 1

US

percent was black;

and the remaining 7 percent was Hispanic, Asian Pacific
American, and Native American. In 2050, only 53 percent
of tlie US population will be white; 24 percent will be Hispanic, 14 percent black; 8 percent Asian, and about 1 percent Native American. Sometime after 2050, minority
groups wUl outnumber whites. Or, to put it differently, we
will all have become minorities.
The trend vexes some commentators, including some
in the political

mainstream,

who

argue unapologetically

America is a "white" nation and who advocate a ban
on immigration. Other commentators reject racial arguments but are concerned that tlie growing diversity of
today's minority groups, coupled with what they view as
an over-emphasis on cultural pluralism, might lead to a
dis-unified nation lacking the strength that has tradition-

come from widespread adherence

must

at

times

feel like a

the

modem-day

over

Cassan-

warnings that go unheeded. His

study of the growing resegregation of America's schools
multi-racial society
table

to America's core

is

a

is

not automatically going to be equi-

—and that the inequalities may haunt us
many

all.

our current controversies over
race and ethnicity lurk fundamental differences of perception about the extent and nature of discrimination in
America. In their article on paired testing. Urban Institute
scholars Michael Fix and Margery' Austin Turner propose a
concrete, empirical method for measuring discrimination.
At the root of

of

This "report card" could not only serve as a compelling,
factual baseline for

our national conversation on

race, but

help advance a host of widely accepted social objeaives.

Studying

that

ally

years,

at

for

sobering reminder that the transition to a multi-cultural,

fateful indeed.

population was non-Hispanic white;

who has been
on educational opportunity

Harvard professor Gary Orfield,
forefront of research

how

other multi-cultural democracies have

struggled to reconcile a

commitment

to equality with the

need to remedy the effeas of past discrimination can help
expand our vision of what is possible. Legal scholar Clark
Cunningham examines the legal and philosophical basis of
affirmative aaion in India, wliicli focuses on eradicating
the enduring effeas from centuries' of oppression.

values.

Also in the issue are contrasting investigations into the

view takes tlie truism that America is a
land of immigrants not just as an historical fact but as an
organizing value. From the Boston Tea Party on, selfdefined groups of any sort are never more American than
when protesting some perceived social wrong. America's
cacophony is not a sign of its weakness, though it's often
taken as such, but of its strength. (And surely there is some
irony to the faa that multiculturalism is seen as so dangerous at the very moment that nativists the world over
regard American cultural hegemony with such alarm.)
This issue of the Civil Rights Journal ranges widely, from
such perennial topics as educational opportunity to such
new concerns as the impact of the internet on social

wage gap between men and women, interviews with nvo
new coimnissioners here at the USCCR, analyses of the

inequality.

will

The

optimistic

In the cover article, freelance writer Farai Chideya

focuses

on the implications

demographic

of the

now underway: "We have been a

transition

majority wliite nation

obsessed with black and white issues.

We

are

becoming

a

majority-minority nation with a multicultural population."

The problem, Chideya

observes,

"is

are neither here nor there." That
of

2
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that in

some ways we

as succina a diagnosis

women and

health care dilemmas facing
cans,

an evaluation

look at the

on

modem

tined to

Native Ameri-

of diversity training programs,

digital divide: as

we become

ever

and

more

technologs', are those without access to

become

a

reliant
it

des-

a disenfrancliised underclass as surely as

if

they could not read or write?

The future
country'

is

of race, gender,

likely

over matters as

and ethnic

relations in

mundane

as

where

to place the next ele-

mentar\' school and as rarefied as colloquia on
identity politics.

tliis

be decided in a thousand negotiations

How peaceable

posnnodem

these negotiations uill be

depend on faaors, such as the future struaure and
growth of the economy, that are only partially within anyone's control. But the smart money is betting that race
relations circa 2050 will be poised between the multi-cultural hamiony of a soft drink commercial and a Mad Max
dystopia divided along racial and ethnic lines into haves
and have-nots a society as raucous, democratic, and
prone to hyperbole as our ovvn,
DA
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Elsie

Meeks:

First

Native American To Serve on Commission

M.

Elsie

Kadoka.

was born

Meeks

S.D. in

1

Pine Ridife Resenuition. She
enrolled

in

I

member of the

Lakota

Colleije.

CRJ: What do you hope to
accomplish as a commissioner during your six-year
term?
During my six-year term hope

newly foivied Lakota Fund, a

non-profit

housiuij

community de^'elopment cor-

a.ssi.'itance,

business classes,

first-

ests

senni asfinanee ofjlcer and aecountant

poration which provides financial

in

the

have been absent from the
Commission.

manager and book-

keepper at the Cedar Pass Lodge and

for the

at

hand knowledge of reservation
life and Native American inter-

Ms. Meeks applied her

as assistant

being involved

perspective. In addition,

Sioux Tribe. After studies at Ocjlala

skills

my

grassroots level brings a certain

an

is

Lakota

Ocjlala

think

community development

953 and raised on the

and
and

I

can bring a deeper under-

start-up counseling to small business

that

owners and micro-enterprises on the

standing of Native and minority

Pine

Ridge

Reservation.

issues.

She was

In

(Jreek Store at

store that
line.

She

ako

most prejudices come from a
lack of knowledge and experi-

Wanblee, a groceiy

sells fast

sen'es

ences with different people.

food and gaso-

on various boards and

In 1994, Ms.

Meeks was named

Minority Small Business Advocate of

I

the Year by the South Dakota Small Business Administration

How did you become
interested in civil rights?
As have been involved in economic and community development,
CRJ:

comnuinir\' associations.

and a Woman of the

Year by Ms. Magazine. In 1998, she was

How do you

your education and experience prepared
you for your position as a ComCRJ:

feel

it

is

apparent thai economic issues

are at the heart of

civil rights issues.

As people become

They

missioner?
Although was raised on a reservation tor most of my life, my life experiences have given me a very broad
have been involved in
perspective.
community development for nearly
15 years and have seen firsthand the

have seven children and four grandchil-

barriers that exist for minority i)eople.

A major

selected

by Senator Bernie Hunhoff, the

Democratic candidate for governor of South
Dakota,

to

run with him for the

office

of

lieutenant governor

She and her husband
south of

have been

I

other pursuits, both, off and on
the reservation, I know that

Fund has seen substantial growth.
1995, she and a partner opened the

Long

Because

involved in development and

appointed Executive Director of the
Fund in 1991. Under her supeivision
the

I

Interior,

and ranch

live

South Dakota, providing

stock for western South

Dakota

rodeos.

I

I

Simimer intern

CRJ: What interests or issues do
.Jennifer Terfinko

with Commissioner Meeks in Julv.

1

spoke
999.

you personally bring to
the Commission?

you

feel

self-sufficient,

less ojipressed.

CRJ: What do you see as some
major goals or issues for the

Commission on

we move

Civil

Rights as

into the 21st century?

goal, as

1

see

into the 21st century

dren. Three of their sons are rodeo competitors.

they become

it,

is

as

we move

that minori-

ties have fair access to education and
economic opportunities.

Fall
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Close
CRJ: What do you sec
future for the

in

civil rights

ment (Bureau

the

"Firsthand knowledge

move-

tion,

of reservation

truly believe lluil luuirc progress in

the

movement will only
we (minority people
over our own li\'es and

life

and

to Indians are being diminished.

Native American

as

take control

CRJ: What could communities
to assist their members with

do
interests

communities. Of coiuse, tliis can only
hajipen if education and economic

have been

the promotion of entreprenuerism and small business
development in this area?
Corrununities do need to get involved
in their own development. It will
only be through community develop-

absent from the

o|)portunities are available at the coni-

nuuiity level.

Commission"
CRJ: The Commission on Civil
Rights has traditionally considered itself the moral conscience
of the nation on civil rights. How

do you see

it

point

my

fulfilling that role in

Commission must
tnonitor and examine

view, the

continue to
issues concerning

fair practices in

I

Commission needs
keep a watch on public programs to
ensure that education and economic
also think that the
to

commu-

nities.

CRJ: What specific areas or issues
would you like to see the Commission focus on?
I do believe that we must continue
discussion on affimiative action. My
personal belief is that people that have
been oppressed for many generations,
as have most minorities, in order for
them to have an equal place in society, must be given special opportuniThis does not

ties.

mean

if

that stand-

must be lowered. It may mean,
though, that particular programs
should be implemented in the community to ensure readiness.
ards

For instance the Lakota Fund, because
are a community-based organiza-

we make the commitment to our
community members that we will
provide them whatever steps are nec-

tion,

where they

can be good business people. We are
committed to getting people to the
4
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Fall

own

they enter with no

prior

management experience

cally

any type of program

—

basi-

that will

1999

ment organizations that community
members will have access to educational and economic opportunities
because of a community organization's commitment to its community.

provide equal access to education and

CRJ: What would you suggest

economic opportunities.

citizens

CRJ: Which

civil rights

leaders

do

have made the greatest
you
impact on the nation?
feel

Of course, Martin Luther King Jr. has
had the most impact on the civil rights
movement. There were others such as
Ceasar Chavez. For Native Americans,
I

would have

to say that

Russell

Means, Dennis Banks and Clyde Bellecourle had the most impaa. I think
the most important role they all
played was to raise people's

them

give

a vision of not accepting

ment?
I

all Native
country?
would suggest people
First of all,
educate themselves and by doing that
people might come to an understanding, especially of treaty issues, and
how badly Native Americans were
treated. The government issued bind-

Americans

in this
I

ing documents, binding agreements,

and then completely did not honor
them.

you could wave a wand
one civil rights issue,
which would it be and why?
CRJ:

If

to solve

CRJ: Do you believe that the
problems of Native Americans
are seen as being in the mainstream of the civil rights moveNo,

do that would promote

a better situation for

sights; \o

oppression.

do not believe that problems of

Native Americans are seen as being in

the mainstream of the

CRJ: What types of programs?

essary to get to the point

their

edu-

cation, public safety, lending, etc.

opportunities are available to

where they can own

business even

the future?

we

still

civil rights

come about

In

mismanaged. In additoday, rights that were given

lieen habitually

ment?
1

has

of Indian Affairs)

civil

rights

movement. am always appalled at
the lack of knowledge by most people
of Native American issues.
I

There are certain

legal issues that

American
were
legally binding and then were violated. The trust imposed on Native
Americans by the Federal govern-

are at the heart of Native

issues such as treaties that

It

would be

for

people to be more

erant of each other, because

were,

if

tol-

they

we would not have all of the
we have right now. SS

issues that

Close

Christopher Edley, Jr

Law

Harvard

Professor, Presidential Advisor

father

Christopher Edley, Jr has
at

tauijht

Harvard

Law

My generation has

failed

ing as a consultant for the

hook.

tor of the

to define for itself

its

responsibility for

U.S. Civil Rights Connnis-

sion back in the early 60s;

carrying the

civil rights

working on Native Ameri-

struggle forward

can issues, visiting Indian
reservations

lacing

of affirmative action. In thai
capacity, he participated in

"Mend

It,

the

r\'e

End

investigat-

It"

American Indians.

always been interested

and

politics

and a career that

would

in

President's

Don't

and

ing civil rights concerns

White House review

developing)

the

active in

civil rights mo\ement and
also spent some time work-

School since 1981. His recent

Not All Black and
Affirmative
White:
Action, Race and American Values, grew out of his
work as special counsel to
President Clinton and direc-

was

public policy

speech on affirmative action.

involve those issues partic-

He

ularly as they affect a

is

The

foundincf co-director of

audience.

Civil Rights Project, a

recently

launched think-tank

How has your
educational background
CRJ:

based at Har\'ard.

Mr

Edley

is

a 1973 grad-

prepared you lor work
with civil rights?

uate of Swarthmore College

and

1978 honors jointgraduate of the

a

degree

My

built

Summer Intern AliBond spoke with Mr

become
civil

on

in

by doing

train-

math and

eco-

graduate school

degree in

a joint

law and public policy. I
jlways intended on a career

Edley in July 1999.

How did

in

nomics and my economics
background has continued
to be helpful. That's what I

Review.

CRJ:

undergraduate

ing was

Kennedy School of Government and Harvard Law
School, where he was an Editor of the Harvard Law
cia

broad

locused on public policy
issues. That combination of

you

interested in

training in law

rights?

jiolicy

was born in 195 3,
and as was growing up

and public

has served

I

me

well.

I

in Philadelphia,

pay

attention

events

related

rights.

Of

I

began
to

to

course,

CRJ: What do you hope

to

to accomplish as a

the

com-

missioner in the next
six years?

civil

my
Fall

1999

/
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I
think ihal during ihc years of
Republican control the Commission

really
self.

It

became a shadow of its fornier
was not sufficiently agj^ressive

in bringing the nation's attention to

unmet

new

challenges and

opportu-

advance civil rights issues.
think that we have an opportunity in
the next few years to try and make up
for lost ground and strengthen the
institution. Substantively, I'm very
interested in the ways in which civil
rights law enforcement can be an
effective tool in opening opportunity
in education and employment. We
have to continue working on the
traditional anti-discriminatory agenda
and issues related specifically to economic opportunity. The second
nities to

I

munities

the pursuit of excellence.

in

Opponents

funded

ever, are well organized, well

and very

how-

of affirmative action,

skillful in attracting

attention to their views.

important for

continue to

civil rights

fight this

I

public

think

it

is

supporters to

important battle

I

am very interested

my mood. Some days

I'm very optimistic and other days

I

though there are substantial

the set of

new concerns

arising

from the

to

Nation's exploding

CRJ: What progress would you
say minorities have made since
1990?
don't have data at my fingertips,
I

but, as a general matter, the
last

economic

several years has

munities are the

Affirmative action

going to con-

is

tinue to be a battleground issue in the

There are deeply
stake on both sides, as

in politics.

well as sharp differences of percep-

am

a strong sup-

porter of President Clinton's

Civil Rights

"mend

it

approach and believe

that affirmative action

6

no shortage

—from hate crimes

housing discrimination. But, in the

we

are going to have sep-

we

fix

the

20 years?

next few years?

action.

it"

rights

CRJ: What civil rights issues will
be at the forefront in the next 10-

diversity

What do you see happening to affirmative action in the

CRJ: You've been particularly
focused lately on affirmative

end

is

is

schools.

tremendous difference in a lot
communities reducing
unemployment rates to record low
levels even though they continue to
be twice that of the white community.
It's always the case that urban com-

don't

there

arate Americas unless

a

—

of minority

personally

However

longer run,

made

I

number one civil

today's
issue?
Yes.

moral shortcomings of the nation.

tions.

how-

the persistence of unequal

is

of civil rights issues

recovery of the

at

think that the most trou-

I

CRJ: Would you say that

majorities that are indifferent to the

held values

reform

issues with the issue of minority polit-

Unequal education opportunity,

How do you foresee future

and

observers stan

finance

is

race relations?

courts

campaign

in

conceptualization of the

depends on

only a matter of time before

it's

educational opportunity.

civil rights struggle.

feel as

think

ever,

Commission can help the nation

It

so that

bling thing about the decade,

stuck in a black-white paradigm. The

CRJ:

money

importance of

political public policy

I

great deal of civil rights thinking

grow,

campaign finance issues anually are
beginning to have a profound effea
on the political power of minorities. I

ical access.

shitis in

t(j

communi-

That's counterbalanced with the

political

modified in order to deal with
public attitudes.

expanding Latino and Asian populations are causing a lot of communities
to think about civil rights issues. A

its

ties.

linking

the Nation's exploding diversity. The

update

minority strength continues
especially in the Hispanic

by recognizing that there are places
where affirmative action needs to be

am very interested in is
new concerns arising from

general area

the set of

remedying discrimination and creand com-

for

ating inclusive institutions

Journal
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last to

experience

economic recoveries and the first to
experience economic downturns.
Until there are structural improvements in education and community,
and economic development and
access to jobs, we can expea substantial

disparity in opportunity to remain,

and

that cycle of last hired-first fired to

continue.

On

a political front,

I

think

language, gay rights, integration. I
picked that list looking far ahead

because

am looking at the long-term

I

trends, the sources of strain
tion

ple with.

because

and

we are going to have

tliat

tion idea

mentioned integration,
moment, the integra-

I

at
is

of all races.

fric-

to grap-

the

out of favor
I

among people

thinJv that in

one or two

be quite clear that without a concerted commitment to connea people across lines of class and
decades

it

will

our society will be in serious
danger of falling apart.
color,

CRJ: What are your thoughts on
those who call for a color-blind
society?
Different people have different
motives in such a case. Some are
doing it because they want to under-

mine the

effectiveness of current

strategies for creating opportunity for

Close
ihosc
out.

ilial

lunc been

liisiorkally

we

believe that

I

are

which we need

[loint at

to

tion to color in order to get

left

at a

still

pay attenbeyond it.

There are other people who may be of
good will, yet who believe that explicitly pa\ing attention to race, or to
gender lor that matter, actually undermines the goal of tolerance and equality. I think they are wrong as an
empirical matter, hut I also think you

need to be clearer about what the ultimate destination is. I don't want jieople taking

away my

who am.

part of

I

I

blackness.

want our

don't

ferences to be invisible and

want them
Rather

Our

I

to

want them

to

of race

It

my

it's

a

for racial

is

On

knocking

suc-

older generation in

down

barriers

and advanc-

ing justice, but mistakenly concluded
that progress

about our
just

is

own

assumed

inevitable.

We

went

perst)nal

agendas and

that justice

would move

1

tliink that

self-centered analysis of

kind of

writ-

President's

initiative

creates

justice

is

How effective has President
One America

have greater

to

visibility

and

opportunities for us to engage the
leadership of public sectors

and pay

attention to the

concerns

that

we

civil rights

identify.

But

we cannot

be

part of the public relations apparatus

White House.

We

can the Commission work along with the Presi-

must be prethe White
House and the Administration fall

dent on

short of the high expectations

1

initiative

how

this initiative?

believe the Presidem's initiati\e

of the

pared to be

should

all

critical

have.

when

we

EQ

has been far more effeaive than most

people inside the beltway
are

cesses of the

is

some useful sugabout what people can do.

the other hand, the existence of

work
police clubbings.

Clinton's

rights struggle for-

contin-

opportunities for the Commission's

been and

civil

ues and the particular book he

the

complicated

grew up watching the

it

I

opportunity

CRJ: In an address you gave
recently at Northeastern University you stated that your generation has failed. How has your
generation failed and what is the

We

The

to do.

President's race initiative as

ure of institutional independence.
While I work closely with the President and members of his Administration,
separate that from what the
Commission should do institutionally.

unequal educational

CRJ:

ward.

in this area,

but do not

work directly with the President
White House because it is
important for us to have some meas-

the persistence of

strategy to close the opportunity gap.

carrying the

who want help
know what

of iK'ople

or the

race

responsibility for

Amer-

try to

we work

generation has failed to

justice in

The contribution can be very substantial and a major part of his legacy.
don't think the Commission should

thing about the decade

shameful.

itself its

working

I

by people who are
opposed to virtually every effective

my

and ethnic

in

My sense is that there are millions

gestions

The most troubling

appropriated

think

ica.

what

started to rethink

person they can be

ing can help provide

is

to succeed?

who have

history and the equal rights struggle.
There are too many minorities and
women in their twenties and thirties
who are afraid of the burden of a little
stigma and feel as though their burden is as oppressive as Jim Crow and

differ-

for future generations

have

iliai

has given them more room to be
ambitious and active, and there are
people of all ages and all walks of life
kirui of

in

answer because it's a complicated
issue. The short response is that the
color-blindness slogan has been

1

not done enough to

luinian rights commissions

stated that the President's initiative

teach the yoimger generation aboin

an America in which the role
limited and is not the most

define for

generation has also failed

we have

is

way

I

what
unique and

that that

should be that

important thing. So,

best

to pick

forward.

dif-

We

make America so
Our goal should not be

blindness.
to build

think

because

our various religious practices

and we understand
strong.

it

a

not

are

which we are blind.
faa recognize and celebrate the

helps to

how

up the biuden and carry

be celebrated.

differences

religious

in

generation has to decide

don't

I

—

be merely tolerated.

things to

ence

It's

forward as inevitably as the years
was wrong every

rolled by. That

still

realize.

We

waiting for the Presideiu to

final report to the Amerwhich will be in the form
of a book. But, around the country,
there have been countless activities
either started or given heightened
prominence as a result of the President's initiative. There arc newspapers
that have done special series on race
relations, programs at imiversities that
did not e.xisi before. State and local

complete his
ican people,

Pail
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1963^-^Birmingham, AL High school students stayed out of integrated West End High and
other Birmingham schools as students from non-integrated Phillips High cross street after
leaving school. Police with riot guns (left) formed a human blockade when students tried to
enter Phillips in an effort to pursuade students there to leave. CORBIS/Bettmann
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Legal Background

But the ex|)ansion

Forty-five years ago, in 1954,

liu- Siiprfiiic-

lo tlie history ol iliscriniinatlon in tiic

(^ouri rc-s|)on(lr(l

seventeen

mandated segregation in an eloquent
Brown v. Board of Education decision held

ruling.

states that

The Court's

that denial of access

ago, with the

ol

Supreme

desegregation rights ended 25 years

Court's decision in Milliken

v.

Bradley,

which would have desegregated students Irom the largely
minority city schools with suburban students in metropolitan Detroit. This ruling

was made

in spite of findings of

and

to equal puhlic education violated the hasic rights ol stu-

intentional discrimination by both State

dents and that segregation must end. This was prohably the

which

intensilied segregation in the metropolitan area. Since

most important Supreme Court decision

many

big cities, like Detroit,

century, bringing hack to

life

oi the ivveriiieih

the anti-discrimination

amend-

ments to the Constitution enacted during Reconstruction,
and creating a new sense of possibilities in the country about
ending the ajiartheid that had shaped the lives of most
blacks. "Separate but equal had been tried for a century and
failed, producing a momentum of growing educational
ine(]uality. (Separate but equal was a concept articulated in
the 1896 Plessy v. Ferguson Supreme Court decision that justified laws segregating scliools and other institutions.) Brown
"

signaleil a

new

city officials,

had rapidly declining white
meant that the large metropolitan areas with many separate suburban school distrias
would lead the nation in segregation, which they continue
to do today. In the second Detroit case, Milliken v. Bradley II,
the Supreme Court seemed to offer a new version of sepaminorities in their schools, this

when

it

authorized Federal courts to order

programs

in

segregated schools to

rate but equal

money
tlie

for

make up

for

history of discrimination.

Supreme Court reconstruaed by the
down

In the 1990s, a

appointees of Presidents Reagan and Bush handed

start.

three very important decisions limiting desegregation rights

and

triggering a flood of lawsuits designed to

tion in

major U.S.

field that

distrias. In the

end desegrega-

1991 Dowellcase the Court

desegregation orders were temporary and that

school boards could return to segregated neighborhood
schools.

The next

Freeman

year, in the

v.

Pitts

decision, the

Court authorized piecemeal dismantling of desegregation
plans. Finally, in the Jenkins case in 1995, the Court rejeaed

the effort of a lower court to maintain the desegregation and

magnet school remedy in tlie Kansas City case until it produced aaual benefits for African American students, thus
drastically limiting the reach of the separate but equal promise of Milliken

11.

According to

tlie

Supreme Court, the

courts

could order payments only for several years, and could not
1962

— African American students

room

in

in a nearly

sit

newly desegregated Lincoln School

in

empty

New

require that the programs produce measurable gains for the
class-

Jersey dur-

ing a boycott by students protesting desegregation. CORBIS/Bettmann

The Supreme Court put off its decision about how to
enforce Brown untif 1955 and then calfed for gradual change
"with

The

deliberate speed."

all

comply,

it

When

became necessary

district

Southern States refused to

to sue eacli individual distria.

courts ordered very graduai implementation of

limited "freedom of choice" plans

which

left

students subjected to a

liistor>'

of discrimination.

Plessy permitted generations of unequal education and
prompted decades of legal struggle against it. Tlie resegregation decisions of our present period may well have a similar
impact on the next century' since there is considerable evidence that the resegregated schools of the nineties are pro-

foundly unequal.

the black

few African American

Demographic Changes

children to attend wfiite schools. Ninety-eight percent of

American schools are changing

Southern black children were still in totally segregated
schools in 1964. The great progress in desegregation came
from the mid-1960s to tlie early 1970s, after the enaament
of the 1964 Civil Riglits Act and following a series of

result of several factors including the surge of

schools segregated

and permitted

a

Supreme Court decisions tiglitening requirements, ending
delay, and authorizing busing. In 1973, the Supreme Court
in a case

from Denver, Keyes

v.

School District No.

1,

Denver,

The changes are the
non-European
immigration since the 1965 la\v ending discriminator^^ immigration laws, the low birth rate among native whites, and the

much higher birth
"white

%

and Western

12%

local policies that fos-

tered but did not direaly require segregation. This case also

recognized the right of Latino as

weU

students to desegregated education.
10
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as African

American

is

rate

often

among Latinos.
blamed

(Incidentally,

although

for the steady rise in the pro-

schools, the evidence suggests that
1 1

with a history of

flight"

rapidly.

portion of minority children in our commimities and public

Colorado, extended desegregation requirements to Northern
cities

Then the

order must end.

of U.S. students

were

is

not the case. In 1996,

compared to
and 15% in the

in private schools,

a half centurv' earlier, before Bro^\^l.

mid-1960s, just before significant desegregation began.)

Census statistics for the 1940 to 1960 period show that
non-white students totaled only 11 - 12% of the total

enrollment. By 1996. the non-white enrollment was 36%
and the Census Bureau projected that the total school age

the most integrated region in the country by 1970. After
nearly a quarter century of increasing integration, the tide

58%

population would reach
Office for Civil Rights of

non-white by 2050. Since the
the Education Department began

turned

tfie

other

way in

the late 1980s. That [irocess of reseg-

regation has continued through the 1996-97 school year.

down

from a peak of 43.5%

Hispanic^ has increased by 218"/o; African Americans have

South

and the white enrollment is down
by a sixth. In the 1996-97 school year, the African American
enrollment was 16.9% of the total enrollment and the
Latino enrollment accounted for 14%.
The public schools of the U.S. foreshadow the dramatic
transformation of American society that will occur in the
next generation. We are a society in which the school age
poi)ulation is much more diverse than the older population.
The social reality in our schools is far removed from the reality in our politics, since voters are older and much more

clear anil consistent eight-year decline,

grown more than

likely to

a fifth;

be white.

battles took

described as

When

the

modem

tailing

critics

fell

below the

level

achieved 24 years

rr«r[ 4^-1

i

i

r

i

< 'in *

i

ii-i

i

little

*^

earlier, in

r«

i

t-i

who were

ii ii
i

1

1

u4

«

During the past two decades there have been a series of
reports which have also consistently reported Latino segregation statistics, though those received far less attention.
Latino segregation by both measures has grown steadily
throughout the past 28 years, surpassing the black level in
predominantly non-white schools by 1980 and slightly
exceeding the proportion

w tvj LW^iUtiiLi'j

black. Latino

attention nationally

1972.

Most reports about segregation since 1954 ha\e primarily

school desegregatit)n

1 1 1

in 1996, a

with integration

in intensely

segregated schools

of desegregation claim, correctly, that there

tern to iIk- one-ienih ol students

students received very

34.7%

studied the ist)lation of black students from white students.

ing magic about sitting next to a white child, but sometimes
I

to

luavdsiihi Latino Segregation

shape in the 1950s, the issue was often
the problem ot opening up a white school sys-

Minority

The

percent ol black students in majority white schools in the

collecting national school data in 1968, the enrollment of

and Asian

'X'

(90-100% minority)

is

not

end up advocating

vertv schools

in the

1990s. Residential segregation

has been substantially lower for Latinos than for blacks but

show

that the next genera-

students were a virtually invisible minority in a society that

the school segregation

had prohibited Asian immigration for many decades. Today,
Asians are nearly 4% of all students, and on a path to

tion of Latinos are experiencing significantly less contact

become one-tenth

of the school population in mid-centur>',

first time we have a large
group whose average achievement scores and family
incomes exceed those of whites, requiring us to rethink
some of the assumptions about who benefits from desegreif

statistics

with non-Latino whites; 45% of Latinos were
white schools in 1968 but only 25% in 1996.

in

majority

existing trends continue. For the

racial

Whites Resegregale: Others Mi.\

gating with

from whites is obviously a very important issue in
predominantly white society, where the major institutions
are controlled by whites, but statistics do not provide a full
picture of an increasingly multiracial nation. One obvious
question is: if non-white children are not in schools with

whom.

Four Trends

Isolation

a

whites, are they in school with children of their

The South Turns Back

to

group or

Segregation

The South has always been the heartland ot Alrican Americans. Home to a majority of blacks, it had the most integrated
schools in the U.S. for more than a quarter century' a phe-

—

nomenon
legacy of

came about
segregation. The
that

precisely because of the South's

courts required a

much

higher

standard of proof to obtain desegregation outside the South

and never developed

a

workable remedy

for the large

ropolitan areas of the North. As late as 1964,

Southern black students and neariy

all

met-

98 percent

Southern white

ol

stu-

The enactment of the 1964
enforcement of that law by the
Johnson Administration, and major Supreme Court decisions tightening desegregation requirements made the South
dents attended segregated schools.
Civil Rights Acn, the aclive

a

mix

of

non-whites?

And

they are, on average, in schools, with 81

how

own

as for whites,

racial

though

%

white classmates,
nnich exiiosure do they have to each ol the other

groups?
It

turns out that baseil on the national average, the aver-

age white student
6.6%) Latinos,

in a school

is

2.8%

Asians,

with 8.6% black students,

and

1% American

Indians.

group that attends schools where
the overwhelming majority of students are from their own
race. Blacks and Latinos attend schools where a little more
than half the children are from their own group, on average,
while American Indians attend schools that are one-third
Irulian [excluding Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) schools].
Asians tend to be in schools that are only about a fifth Asian.
Whites are the only

racial
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Black schools have ahoui a tenth Latino students, on aver-

any

have al)oul a ninth Alrican American students. Asians and American Indian public school

lias

age, while Latino schools

students are in schools with a

much

lartjer

number of whites

than other non-white groujjs. lioth Asians and

(aliin)st half)

American Indians attend schools with
blacks, reflecting the racial

far

more

Latinos than

composition of the West.

Segregation by Concentrated Poverty

Concentrated poverty

strongly linked to

is

many

fomis of

educational inequality. Black and Latino students, on aver-

more than twice

age, attend schools with

as

many poor

classmates as white students and Asians and American
Indian students are about halfway in-between. Latinos have

the highest average percentage of impoverished classmates

(46%), compared to 19% for whites. The 1996 data also
of U.S schools still had between 0- 10% black

show that 47%

and Latino students and that only one in 14 (7.7%) of those
schools had half or more of their children living in poverty.
On the other extreme, 8% of schools were intensely segregated with between 90-100% black and Latino students. Of
those schools, 87% of the children were impoverished. In
other words, the students in the segregated minority schools

were

more

times

1 1

trated poverty

and

likely to

92%

be in schools with concen-

of white schools did not face this

problem.
is

absolutely central to explaining the

ferent educational experiences

great

many

and outcomes

dif-

of the schools.

of the educational characleristics of schools

attributed to race are actually related to poverty.

The impaas

are easily confused since in most metropolitan areas there are

few

if

filed,

any concentrated poverty white schools while the

Reagan Administration canceled, and no new major
on race relations, segregation, or desegregation in
American schools. The President's race initiative came up
with no significant recommendations tfiat would address
increasing segregation. Although the Congressionally-mandated study of Title showed that Title programs work very
poorly in concentrated poverty schools, there has never
been any proposal to reduce concentrations of poverty.
that the

research

I

I

The current Administration affirms its support for inteno set of policies that would foster or
support them, no research program to learn how to help
them work better, no aggressive legal strategy to fight
against segregation, no critical discussion of the impaa of
the curtent pro-segregation court decisions on the country,
and no plan to help stabilize integration in hundreds of
grated schools but has

racially

Justice

changing suburban school distrias. Recently, the
Department agreed to the abandonment of city-sub-

—

urban desegregation opportunities in Indianapolis the
only Midwestern metropolitan area with substantial desegregation

—without so much as a

policies

and seeming lack

of

vast

public schools.

Though the Clinton Administration

ciated with

it.

all

the educational differences that are asso-

This confusion can lead to unfortunate policy'

prescriptions, for example,

by minority

claim, cortealy, that there

next to a white child, but

is

critics

of desegrega-

nothing magic about

who sometimes end up

advocating policies that put their children in inferior concentrated poverty schools.

The only
segregation

offsetting force to the current trend of greater
is

Latino middle

the rapid suburbanization of the black

Whether or not

and

produce lasting
integration or merely a vast spread of suburban segregation is
class.

this will

of the great questions of this period.

We

find already

high levels of segregation for blacks and Latino students in
the suburbs of some of our largest urban areas. Unfortunately, there

is

no

policy

and no

assistance for these raciaUy-

changing communities and an almost total absence of discussion among school districts about changes that will
require regional responses if we want to avoid the sorry
experiences of the intense segregation in the central

cities.

aaion,
less

if

more and more minority students

A Failure to Respond
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are educated in

competitive schools, and the Administration's favored

policies against "social

promotion" and

in favor of

high

stakes tests are enaaed, these minority students will not be

Administration in

—and may

growing barriers
Democratic
40 years that has had no program for
is

face

the

first

school integration.

We

an educational pattern that
produced equal and sucno good evidence that it will work

are floating back toward

has never in the nation's

history-

There is
now. The 1 990s have aaually seen the once-shrinking racial
achievement gaps begin to widen again on some tests. It is
cessful schools.

clear,

then, that the Administration's educational policies are

not likely to produce equal segregated schools. Reversing
the trends of intensifying segregation and inequality will be
difficult,

but the costs of passively accepting them are likely

immense. The new white minority in the schools,
which will eventually become a white minority in politics,
can only hope that the non-white populations show greater
regard for access by minority whites than white leaders did
for them. £0
to be

Gar^' Orfield
versity in the

The Clinton Administration has presided over a period of
substantial and continuous increase in segregation without

inter-

is

ested in interracial colleges through support of affirmative

ready to succeed in college

one

The Administration's

trial.

concern about segregation

to high school graduation. This

sitting

weak

its

majority of segregated black or Latino schools experience

who

litigation

only metropolitan desegregation case, there
has been no effort to restore the desegregation aid program

settlement of

such poverty' and

tion

No significant

the Justice iJepartment agreed to a very

implies an acceptance of a "separate but equal" strategy in

This relationsliip

A

initiatives to offset these trends.

been

is

Professor of Education

and

Social Policy' at

Hanvrd

Uni-

Graduate School of Education and the Kennedy School of

Government, where he co-directs the
of the report on which

Civil Rights Project.

this article is
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is
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Remembering Rosewood
By David Aronson

A

desolate stretch of aspliali

into tight bullet shapes

enlivened by the occasional
glint of a crushed beer can or

prey.

the bloodied carcass of an armadillo,
Florida's

Route 24 runs southwest

from Gainesville, the university town,
Cedar Key, a straggling fishing port

to

half-heartedly gentrifying
tourist trade.

A

railroad

parallels the road

itself

now and

Every

Chevy S-10 with

and dive

for

then, a beat-up

gun rack on the
back window eases from a laterite
side-road, kicks up a puff of red dust,
and recedes down the highway into
a

a forest of

Rosewood

a story of

is

long-leaf pine,

1950s, there are

still

intermittent signs

of the settlements the

romance and violence

forty

now

mUes out

of GainesviUe,

set in the

is

green town marker labeled "Rosewood." Near the town marker, pumps
rust on their handles in front of a
defuna gas station. A fire tower rises
from a clearing in the forest's dense
undergrowth, where banana spiders
weave gothic, five -foot cobwebs and
razor-edged cabbage palmetto and

From the
sunnnit, 200 steep steps up
prickly pear thrive.

hammocks

remote
of north

sight,

in the

dirt

Masonic
two general stores, and a touring
amateur baseball team named the

roads lead to a scattering

and plank shacks
by
rusty machinery, and large,

of isolated trailers

whose yards tend
old cars,

a gray,

chained dogs.

rolling hills, but

histori-

hall,

Rosewood
These

tower's

wind. The ocean

beyond

some

a thriving black

school, a railroad station, a

central Florida

It's

to be occupied

not clear

how

the

people living here support themselves.

swaying

was once

township, boasting three churches, a

The lumber, turpentine and brush
companies that once thrived in this
region and dotted it with hamlets are

out of

in the mall," shrugs silently
asked for direaions to a neigh-

is

ans, there

peeling stairwell, the tops of pine trees

is

as

bor's house.

stretch to the horizon like blades of
grass,

cower

are derelict. Porches sag. Tarpaper

Yet in this place, say

a

nails.

they approach. Generally, the houses

when

on land

seemingly uninhabited,

furiously at strangers, but

place

Seaboard Air

Line Railroad once served. About

mounted on bent

Rottweilers in chain-link pens bark

roofs droop.

for the

and though the iron
tracks were stripped back in the

several houses, deer racks

line the eaves,

Windows are patched
with cardboard. To an outsider, the
place can seem sinister, even hostile.
A woman with thin blond hair and a
baby balanced on her hip, wearing a
pink T-shirt that says "A woman's

the subtropical shimmer.

embankment

through

On

tion.

—

Stars.

And

unlike other

towns like Wylly,
Sumner and Gulf Haimnock, Rosetowns

in the area,

wood owes

its

extinction not to the

Levy County economy, which even today remains mired
on Florida's bottom rung, but to what
has been variously described as a "race
riot," a "n....r hunt," or, most enigmatically, the "Rosewood affair."
vicissitudes of the

above the pine tops, red-winged
hawks and American kestrels catch
drafts coming off the Gulf and soar for

gone

abandoned decades ago
and reclaimed by the woods. But

the

long minutes, then

hunting

debate over whether to award repara-

furl

themselves

lost to

mysterious

fires in

the

twenties, or

is

clearly the

primary avoca-

Rosewood made national news in
mid 1990s, mostly because of the

Florida State legislature's controversial
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Yester
lions

llif

li)

\

iclims

iiiui lln-ir

ehildifii.

scene belore

a

committee of the Stale

scrambled to escape from her torched

Partly as a result, historians, writers,

legislature 71 years later.

house. The most violent confrontation,

and documentary makers flocked

The dogs led the mob to Rosewood,
where a local blacksmith named Sam
Carter was strung up on an old, mosscovered oak and threatened with

however, would take place

the story, attracted

to

perhaps, by

less,

what details arc known than by the
penumbra of mystery that surroimds
it. Rosewood is a story of romance and
violence set in the remote hammocks
of north central Florida, and its very
absence of ascertainable fact seems to
license the imagination. The story
reached a kind of modern-day apotheosis with John Singleton's Holly-

wood

production, a box-office flop

hanging

until

he confessed

driven the suspetl

But

when

away

in

Sylvester Carrier

men on whom

was one

of those

legends like John

A

crack shot and

to

having

Henry's are hung.

wagon.

splendid singer, married lo the

men

beauty. Carrier had a

Carter brought the

to

where he claimed to have
dropped Hunter off, the hounds were
unable to pick up the scent. One of

mob

the Car-

in his

the place

the

at

rier residence.

way

town

of squaring

off against whiles who tried to cut him
down and coming out ahead. After the

shooting began he had barricaded his

then shot Carter point blank

clan in his mother's two-story frame

The coroner's report issued

house, armed himself, and sought to

the face.

mob

and legend, and

the following day ruled that Carter

wait the violence out. But the

the State legislature's decision to

had been killed by "hands unknown."
Over the next several days, the mob
would grow ever larger as word of the
"n....r hunt" spread through north

heard rumors that the Carriers might

amalgamating
award

fact

$2.1 million to the viaims. But

the story of Rosewood's destruction

and

its

subsequent imaginative resur-

reaion poses more questions than it
answers, questions about the nature
of

myth and memory, the use of
and the terms by which

tory,

insults of
It is

big blaze, just

his-

burning down, burning

past.

its

said that

New Year's Day,

1923,

up the whole thing, just

da^vned clear and cold in Sumner, a
white lumber town three miles down

burning up

the road from Rosewood.

Most of the
men, who did not have the day off,
were already at the company mill
when a young bride named Fannie

my

grandma's house,

Taylor burst from lier clapboard house

on the edge
intelligible,

churches and

of town. Sobbing, barely

she claimed to have been

Hunter

who had

named

nearby chain gang a

Jesse

escaped from a
day earlier. But as

word spread of the assault, more and
more men joined the posse, and the
sheriff realized he was losing control:
"This crowd wants blood, and they are
going to have blood," he told one
young man, who would recoUea the
14
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hand. Carrier had

him anyway, some

differ

about

sliooting, but after the

who began
first

it

said.

the

round two

white inen lay dead on the front
porch. For several hours, the mob
emptied their carbines into the house.
Sometime in the early hours of the
morning they retreated to Sumner to
gather more ammunition. The Carrier
children and most of the adults look
advantage of the lull to escape into the
moonlit woods, few of them wearing
much more than their nightclothes.
The next morning, when the
whites returned, another gunfight
ensued. When it was over, the dead

room

lapsed in and out of consciousness,

to help search for Fannie's assailant,

to

slumped by the piano on the

everything."

townsfolk gathered around her, she

believed to be a fugitive

coming

bodies of Sylvester and his mother lay

assaulted by a black stranger. As the

seemingly overcome by shock, her
face and arms bruised.
Sheriff Robert Elias Walker deputized a few men and brought in
hounds from a nearby convia camp

to take matters in

Accounts

"A

this

nation has and will acknowledge the

be harboring the fugitive and decided

and into Georgia. But
with prospects of finding Hunter
diminishing, the search took on the
atmosphere of a carnival a "real
piece of Americana," as one lynching
survivor would recollea. Twenty miles
outside of Rosewood, a group of
wfiites drunk on moonshine shot and
killed a black man nicknamed Lord
God, apparently because they thought
he was sassing them when they asked
central Florida

—

for his

many

name. In Yallertown, where
Rosewood's lighter com-

of

pleaed blacks

lived, a

Lexie Gordon

was

woman named

assassinated as she

living

Enraged that the rest of the
household had escaped, the mob proceeded to set fire to e\'er\' black-owned
residence in the neighborhood.
"Masses of twisted steel were all that
remained of furniture formerly in the
Negro homes, and several charred
bodies of dogs, and firearms left in
hasty retreat, bore evidence of the
mob's fur^'," said the Associated Press,
floor.

which carried the stor\- nationally. Or
as one of the survivors would recall,
"A big blaze, just burning down, burning up the whole thing, just burning
up my grandma's house, churches and
e\erything. They burned up everything we had, all our clothes and

—

a

Yester
everything. Yeah, they hiiriicd

One

final

up."

it

murder tapped the

vio-

only 57, seven
ingly,

than the

less,

noted approv-

it

number

for the year

James Carrier, Sylvester's eldwas recovering from a
stroke and unahle to escape. Refusing
to divulge the names or hiding places

92 1. (A few days later, however, the
Sun would conclude its editorial on
the assault of an "unprotected white
girl" by a "brutish negro" stating: "We

of the others involved in the siege, lie

now to write
with calm judgment and we shall wait
a little while. One thing, however, we
shall say now — in whatever state
may be, law or no law, courts or no

lence.

erly uncle,

was

forced to dig his

own

grave lieside

and nephew, and was
shot until "his body was riddled with
bullet holes." In all, the week-long
rampage left eight confirmed dead:
two white and six black. By early the
following week, the Tampa Tribune
could report that all was calm in Levy
County. Although the town's negro
population still were in hiding in the
woods, "no further trouble was
that of his sister

1

feel

too indignant just

it

courts, as long as criminal assaults

will prevail,

all

on

continue, lynch law

and blood

will

be shed.")

African American newspapers also

reported extensively on the rampage.

But they had a rather different take

was the era

This
displayed unusual

between whites and

tion

keeper fondly remembered by the
children who became Rosewood's
aging survivors because he often gave
them a piece of candy or sugarcane,
hid several families in the basement of
his home. Two brothers who worked

was a

racial violence

staple of the

blacks, as

porary themes. It is the extent to
which white on black violence
theme largely absent from present

—

consciousness

—dominated the news.

Implicit in the 1990s resurreaion of

Rosewood is the notion that
was a
unique catastrophe hushed up
because of the shame and stigma
it

attached to
in

its

the family,"

—

memory' "like incest
as one journalist would

Rosewood was

write. In truth.

untouched

those baroque, Christie rituals of

life.

Twenty-seven race

in

91 9 alone.

1

A

riots

riot in

occurred

Arkansas

news

mob

tianner headline proclaiming "Florida

he had no other clothes. After a

Rosewood depot and helped spirit
dozens of women and children to
safety. The mill superintendent, W. H.

Race War," The Baltimore Afro-Ameri-

Knoxville, Tenn.,

conduaed

the

Pillsbury, also

won

respea

for enforc-

ing a curfew and seeing to

men

can cited

Heroism

Men

Against Savages."
siege

on the

didn't participate in the violence.

blow

for black

1990s

spoke

it

Rosewood

breathlessly

Florida's "buried past," of

its

by the standards of

was

reported. The

its

time.

surprisingly

well

New

York Times ran a

on it on January 4,
1923, and it dominated Florida's
newspapers for a week. This was the
era of "Judge Lynch," and racial violence was a staple of the news. The
day before Rosewood erupted, the
Gainesville Sun ran a front page story
on the number of lynchings in 1 922
front page story

freedom everywhere:

colored group put
will

of

Homes

described the

of

and its "secret shame" as
though the story of Rosewoods
destruction were only just emerging.

Rosewood

It

a

Carriers' residence as a

"Within their improvised

history"

In fan,

Defend

in

"hidden

Under

"Numerous Instances
as

that his

Reporters revisiting
the

frt)m the Gainesville Sun.

it

up

fort

the

little

a defense that

bear comparison with

many

of

ignored the man's protests that
left six

riot in

blacks dead,

U.S. troops shot up an African American neighborhood on rumors (later

proven false) that blacks had killed
two white men. Nor were such events

unknown

November

to Florida. In

1920, several blacks were killed and
their

homes destroyed

in

Ocoee, west

when two local black men
vote. And less than a month

of Orlando,

the bravest feats of the colored soldiers

tried to

on

before Rosewood, three black

Flanders

Defender

fields."

went one

The

left

up to 200 blacks dead. All 79 murder
indiaments in that case were issued
against blacks. In Georgia, a World
War I veteran was beaten to death for
wearing his uniform in public. The

on

Br>'ce,

left

60 years because it was
utterly unremarkable. Not just lynchfor

John and

William

not,

echo contem-

eerily as these lend to

a train into

engineers,

railroad

as

is

"driving out" and plain mob terror
were once a routine pari of American

"Judge Lynch," and

courage. John Wright, a white shop-

newspapers

the differences in percep-

the South, but "white capping" and

of

whites behaved reprehensi-

bly. Several, in fact,

however,

ings,

expecned."

Not

women

innocent

of these microfiche

Chicaijo

step further, claim-

were

men

and several businesses and

killed

ing an ex-soldier (and Chicago native)

homes destroyed

named Ted Cole

north central Florida, after a white

hero of the
hour. Cole, supposedly a World War
veteran who had seen service in
France "on the lines and behind the
lines," was said to have "led and
as the

I

in

Perry, also in

school teacher was murdered.

It

was

only after forgetfulness permitted

Rosewood
t\)uld

it

to

seem exceptional

be "discovered," and

that
it

it

was

inspired his brothers in blood against

only the fiction of

its

singular terrible-

the assaults of the murderous mob."

ness that enabled

it

to generate such

No other account mentions Cole
anyone

What

like

or

him.

strikes a

present-day reader

interest

— from

the legal, journalistic,

and political communities,
from Hollywood. EH
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little

face-time, a

tive publicity, the sort of thing P.R.

"corporate goodwill,"
that refers to

which

engendering a

is

an

little

industry'

warm

posi-

people

call

term

fuzz^' feeling

whenever they think about your prodhold a press conference and armounce that

in people

ua, a good thing to do is to
you are donating a handful

of a basic right.

Civil Rights

for a corporation, and

of computers to a local school. You'll pick
an impoverished one, of course. The schools in wealthy neighborhoods already have computers; many have a few in e\'er\' classroom.
And it has to be computers. True, lots of impoverished schools don't
have enough textbooks, or enough teachers, or even enough money for pencils,
chalk, and toilet paper, but you cant really hold a press conference announcing
that you are donating pencils or toilet paper to a low-income school because that
makes people uncomfortable. Just thinking about schools that have to rely on
corporate largesse to buy toilet paper is enough to make a lot of people change
the channel. No, computers are better, mostly because they're still thought of as
a luxury item. Unlike textbooks, it's okay that only wealthy schools are guaranteed to have them; and unlike textbooks, when poor children are gi\'en access
to computers, this is still viewed as an aa of generosity, and not the fulfillment

By Jessica Brown
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you work

you're looking for a

1999

The

Digital Divide
1^99.

Aui^usl

In

Doparlincni of Comiiu-rcc
a couple of days at least, grabbed

U.S.

ilic

released a repon that, for

The repon, Falliiiij Throiujh the Net: Defuiuu] the
was conducted by the National Teleconinuinications and Information Administration (NTIA| and
examined trends in Americans' access to, and usage of, the
Internet, computers, and telepiiones. It found that, while
the overall number of American homes, schools and busiheadlines.

Dujitcjl Divide,

nesses connected to the Internet

is

rapidly increasing, a

namely people of color, the poor,
and residents of rural and inner city communities, are seriously lagging behind in access to this and other types of
information technology. The good news," note the study's
authors, "is that Americans are more connecled than ever
before. Access to computers and the Internet has soared for
people in all demographic groups and geographic locations.
At the end of 1998, over 40 percent of American households owned computers, and one quarter of all households
had Internet access." Accompanying this good news, however, was the persistence of what researchers and aaivists
call the "digital divide," or the gap between the ability of
large

segment

privileged
ety,

and

of society,

members

of

our

I

.

income neighborhoods confront many of the same problems. Since most library funding occurs at the local level,
institutions that serve poorer neighborhoods have fewer
financial resources than those that serve wealthier areas.

means that the communities that depend most
on public access points like schools and libraries to
provide computer and Internet ser\'ice are also the least

This often

heavily

soci-

When poor

use technology.

income
surprisingly,
Not
remains a very strong factor in
determining who will have access
to elearonic resources, and who
not.

children

are

given access to computers, this
still

is

viewed as an act of generosity

while
homes with

For instance,

about 80 percent of

annual incomes of $75,000 or
more had computers in 998, and about 60 percent were
using the Internet, less than 40 percent of homes with
annual incomes between $35,000 and $25,000 had home
computers and less than 20 percent had Internet access. Of
the poorest homes, those making less than $15,000 annually, computer ownership and Internet use fell to 1 5 percent
and less than 10 percent, respectively. The data indicate,
however, that income is not the only factor contributing to
the digital divide. Whites of any income are still more likely
to own computers and iiave Internet access than their black
and Latino peers. For instance, while 3 3 percent of whites
making between $ 5,000 and $35,000 had computers, only
1

1

about 19 percent of blacks did. This overall discrepancy is so
broad, reports NTIA, that a child in a low-income white
family

1

that of historically disad-

vantaged members, to access and

will

mation resources." However, they note, "through no fault
of their own, many of these institutions mirror the technology gap rather than mitigate it." According to a study
released in 1997 by the Educational Testing Service (ETS),
schools that serve historically disadvantaged commmiities
are much less likely to offer computer and Internet ser\'ices
than schools serving other populations, and here, once
again, race is a correlating factor. The ETS study found that
while the average American school reponed having about
one computer for every ten students, schools where minority children made up 90 percent or more of the student
body had average student to computer ratios of 7 to The
study also found that, while about 75 percent of schools in
high-income areas had Internet access, only about 55 percent in low-income areas did. Libraries that serve low-

is still

three times

more

likely to

have Internet access

than a black child in a comparable family, and four times
more likel>' than a Hispanic child.
Unfortunately, the data for schools and libraries

isn't an>'

likely to

be able to afford them.

The most disturbing
ever,

is

that

it is

aspect of the technology gap,

growing. For

many groups the

has widened in recent years as the information "haves"
have outpaced the information "have nots" in gaining
access to technology. For instance, the gaps between white

and Latino households, and white and black households,
have increased by six percentage points since 1994. Likewise, the gap between the wealthiest and poorest U.S.
households grew by 29 percent from 1997 to 1998 alone.

Ramifications
Ironically,

equalizer.

technology has always been viewed as a great
especially has created high hopes

The Internet

for a future of free information,

of speech

is

where

development

making

help eliminate disparities in access to infor-

cit-

The

is seen as having such
world culture that it has

of the Internet, in fad,

and

libraries to

and each

izen participates equally in the global "conversation."

a strong potential to revolutionize

"Traditionally," write

totalitarian control

impossible, borders are irrelevant,

Susan Goslee and
Chris Conte in Losiug Ground Bit hy Bit: Low-Income Communities in the Information Age. a report published by the Benton
Foundation in June of 1998, "we have looked to schools

more encouraging.

how-

digital divide

been likened to the invention of the printing press. This
may be an apt analog^' insofar as the Internet, like the printing press, has revolutionized the spread of information,
it

faster,

cheaper, and, theoretically at
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The

changed the stakes.
marvelous new
invention, as it translbrnis our society and our economy,
what happens to those people who have no ability to access
it? Do they become, as a result of their inability to operate
a computer or go online, a disenfranchised underclass just
able to everyone.

As

we

all

as surely as
If

Internet lias also

heconie more reliant on

if

this

they could not read or write?

the direction of the U.S.

economy over

past

lew years

any indication, the answer to that question may be yes.
With each passing year computer skills become more and
more of a prerequisite for liasic participatit)n in the workforce. According to the U.S. Department of Labor, almost 50
percent of all workers currently use a computer on the job,
with these workers earning about 43 percent more than
their less wired peers. Furthermore, by the year 2000,
is

according to Larry Irving, Assistant Secretary of
for Ct)niniunications
all

new jobs will

that

require technology

moreover

affeaed,

have

Commerce

and Information, about 60 percent
skills.

of

Many of the jobs

be in precisely those occupations
been open to people without college

will

traditionally

As

we

all

ing for at-risk youtti in Washington, DC, the digital divide
will also liave troubling ramifications for

omy.

"II,

ol (leople
risk a

in

who

shortage

are being locked out of jobs," he says, "you
in tfie labor {)ool."

However, the digital divide threatens to leave people
sidelined from even more than the jf)b market. The web has
and will continue to change the way we interaa with business, government, institutions of education, and even information itself. Sources of information that have traditionally
been jiaper-based, such as government and municipal
records, job listings, and even entire newspapers and magazines, have begun to shift resources from publishing hardcopy versions to publishing in electronic formats. Schools
that have Internet access in each classroom have begun
supplementing, and in some cases replacing, traditional
materials like textbooks with the more current, in-depth,
and dynamic information that can be found on the web.
States have begun exploring the possibility of allowing citizens to cast votes online in eleaions, with the potential end

become

more

reliant

on

to access

it?

Do they become,

their inability to operate a

new

this

technology, what happens to those people

no ability

the general econ-

the workplace, you have this large demographic

who have

as a result of

computer or go online,

disenfranchised underclass just as surely as

if

a

they

could not read or write?
become more
become harder for work-

degrees or specialized training. As offices

goal of phasing out paper ballots altogether,

computerized, for instance,

can

ers to find secretarial

require

and

it

will

clerical positions that

word processing and database

industrial seaors

skills.

do not

Even the

have been affeaed, notes Dorothee Benz,

New York journalist who

now

of a button, or
tor's

and

citizens

lobby their eleaed representatives with the touch

download, in minutes,

a particular legisla-

voting record. For the privileged, the possibilities are

endless, says

David Geilhufe, direaor of the Eastmont Com-

covers labor issues. "Everyone,

puting Center, a projea that that provides lo^v-income high

ranging from inventory workers in warehouses to cutters
and graders in garment shops, may now be called upon to
use a computer on the job."
The most lucrative jobs in the new U.S. economy, how-

school students with technology training in Oakland, Cali-

a

much more than the ability to simply
operate a P.C. They will require the ability to engineer

ever, will require

them: to write code, to design websites and software, to
troubleshoot glitches, and to build networks. These jobs, in
computer science, computer engineering, and systems
analysis, are the three fastest growing occupational sectors
in the new economy, and many labor analysts are holding
out hope that they will soon move in to take the place of
vanishing manufacturing jobs. If that happens, says Darin
Kenley, the executive director of Kids Computer Workshop,
an organization that provides computer access and mentor18
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However, he warns, people without access to techrisk falling farther and farther behind. "The electronic medium has become the preferred form of
information," says Geilhufe. "When you have a segment of
society that doesn't have the opportunity to access information in the preferred form you have a group of people
that have been redlined from aaive participation in that
fornia.

nology

society."

Technology as a Tool for Change
On

the other hand,

when

historically

disad\antaged com-

munities do gain access to infonnation technology',

it

really

opens doors. That is the experience of aaivists working
with two of the poorest demographic groups in the U.S.

"The- liiKTiR-i

is

impor-

tant because

it

allows

Figure

1:

Americans to
live where they want,
but have access lo \hv
the world

Karen

Builer, President

Household Computer Penetration Gap

by Race/Origin— 1994

Native

rest of

U.S.

vs.

1998

notes

"

of the National Indian

Telecommunications
"They

Institute (NITI).

can conned to the
world while still keej)-

21

1

petcenlage

poinl dillerence

belween Wtiiles

and Hispanics

ing oui

ol

it,

if

ihey
1994

have Internet access."
Another importance of
the

web

that

is

it

gives

marginalized people the

opportunity

more

have

to

of a voice.

1998

White non-Hispanic

Black non-Hispanic

1994

27.1

103

12.3

1998

46.6

232

Z5.5

Hispanic

and U S Census Bureau.
November 1 994 and December 1998 Cuirent Population Surveys.

Source: National Telecommunications and Inlomiation Administration (NTIA)
U.S. Department ol Commerce, using

"On

the Internet anyone can be an author," Builer says, "You
don't need a Ph.D. or a big publishing house behind you.

Native Americans have been misrepresented for hundreds
of years

by

historians, anthropologists,

and other outside
and rep-

observers. This allows us to correct those wrongs,

resent ourselves.

I

find

it

interesting that

when most

people

on the web, they do so to retrieve information, but
when Native Americans get on the web, they use it to put

get

inft)rmation out there about themselves."

Likewise, for people with disabilities, access to technology can be both a means to economic self-sufficiency, and
a

way

to transcend physical limitations. "Traditionally" says

Justin Dart, co-founder of Justice For All, a disability rights

advocacy group based in Washington DC, "People with disabilities have been employed in sheltered workshops, making sub-minimum wage and doing elementary labor work.
Now the trend is moving toward technology and the potential
is
tremendous."
Dale

Brown

of the Pres-

Counon the Employment

ident's Advisor^'
cil

Figure

2:

Percent of U.S. Households Using the Internet
by Race/Origin— 1997-1998

of People with DisabiliWiile non-Hispanic

ties agrees.

son

with

"Take a per-

high

level

i]uadriplegia," she says

by way of example.
"There are computers
that can be controlled
with any muscle of the
body. For instance, you
can control a computer
just through the movement of your eyes.
Technology makes it
easier to get information from the brain to
the

written

page.

In

-. -»

Hispanic

Black non-Hispanic

Kiiii'ii

HulliT, ol NITI,

"A

ii^ii-i-s.

gelling the lines oul here.

A

lol ol

tlicilk'iigc

iii.ijdi

is

jusi

plunic companies won't

even give ns sei^ice, they don't see us as a profitable market." Although the NTIA reports tliat about 94 percent of
American homes overall have phones, an examination of
telephone penetration across racial and geographic lines
illustrates a different facet of the digital divide. While about
95 percent of while families overall have phone service,
only about 85 percent of black and Latino families do. For
some populations, such as Native Americans, the combination of poverty and living in a remote area can be a partic-

may reach a larger population. However, says Buller, what
we really need is a renewed commitment to getting the
information infrastruaure into every home as well. "To
make universal service really universal," she says, "the
simplest thing

would be

tiid

ihem

lo getting

and the

tricity

pay

a

little

in the

extra;

it

A

deserved

sure everyone in

costs

reports Buller,

phone companies

pass construction

onto consumers. "To get the original line out can cost
in connection costs," she says. "That's

$10,000 to $50,000

just to get the line out to the

how much money

first

they have,

is

house!

No one, no

matter

going to pay that."

Even in communities that have phone lines, the
telecommunications infrastruaure does not always support
Internet access, says David Geilhufe. "There

mitment on the

part of corporate

is

a spotty

America

to

com-

making

advanced communications abifities available to low-income
neighborhoods," he says, referring to practices doaimented
in a report released by the Consimiers Union and Consumer Federation of America in February' of 1999. The
report. The Digital Divide Confronts the Telecommtinicatio>is Act

of 1996, notes that while

phone companies

are putting

resources into building high-speed lines capable of providing fast Internet service to wealthier communities,

are lagging in building out these

income

same

many

services to low-

what they may

same

"it's

Then

solution to get-

legislators

who

causing the

They

wire every
felt

rep-

cities to

home

njral people

similar tax, she says, could be used to
tlie

we

the cities had elec-

really, to

electricity.

make

nation has access to telecommunica-

tions service. "This service

she says,

first

in legislation

was pennies

countryside for
it."

At

rural areas didn't.

ularly strong barrier to accessing basic telecommunications.

Now,

electricity.

resented rural people put

The problem was compounded by the passage of the
Telecommunications Act of 1996, which dismantled a
framework of Federal subsidies that once helped to defray
the cost of rimning telephone lines out to rural homes.

to apply the

ting people wired for telecommunicatifjus service that

is

not an add-on, or an icing,"

a necessity."

Then there is the issue of acquiring the computer hardware itself, a problem that is often overlooked due to the
fact that the overall cost of buying a P.C. has begun to go
down. Although falling computer prices are good news for
middle class buyers, a few hundred dollars per machine
may still be too much for a lot of families, or for low-income
schools and community access sites that have to struggle to
cover basic expenses like books and staff salaries. A few
companies have made headlines by offering computers to a
handful of schools in exchange for the right to place a constant stream of advertisements, targeted toward children, at
the sides and corners of the screen. Others have offered
individual buyers a "free" P.C. in exchange for buying three
years of Internet service at S20-$30 dollars a month. These
programs have been somewhat limited, however, and are
very controversial. This means that most institutions that
do manage to get technology programs going are still relying on donated computers, the quality of which vary
widely.

that of

"In lower income areas, computers tend to be donated,
and they may be older," says B. Keith Fulton, Direaor of
Technology Programs and Policy for the National Urban
League. "Most work fine, but there are iimits in terms of
running higher functions. They don't always ha\e the
capacity for some of the multimedia and Internet applications." It also means that having machines, or having
enough of them, is by no means assured, and that library,
community center, and school distria staff may need to
take on the additional burdens of writing grants, holding

the education rate, or "e-rate." The e-rate, also a provision

fundraisers, or soliciting donations to obtain the necessary

of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, provides discounts

PCs and

areas, unwilling to incur the cost for

an inadequate return on investment. This creates
a stark difference between each neighborhood's ability to
access the web, Geilhufe explains. "Let's say I have a short
health video on pre-natal care that I want to show people
in the community, and I need to download it from the Net.
In one neighborhood where you have high speed lines it
takes 48 seconds, in another neighborhood where you're
relying on old analog phone lines it takes 20 minutes."
believe

One

up

is

policy that partially addresses this issue

is

90 percent off of the cost of wiring qualifying
schools, libraries, and health centers for Internet serxace.
of

This

is

to

great, say advocates, but just getting the Internet

and libraries will not meet the needs of an
community. Many civil liberties groups, including
the Civil Rights Forum on Communications Policy, and the
National Urban League, have suggested that the e-rate be
extended to provide discounted telecommunications serv-

into the schools
entire

ices to

community technology

centers as well, insofar as

these organizations also provide training and access and
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software.

Beyond acquiring the machines, says Fulton, teachers
and community organizers also need to be taught how to
use them. "What people end up talking about, unfortunately, is who has computers and who doesn't. Then when
computer prices go down they say 'Oh that solves the problem.' But you could give a laptop to everyone in the hood
and does that solve the digital divide? No, you still need to
provide training." Training is a vital, and often negleaed,
foundation for a successful community technology program. Without

it

computers

may sit

unused, or be used pre-

doniinaicly lor simple applications like computer games,

because teachers or library

them

staff

don't necessarily

know how

simply expected to
acquaint themselves with the machines, sometimes on
to use

their

own

Hot Links

either. Often, staff are

For more information,

lime. This means, says Fulton, that students in
cited

wealthy

always getting the promised
educational benefits e\'en when their schools do get a computer program going.
less

with the

Finally, says Elsa Macias, a senior researcher

on

Policy Institute, a policy research center

you have

issues affeaing Latinos in the U.S.,

make people understand why
to learn

how

to do. Part of that

this
is

is

getting people over a gen-

web may

call

the

Civil

887-0301 The

at (202)

Forum can be found online

who
Rights Forum on

addresses. Readers

Civil

Rights

at wvvw.civilrightsforum.org.

The National Telecommunications and nformation
I

Administration: www.ntia.doc.gov

The Benton Foundation; www.benton.org
The Educational Testing

www.ets.org

Service:

TheEastmont Computing Center www.eastmont net
The National ndian Telecommunications
I

I

nstitute:

www.niti.org
Justice for All:

www.jfanow.org

The President's Committee on
Disabilities:

E

mployment of People with

www50.pcepd.gov

The Appalachian Center

for

Economic Networks

(ACENet):

www.seorf.ohiou.edu

disadvantaged people approach the Inter-

net with the assumption that the net

is

upper

a white,

class

media that doesn't feature much content of possible interest to anybody else. Bob Johnson, the producer of the Black
Entertainment Television (BET) cable network, and the
CEO of BET Holdings Inc., believes that this is one of the
primary reasons people of color, in particular African Americans, do not use the Internet. "It's not so much a digital
divide' as a mindset divide," Johnson told online news publication ZDnet. Blacks will use the web, he says, when web
content producers make it clear they want their patronage.
To that end, BET has announced its plans to build a web
portal for African

BET.com,

web

something they need

Some people still
approach computers with the fear that they might "break
them" if they hit the wrong key; other people assume that
they simply aren't smart enough to ever understand how to
use a computer. The barrier for many though, says Macias,
is apprehension o\er what computers, and particularly the
Internet, might bring into the home. "People worry aboiu
what type of content their children will see," she says.
"What if they start to access porn or hate sites? There is also
the fear that using a computer is an anti-social activity that
will take lime away from the famil>."
many

lack access to the

Communications Policy

to

eral fear or mistrust of technology.

In faa,

the organizations and agencies

visit

at the following

districts aren't

Tomas Rivera
focusing

above

American Internet

will offer visitors

users.

The

site,

news, entertainment, financial

information, and e-commerce opportimities

all

targeted

The National Urban League: www.nul.org

Tomas

Rivera Policy nstitute: vvww.tripi.org
I

BET.com:

betcom

NetNoir: netnoir.com

ally

need

to

become competitive

in the job market,

and

"People recognize that this

fully participate in society.

to

is

a

train they

to get on,"

at least

need
have to

get their children

be

behind." The big problem, she and other aaivists

left

say,

that the

is

information age

approach
is

she says, "and

on

it,

to bringing

patchy, the

if

not them, they

or they're going to

everybody into the

commitment not

yet solidi-

was all coming out of Spain or Argentina.
was in Spanish, doesn't mean it was relevant
to the lives and experiences of U.S. Latinos. People need to
be able to find ailturally relevant and community relevant

even entirely earnest. Some neighborhoods get
high-speed Internet access, while some do not have wiring
for phones. Some schools have advanced computers in
every classroom, while others make do with a handful of
older models, or none at all. All in all, though donations of
ser\'ices and equipment, and the efforts of activists and
local technology programs, are doing wonderful things in
the communities they touch, it will take more to close the
divide. It will lake a commitment on the part of government, business, charitable organizations, and communities
to an ideal of universal service, and an acknowledgment

content."

that equal access to technology

toward the black community. BET.com joins a handlul of
other sites aimed at populations lagging in net participation.
These include NetNoir, another portal site aimed at African
Americans, and a number of web networks that target
North American Latino users. These, according to Elsa
Macias, are all positive developments. "There has always
been Spanish language content on the web," she says, "but
until recently

Just because

it

it

Mostly though, says Macias, coaxing people into

sitting

down at a computer and learning how to use it isn't so
much of an issue anymore. Maybe used to be that way,
but now more people have come to understand that access

fied or

right,

is,

for individuals, a basic

and, for the country as a whole, an economic and

democratic necessity. SB

it

to information

technology

is

something they

will

eventu-
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Affirmative Action:
India's

Example

By Clark

D. Cunniiicjluwi

As

aaion seems

government. Both have written constitutions containing similar guaranteed rights; both have supreme courts
with vast powers including the power

appellate court decisions are

ately needs

to declare statutes unconstitutional;

that each beneficiary of

to address the

both countries turn to their courts to

the U.S. debate over affimia-

live

it

to

grow ever

more rancorous and divisive,
clear that America desper-

seems

an infusion of new ideas
fundamental problems
that affirmative aaion programs were
intended to remedy. Help may be
available from an unexpeaed source:
the legal systems of other countries.

Many
cies

other multi-cultural democra-

have

also

been struggling

to rec-

resolve their most important public
controversies. (Indian law

is

also ver^'

accessible to U.S. readers because, like

on the foundalaw and
because the constitution, statutes and
American

law,

it

rests

tion of the English

common

it

is

from

their experiments.

not even necessary that

we know whether

another country's
experiment can be judged a success or
failure in that country; studying their

approach can be valuable simply if it
expands our own vision of what is
possible. The suggestions that appear
here for redesigning American affirmative aaion are offered in this spirit:
to provoke at least some new discus-

is

Prior to Independence, India's caste

system made demeaning and menial
occupations hereditary - creating a
caste known as "untouchables"

shared between states and a central

CORBIS'Bettmann-1969

/
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to

be

immune

bias-t^-pe disis

in India, affirmative

aaion there

focused more on eradicating the

enduring

Both countries
use a federal system with power

Journal

many,

treated as a serious, continuing prob-

probably more similar to that of

Civil Rights

where
on grades and test

Although cognitive

the United States than that of any

22

result

crimination based on caste status

lem

field

aaion may

scores seem, to

India has developed a legal system

of constitutional law.

U.S.

to cognitive bias.

borders.

other country, partiailarly in the

the

of the current skepticism

decisions based

and to prompt greater curiosity
about what is happening outside our

is

in

can be shown

it

tings like university admissions

sion

that

action

an affirmative
aaion program is likely to have suffered from what can be called the
"cognitive bias" form of discrimination, that is, a harm caused by an aaor
who is aware of the person's "race"
and is motivated (consciously or
unconsciously) by that awareness.
affirmative

discrimination; America might well be

Indeed

writ-

about
from this
narrow focus: many white people
seem to believe themselves free of
such cognitive bias and thus doubt
that it is a continuing problem of sufficient magnitude to justif\' affirmative
aaion. Such a focus makes affirmative
aaion particularly \ulnerable in set-

oncile a

able to learn

Affirmative

focuses on whether

Much

commitment to equality with
the need to remedy the effeas of past

all

ten in English.)

effects

from centuries'

of

oppression and segregation. There
appears to be a more conscious com-

mitment than

in the U.S. to

change
coun-

tlie

basic social struaure of the

try.

The Indian approach perhaps can

"

Mews

Global
hi'

uiuicrsiood

licst

using the eco-

nomic theory pioneered by Glenn
Loury that distinguishes between

"human

cajiital"

and

and
and
its

religious categories to assure that

entering class had a demographic

make

"social capital.

quota system based on caste

rigid

population. The Court ruled in favor

the labt)r market; social capital refers

denietl admission.

an individual receives from
membershiji in a community, such as

immediately modified the ruling by

men-

tution by a two-thirds vote of eaclr

access to information networks,

and

toring

human

reciprocal favors. Potential

capital

can

lie

augmented or

stunted depending on a\ailable

tion,

past,

house

power

its

to

to

add an

Hindu

The l^irliament

amend

the consti-

explicit "affirmative

action" exception to the constitutional

guarantee of equality, authorizing

Economic inodcls demon-

capital.
strate

st)cial

of the petitioner, a high caste

using

how

labor market discriminaeven several generations in the
when combined with ongoing

segregated social structure can perpet-

nities.
tial

The

caused

when

blocked

tal is

is

human

viewed

India

poten-

access to social

compassion and

not

huge loss to the society itself, that
must be remedied given the vast
needs and aspirations of the world's
largest

focused on

eradicating the

justice, but also as

a

democracy. Although, for

his-

enduring effects from
centuries' of oppression

and segregation

the Indian

Supreme Court was

faced

U.S.

Supreme Court barred

racial

the use of

quotas for admission to a state

medical school but permitted consid-

the mere prohibition of discrimination
and a policy of "equal t)pportunity"
were insufficient to remedy the profound social effects of the caste sysIt

an

medical school had used

start their

disadvantage rarely benefit

significantly
...

who

stated: "People

from equality of opportu-

Equality o\ t)pportunity

is

also

because it ignores
invisible and cumulative

asocial principle,

the

many

the

in

way

of the disaii-

vantaged."

Responding to the Supreme Couri's
concern about objecli\e and transparent processes, the

conduaed

sion

Mandal Commis-

a national

survey that

with generally recognized
group categories (typically based on

name

or hereditary occupation)

tested each

group using

standartl-

ized criteria of "backwardness" (such

comparing the percentage

members who married
of 17 or did not

of

"special provision" for the

ment

of "socially

backward

advance-

and educationally

classes of citizens."

For the next thirty years different
states in India

variety of

ment

ways

experimented with a
and imple-

to interpret

this constitutional "special pro-

pendulum swing from
overemphasis on caste identity to
purely economic criteria. A continuing problem was the extension of
affirmative action to caste groups
a[)parently based more on their [loliii-

vision" with a

cal clout in a particular state

actual

need

than their

for preferential treatment

A

relative to other groups, leading to

repeated Supreme Court decisions

group

belore the age

complete high school

with other groups in the same

a detailed

eration of race to achieve diversity).

set

Report did not use the term "social
its central premise was that

as

acutely aware that the problem of

with a case remarkably like the landmark 1978 Bakke case (in which the

and

capital,"

and

equality taken in part from U.S. law,

Chairperson)

its

recommendations for national
standards. Although the Mandal

caste

constitution containing guarantees of

of

oi

phrased largely in terms ol
assisting "backward" groups, "backwardness" should be understood as a
comparative rather than a pejorative
or patronizing term. Indians are

"

name

started

is

unevenly distributed social capital can
arise as much Irom the concentration
of social capital in a few "forward
groups as from any deficiency in
"backward" groups.
In 1951, only a year after the
newly independent India adopted its

Commission
"Mandal Commission"

a Presidential

as the

issued a comprehensive report

torical reasons, affirmative action in

India

980

hindrances

only as a personal tragedy, calling out
for

is

cajii-

in India

1

after the

nity

between ethnic commu-

limitation of

In

(known

lives at a

Affirmative action in

])ro-

trans-

parent processes.

tem.

uate indefinitely huge differences in
social capital

grams using more objeaive and

similar to that ol the general

u[)

Human capital refers to an individual's
own characteristics that are valued by
to value

ordering stales to redesign their

Eleven numerical

fartors,

state).

given vary-

were assigned to each
group based on the survey results and
those groups with total scores below a
specified cut-off point appeared in a
Classes
list
of Other Backward
(OBCs). The Commission then recommended that a percentage of new
hires for most central government
ing weights,

jobs be reserved for

OBC members

imder a quota system.
The Mandal Report generated lively
debate but it was not until 1990 that
the national government actually proposed implementation of the Repori.
This announcement, by then-Prime
Minister V.P. Singh, prompted wideFall
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spri-ad civil (lislurlidiKc, iiisiaiKcs ol
scll-iniinolaiioii
in jirolfsl,

epic

and

lliiulus

lili.ualioii li'adini;

Supreme

lo

an

set of judicial

a

6-3 decision,

opinions.

Supreme

A

Court

majority
justices

approved the following basic principles:
1. Reservation of government positions lor

Adai'diid Constructors v Poia, there

is

in

no

consiiiulional guarantees nl ecjual

approving the Report and its
recommendations, and issuing a bookthe

1995 decision

Court. In 1992 the

largely

long

according to the U.S.

Court's

"aHirnialive action exception" to the

ol oral

Supreme Court reached

of

in contrast,

ity,

Supreme

argument

montlis

llirc'c

before the

by high-caste

OBCs should

not be inter-

protection, even for i)rograms created

by Congress under

implemeiU the

14tli

its

powers

to

Amendment.

However, a closer look ai the Adarand
and cases that lollowed it in
the lower courts suggests some ways
India's experience might be relevant
decision

to the U.S.

"Black Americans, Hispanic

viduals. This

presumption would only

some

forward with evidence that the owner

but rather as a

way
on

head" in
the words of Justice Jeevan Reddy,
author of the majority opinion.)
Traditional caste categories can be
used as a starting point for identifying OBCs but selection criteria
must include empirical factors

the constitution to add

an

had a duty to verify whether the
owner was aaually disadvantaged. In
contrast, persons not members of one

explicit "affirmative

of the specified groups

DBE
action" exception to the

"clear

who

were required

status

to

sought
prove by

and convincing evidence"

they met a five-part

group as an OBC
cannot be based on economic crite-

By

guarantee of equality

The

a 5-4 vote, the

aaion program at
Adarand case provides
similarities and contrasts

tional caste categories.

some

OBC membership

to India's

son needs preferential treatment;

ment jobs for Other Backward Classes.
Adarand Constructors was a subcon-

system of reserved govern-

who

Supreme Court

all racial classifications,

even

enacted by Congress and
intended to benefit groups affeaed by
racial discrimination, must be analyzed by the same standard of "stria
scrutiny." However, writing for herself
those

affinnative

striking

test for

economic disadvantage.
held that

issue in the

that

test for social dis-

advantage as well as a separate

constitutional

alone.

only creates a
rebuttable presumption that a per-

gov-

that provided the

nor the prime contractor

certification

Identification of a

not perpetuate the stigma of tradi-

came

third parry

fad socially or economi-

in

ernment agency

its

Because the Mandal Commission
used objeaive, empirical criteria to
create these new group categories,
distribution of government benefits
based on OBC membership does

if

cally disadvantaged; neither the

that certain castes are "backward."

ria

set aside

was not

Parliament amended

of achieving

beyond conventional assumptions

5.

all

Americans, Native Americans, [and]
Asian Pacific Americans" were socially
and economically disadvantaged indi-

constitiuional guarantee of equal-

ing the caste system

4.

that

be

ity

3.

Aa, which defined a DBE as a
owned and controlled
by one or more "socially and economically disadvantaged individuals" and
had further created a presumption
ness

small business

preted as a narrow exception to the

true, substantive equality. ("Turn-

2.

was owned by an Hispanic
American. Congress had created the
DBE program under the Small Busi-

struction

and three other members of the
majority. Justice O'Connor emphasized that "strict scrutiny"

open the

still left

possibility of affirmative

must also use
an individualized economic means
test to eliminate persons from afflu-

tractor

the Gonzales Construaion Compatiy,

mental

ent or professional families (termed

even though Adarand was the lowest
bidder. The prime contraaor received
a bonus payment for subcontracting

"unhappy persistence of both the
practice and the lingering effeas of

with Gonzales Construction because

groups in

therefore, the state

creamy layer test"
glance it might appear that
affirmative action in India and the
"the

At

)

first

ally

lost a

contraa for feder-

financed highway construction to

it

aaion

if

programs were "narrowly

tai-

lored" to further "compelling governinterests," stating that the

racial discrimination against
this

country

is

minority

an unfortu-

and government

United States are so different, both in
terms of basic assumptions and implementation, that useful comparison is

had been
orado as

impossible. India's constitution specif-

structors challenged this system as

the Adarand decision as sounding the

ically states that "special provision" for

violating

its right to equal proteaion
because the only basis for the DBE
certification was that Gonzales Con-

death knell of affirmati\e action,
notably the federal appellate judges

"backward classes" is not prohibited by the general right to equalcertain
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certified

by the State

of Col-

a "Disadvantaged Business

Enterprise"

(DBE). Adarand Con-

nate

reality,

disqualified
it."

from aaing

Despite this language,

who

struck

down

is

not

in response to

many

read

the affirmative

Global \^ews
action admission program

ai

ruled in la\or of Adarand Constructors
and barred the use of the DBE pro-

the Texas

Law

School in the 1996 case ol Hopwood V. Texas, holding that neither

nor remedying past

diversity

gram because
gories was not

societal

its

use of racial cate-

'"narrowly tailored.

"

As

discrimination were sufficient "com-

a result of this ruling, the Stale of Col-

governmental interests."
In ll)e Adarand case, the Supreme
Court did not actually decide whether
the DBE system was unconstitutional,
but sent the case back for a "strict

orado changed

pelling

scrutiny" review.

On remand

the

its

procedures for

DBEs by eliminating

fying

certi-

the pre-

sumption of disadvantage for racial
and ethnic minorities, basing the
determination of social disadvantage

on the

solely

trial

applicant's statement that

he or she was disadvantaged. The
of Adarand Constructors then

court reviewed the extensive histor\'

the

irial

coLirt's decision.

The Federal

appellate court then dismissed the case
entirely this past spring

on the grounds

was moot since Adarand
Construaors was no longer harmed by
the DBE program, and vacated the disthat the case

trict

court's decision.

The

lack of a final court decision

on

the specific facts in Adarand, and the

strange turn of events in which an

aggrieved white male ends up as a
kind of affimiative action beneficiary,

of Congressit)nal eltorts to eliminate

owner

barriers preventing racial minorities

applied for

from successfully competing in the
highway construction industry, and
concluded that Congress, acting under

claiming that the pre-existing system

the

of racial preferences for federally-

since

funded contracts had made him, as a
white male, socially disadvantaged.
Colorado accepted this claim and

mative action cases (including the

its

14th

Amendment

powers, did ha\'e

a compelling interest in

remedying the

effeas of past societal discrimination.

granted

Nonetheless, in 1997, the

eral

court

trial

DBE

him DBE

status,

apparently

status while the Fed-

go\'crnmcnt was

still

appealing

seems

to leave considerable

room

for

rethinking affirmative aaion, as does

Supreme Court's consistent refusal
Adarand to decide any new aflir-

Hopwood

decision, thus

making the

use of race tor deciding admission to
state universities unconstitutional in

the three states under the jurisdiction

India's Castes
The

system of India

traditional caste

is

usually described

as a hierarchy of four groups:

At the top were the Brahmins,
scholars; next
caste;

was the warrior

who were

priests

merchant

caste; third the

and lourth land uukIi lower), the Shudras

vided menial labor for the

first

and

who pro-

Below even

three castes.

the Shudras, often described as outside the caste system
(""outcastes")

were the "untouchables,""

they were considered
tic

ritually

so-called because

unclean and subjea to dras-

forms of segregation. (The Shudras approximately cor-

respond

ward

to the ethnic

groups referred to as "Other Back-

Classes" in India's affimiative action programs; these

"OBCs" are described

as "other" because

gory of "Scheduled Castes" was
the untouchables.)

A central

pendence movement,

cr/^ated for

an

earlier cate-

descendants of

principle of the Indian inde-

led by

Family of Brahmins. Members of the highest Hindu caste,
late I9th century. CORBIS/Hulton-Oeulsch

Collection

Mohandas ("Mahatma")

Gandhi, was abolition of caste prejudice, especially against the untouchables. This principle has been realized to a considerable extent in a remarkably short time.
of Justice, Dr. B.R.
reins of

The primary draftsman

Ambedkar, was from an "untouchable"

government are

in the

hands

of political parties

inter-religious strife that attract the attention of

ernment

ment

to

promote the

interests of ethnic

and

caste, as

is

of the Indian constitution

and

India's first Minister

the current President of India. In several

states,

the

dominated by "lower castes." The convulsions of inter-caste and

Western media almost always

religious

arise

from the commitment of the gov-

groups that have been the victims of discrimination, a commit-

that has not disappeared despite the opposition of the privileged

and numerically powerful.
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Global
ol iluii Icilcr.il .ippciils lourl

up

inj; iIh' issiif

in tlic

Icav-

l)iii

hir llic

,iii

tt'sl

dI

TlicR' are a luunhi-r dI intriguing
ol

comparison and contrast
DBE program and India's

bc'twet'ii tlie

system

haphazard,"

111(1

ol reservations tor

Other Back-

who

had

was "random

including Aleuts,

Samoans and Bliutans

the country.)

[Kiiiits

selcttion ol racial grou|)s

as ethnic groups

sullcrcci discrimiiiation in the

highway construction

industry,

added the observation

that

lamously

rich Sultan ol

ward Classes. Both the DBE and OBC
programs begin with a general,

qualify for a

abstract category of "disadvantage" or

quently

DBE

and

even the
Brunei would

certification.

The

fact

Adarand Constructors subse-

that

won

a

DBE

certification alter

not

c<juld

capital,

meet

bonding

requirements, had inadequate "track
records,"

and were unaware

Iirocedures

—

all

of bidding

deficiencies that could

be attributed to the owners' lack of
evant social
jxjtenlial

ca[)ital

human

rel-

(despite plenty of

capital). Aiter years

of unsuccessful, race-neutral efforts to

address

problems.

these

Congress

apparently decided that the only effec-

way

number

"backwardness" and claim to be pro-

tive

viding preferential treatment to spe-

minority businesses able to compete

cific

Some

ethnic grt)iips only because they

happen

to

starling point does,
risk of

of the

most

however, create

a

perpetuating demeaning and

distinctive features of the

patronizing stereotypes and ignores
otlier rationales for affirmative action

advanced in both the U.S. and India,
such as the values of diversity, inclusion, and positive role models, which
are particularly relevant in

context

tlie

government and higher education.)
Both programs insist that disadvantage cannot be explained solely in
economic terms; for both social disadvantage provides the rationale for
using ethnicity to identify and delimit

A

Indian approach suggest

by

that both

a third party in the

DBE

Contrasts are even

more

ways that

a redesigned

Disadvantaged Business
Enterprise program might

survive even the strict

trial

court found that the

was

both overinclusive

sive.

DBE

DBE

American

The

Mid underinclucertification was overinclu-

sive because

it

presumed

that

all

indi-

were replaced with an

was

it

underinclusive

because it excluded other minority
groups (unnamed by the court) whose

members were

in fact socially

and eco-

nomically disadvantaged. The

trial

court quoted with apparent approval

Adarand Constructors' claim
26
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1999

would
take the Indian experiment one

likely to survive stria scrutiny

by eliminating altogether
If a key
cause and indicator of inadequate

applicant's

mere

claim of social disadvantage (seemingly
inconsistent with the fan that

Adarand

Construaors was able to submit a bid
that would have won if the DBE prosuggests that the basic theory'

vantaged;

dence linking the current lack of sodal
Such an
approach should address the critical
concerns of "narrow tailoring" that
group seleaion is not "random and
haphazard" or, perhaps worse, the

sodal capital

gram had not been

disad-

members. (An

explidt use of ethnic identity.

the racial and ethnic presumptions

were

and economically

capital of their

additional criterion could be clear evi-

step further

courts

viduals within the four broad groups
socially

degree likely to limit significantly the

be to

may

system

lacked relevant social capital to a

An alternative approach even more
scrutiny of

aaually suggest ways that a redesigned
stria scrutiny of Ainerican courts.

its

Mandal Commis-

result of "radal politics."

intriguing

might survive even the

version of the

capital to past discrimination.)

because some of the most distinctive

DBE program

Congress might then appoint

own

human

program.

features of the Indian approach

ital.

sion to identify groups that clearly

third similarity

programs treat ethnic
identity as only a presumption of disadvantage that can be rebutted: by the
creamy layer test in India or challenge
is

work was to get them
more work in the first place, giving
them relevant social capital directly. If
the DBE program was viewed more
clearly as a redistribution of sodal cap-

of

beneficiary groups.

of

successfully for

into the category. (This

fit

to increase the

ria of

in effect) strongly

and

crite-

"disadvantage" had not been well

worked

out.

According to the trial court in
Adarand, Congress found that minority businesses were unable to compete
effeaively for constmaion contracts in
large part because they lacked working

is

segregation,

why

ask persons seeking affirmative
to provide

not

aaion

evidence of their personal

experience of segregation rather than
presuming it from their ethnic identity? (The Federal DBE regulations
allow as one alternative to membership in one of the four spedfied ethnic
groups a showing that the applicant
has suffered from "long-term residence in an environment isolated
from the mainstream of American
sodety.") One categorv' on an application might be residential segregation,
requiring the applicant to

neighborhood

(identified

by

list

every

zip code)

Global] \^ews
in

which he or she has

lived, indicat-

ing the dales and applicant's age

time.

at

the

Another category could be

educational segregation,

mentary, junior and

listing ele-

senior

high

by dates and age when
atteiuling. A Federal agency such as
schools, also

become the
Mandal Com-

the Census Bureau could
U.S. equi\alent ol the

should be to eliminate the 'lingering
effects"

been

discrimination that has

ol

on

explicitly based

etimit

racial

and

generations, and

iclentitN' for

not merely to develop a program that

survives judicial

review.

effecns of discrimination

Can the

be adequately

addressed without explicitly using eth-

So

nic categories?

Other useful insights can be gained
by looking at India, for example from
the many critiques by Indian intellectuals of the Mandal Report. Those cri-

some cautionary lessons about the use of affirmative
action: the coininuing pressure to
expand beneficiaries by adding catetiques suggest

in India,

the

gories; the risk that alfirmalise action

mission by assembling a national data

govermnents answer has been

no.

will

base rating zip codes and sc1uh)1s as to

Elsewhere

the degree of impact by segregation at

may

I

far,

discuss

why

the answer

also be "no" in the United States,

\arious [loints in time and developing
a

ties

supplied by applicants into a

tiata

Our primary concern

"severity of segregation" score. This

segregation score could then be

com-

bined with an economic disadvantage
score based on applicant-supplied

information

(primarily

was warranted.

should be to eliminate the

parental

Certification

'hngering effects" of

presumably

discrimination that has

especially be the case for

if

less

non-OBC

and indeed

revitalization ol the very social cate-

in creating a "casteless society"

due

been

explicitly based

on

way debate over

mative action can

affir-

distract attention

acts of intentional

vate section; and the impact on the

government when merit
and promotion is de-empha-

Perhaps the most valuable

sized.

les-

Americans might
learn from India and other countries
is greater humility: our problems may
be more fundamental than we realize
and, at the same time, our methods
son, though, that

racial

and ethnic identity

for generations

small towns

for

addressing them

imaginative than

This approach

at least as to

higher education, draw-

we

may

be

less

EH

assimie.

Clark D. Cunnm^luim. Professor of

Law

Adarand. Persons not individually disadvantaged would not be included by

ing on recent psychological research

an automatic presum[nion based on
ethnic identity. Persons aaually disadvantaged would not be presimiptively

others. This research suggests the exis-

of affirmative action in the U.S.. India.

tence of a "stereotype threat" that can

Africa

excluded simply because their ethnic-

bers of ethnic groujis

ity

did not

of groups.

fit

within a limited

Indeed

not even trigger

this

number

approach might
scrutiny since

strict

would not be a
or ethnic category' as such and

the segregation faaor
racial

would not merely be

a

token substi-

tute for such categories since not

members

all

an ethnic group would be

by Claude

Steele,

Joshua Aronson and

haunt even the most successful

when

tear that failure will

mem-

test-takers

confirm social

stereotypes about them.

St.

at

Louis, has been

workinij for three years on a comparative study

with

and

Dr

S.

other countries in collaboration

N. R.

Madhava Menon. Member Law

Commission of India, and former dean.
National

Law

School of India.

An expanded

version of this essay with footnotes: other arti-

of affirmative action in

higher education emulate the Mandal

cles and working papers by Cunningham c^
Menon and others on this subjea; a bibliogra-

Commission by using such empirical

phy: and proceedings of a 1997 conference on

proponents

research both to articidate a

compelling need and to design a

more
more

able to present data giving rise to a significant segregation score.

sion plan struck

However, our primary concern

Washington University in

urge that the

I

"narrowly tailored" response than
were shown in the law school admis-

of

to

the value they are given by affirma-

in hiring

(as

and rural backgrounds).
would resolve both the
over-inclusion and imder-inclusion
problems raised by the trial court in

status; the persistence

efficiency of

might
persons from

affected by segregation

opportuni-

discrimination, particularly in the pri-

social capital)

poverty might be certified even

feel their

from continuing

was presented;
likewise applicants who grew up in
reduced

and resentthe yoiniger

are restricted by their

ti\e action; the

might be granted to applicants from
middle class backgrounds if evidence
of severe segregation (and

who

ol

gories that the state seeks to eliminate

income and occupation during applicant's formative ages) and the total
used to decide whether DBE certification

ment by members
generation

stamlard formula for correlating the

raw

be used primarily to mobilize vot-

ing blocks: the liespair

case.

down

in

the

Hopwood

"Rethinking Equality' in the Global Society"

can be obtained from the following web

site:

http://ls.wustI.edu/Conferences/
Equality or by contacting Cunningham
('cunningc@law.wustl.edu

or fax: 314-

935-649i).
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View Point

The Myth

Wage Gap

of the

By Diana Furchtgott-Roth

999, was dubbed Equal
April
Pay Day by the National Com8,

1

mittee on Pay Equity, which

joined the National Organization for

Women

and the AFL-CIO

persuade the nation that

to try to

women

are

those working 35-hour weeks. These

annually to the wage gap."

estimates

If

these groups are to be believed,

then American

women

ond-class citizens, as they

are

still

sec-

were before

paid only 74 cents on a man's dollar.

they had the right to vote. But before

Their organizational literature pro-

declaring another

posed stunts such as selling hamburgers for $1 to men but for 75 cents to
women; selling cookies with one quarter removed; distributing dollar bills
with holes in them to reflea the gaps

looking

women's pay; and organizing a New
Year's party on April 8 to recognize
that women have begun a new year
after catching up to men's earnings
from 1998. Such claims draw media

assumption that

in

do

but

attention,

not

accurately

women's compensation in the
American workplace.
At about the same time, the AFLCIO and the Institute for Women's Policy Research (IWPR) released Equal
describe

Pay for Working Families: National and
Slate Data on the Pay Gap and Its Costs.

propounded the

This report again
tion that
cents

on

women

fic-

are paid only 74

a man's dollar in the United

States as a whole,

and presented data

women's earnings

60-hour weeks are compared with

concluded that "America's working
families lose a staggering $200 billion

at

how

it is worth
numbers were

crisis,

these

fail

most importantly, consecutive years

mon

for

women

in

why

to

it is

in

in States
less

com-

work, and where

education and work
wage gap is wider. In
areas where it is more usual for

they have

experience, the

in the labor

is

such as Louisiana, where

behind the differences.

women

That

the workforce.

put together and some of the reasons

During the nineteenth century,
employers usually operated on the

key faaors

to consider

determining wages, including education, age, experience, and, perhaps

less

women to work,

such as the Distria of
Columbia, the gap is smaller But this

known,

wages that were merely
supplemental to household income.
This assumption was reflected in
women's average earnings, which,
according to most historians, were
approximately one-third of men's in
1 820, rising to approximately 54 percent of men's by the end of the nineteenth century. Women's average
wages continued to rise relative to
men's wages during the twentieth century, reachdng 74 percent of men's in

average wage gap, as

1998.

they occur.

The 74 percent figure is derived by
comparing the average median wage
of all full-time working men and

How mucli less do equally-qualified
women make? Surprisingly, given all

women. To

they

force earned

it is

says

nothing about whether individuals
with the same qualifications

who

are

same jobs are discriminated

in the
against.

When

discrimination occurs, and,

as readers

it.

know

all

too well,

it

does

our nation has laws to deal with

occur,

We

need

to focus

on individuals

rather than averages, and apply the
Civil Rights

Aa and the Equal Pay Aa

to eradicate cases of discrimination as

the misused

statistics to

make about

the contrary',

are supposedly 67 percent of men's,

women

whereas

in

pared. So older workers are

compared

Econohave long known that the
adjusted wage gap between men and
women the difference in wages

women

earn 97 percent of men's

workers

to police

adjusted for occupation, age, experi-

for

States. In Louisiana,

in individual

women's earnings

the Distria of Columbia

wages. In addition, the report looked
at the

percent of

working
28

men and women

in different industries,
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obtain figures for individ-

ual states, average

wages

of

men and

within that state are com-

to younger, social

means an>'
above 35 a week
(and sometimes fewer), those working

officers,

and, since full-time

number

of hours

the same.

mists

—

ence, education,
force

—

wage

is

and time in the workthan the average

far smaller

gap.

E\'en just adjusting for age

—

View Point
rcimnx's a

ol ilu'

loi

lM9iS,

in

j^iip:

according to data publislied in Employ-

ment and

Htirniihjs liy

of Labor,

women

91 percent

made

men made.

ol wiiai

muliiple lactors are consiileretl.

Women
tion

their

with similar levels

male counterparts.

educa-

ol

much

and experience earn as

ari'

reasonable explanations

as

First,

women

the 196()saud 197()s

in

received

lewer undergratluate, graduate, anil
professional degrees than

only

1982 that

in

men. It was
began to

women

O'Neill lounil that,

twenty-se\'en

to

ihiriy-lhree

have ne\er had

a child,

How much less do

ings are close to

98 percent

ot

Professor O'Neill noti's that

experience and

measured earnings
t^'jiically

equally-qualified

women

make?

Surprisingly,

Naturally, there are different expla-

the

given

all

nations for these data.

the misused

careers,

the contrary.

statistics to

in

Economists

they

make about

the

B.A. and M.A.

ot

do today.

degrees, as they continue to

employment

job flexi-

In

skills will

cent ot all law and business degrees
awarded, compared with about 40
[)ercent today. These 1970 graduates

bility

is

where
high and where job

deteriorate ai a slower rate.

allows

them

move

to

in

This

and out of the

workforce with greater ease, or to shift
irnm lull-lime to parl-lime work, il
they so choose. But job

quently comes

at

llexibilily Ire-

lower

the cost ol

wages in these fields.
Tenure and experience are two of
the most important lactors in explaining the
U.S.

wage

Bureau

gap.

According

of the Census,

average spend a

tar

to the

women on

higher percentage

working years out ol the workforce than men. As demonstrated by
economists such as Lrancine Blau,
Andrea Beller, David Maqiherson auti
of their

Barry Hirsch.

this

means

that

returning to the workplace,
will not

earn as hukIi as

ilu'ir

upon

terms

ot

women

1970

are

now

earned about

time out

terms of time put into work

prolessional training, tor

earn more than hall

their careers accordingly, often seeking
in fields

in

ol

effort

A second explanation is that
women who quality lor high-paying
jobs — who major in business or math,
or who go to the trouble ot getting

same

capital

both

afterwards.

explain the residual.

80 percent of
have children, they may plan

that chil-

is

the workforce to bear the children and

In other words, since

women

One

dren take time away from women's

suggest that ditlereni expectations ot

may

variables

hours

which were not

included in her study.

differentials are

employment, or human

made

men's wages, but mothol men's wages.
percent
ers made 75
The difference can be explained by

similar in their

residual?

without children

ol

worked, two

Solomon Polachek and Claudia Goldin
future

women

choices of occupations and

What about the remaining gap,
often referred to as the unexplained

investment,

wages between men and
with the same education tor

"when

quite small."

statistical

in

women

gap

men's.

situations,

life

Columfiia University compared the

1991,

who

earnings comparisons are restricted to

men and women more

Professor Jane Waldfogel of

ings.

95 percent

people ages

women's earn-

num-

increased

stutlies link

iwt) groups,

economics professor June

among

Many

bers of children with decreased earn-

mothers and women
without children. She lound that in

Using data

from the National Longitudinal Survey
of Youth,

and lamily jiractice, all lower-jiaying
fields than surgery, which is more
demanding in terms of hours.

average wages

lor the dillerences in

between men and women.

The wage gap shrinks dramatically

when

There

the Dc|vinincni

aged 16 to 24

who ha\e more

lemale toimierparis

uninterruptid experience.

5 per-

highly paid professionals

ai

example

quite naturally choose to wt)rk more.

With

a high-paying career,

tempting

it

is

more

having children, or

to delay

have lewer ol them, or none at all.
Of course, many people would say
there

that

is

a

explanation:

third

emi)loyers discriminate against mar-

women. So wives are paid

ihe peak of their earning potential,
and many more of them are men than

ried

women.

tions of k^w pay. But data show that
employers do not pay immarried

many women

Second,
to

major

Women

in sjiecialties

gel

still

which

more degrees

choose

pa>' less.
in

public

administration and conmnmications

and fewer degrees

in

maih and

engi-

many women choose

that enable

work and

ibem

lamily,

than those with
hours,

same work

women
care

jobs

to better combine
and these pay less
rigid

or extensive

liven in higher-pa\'ing profes-

women

sions such as medicine,

male or

choose to go inin

many women

pediatrics, psychiatry.

less:

a

if

less for

or are forced into posi-

why should

woman

is

the emjiloyer

married?

If

employers were against marriage, they
would pay married men less. But data

show

neering.

Third,

the

that married

men

are paid

more

than unmarried men.
It

women were

systematically dis-

criminated against, as some assert,
then some entrepreneur would be
able to step forward and take advantage of

We would

this.

Fall

1999

see that finns

mothers woidd make

hiring only
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Point
larger

way,

|)ri)lils lluiii

if

on

cents

could

others.

women were
a

man's

fire all its

In the

same
74

truly paid only

dollar,

then

a firm

men, replace them

women, and have

with

We

tage over rivals.

a cost advando not observe

happening.

this

Since average

wage gaps occur

nat-

markets for reasons

urally in labor

described above, the only

way

to get

such gaps is to require not equal
pay for equal work, but equal pay for
different jobs. That is called "compararid of

hours; and ihey worketi in linns ol the

how

flawed.

Neither

itien's

women's education and Job choices

underpaid by $89 billion per year
because of occupational segregation.
Without sex, race, marital and parental
status, and firm and industry variables,
this figure rose to $200 billion per year.
The study boasts an impressive list
of variables, but it leaves out two major

The main ()ueslion in the wage gap
debate is whether individuals or
employers will bear the costs of

the

size in

same

study concluded that

fartors.

First,

it

industry.

women

omits the type of job,

prove

social ine(]ualiiy.

women's personal
majoring

in

choices, such as

subjeas which

command

and taking time off to
raise children. The practical consequences of forcing employers to bear
lower

salaries,

saying in a footnote that "no data on

these costs include less hiring

the content of the jobs (the

skill, effort,

jobs and

ble worth,"

and it aims to eradicate difpay across male-and
female-dominated occupations, hi
1999 comparable worth has been proposed by President Clinton in his
Equal Pay Initiative, by Senator Harkin
in his Fair Pay Act, and by Senator
Daschle and Representative DeLauro

and

by workers

ferences

who

Paycheck Fairness Act.

of a

in

nor

The
were

same

responsibifity required

hold them nor the working con-

ditions in

which they work) are

able" in the data set used.

avail-

Second,

leaves out the field of education.

It

it

is

meaningless to say that the earnings of
a

man or a woman

lish

with a B.A. in Eng-

should be the same as the earnings

man

woman

—fewer

more machines. In an international economy that means more
jobs abroad instead of at home.
Women's wages made the biggest
strides in the 1980s, a

time of strong

economic growth but one in which
the minimum wage shrank in real
terms and affirmative action enforcement was not a priority. There are also

with a B.A. in

issues of fairness. Artificial increases in

Under comparable worth plans, a
job's worth would be measured by
having officials examine working conditions and the knowledge or skill

math. So the study compares workers
without regard to education or type of

required to perfonn a task. These

drillers.

working women's wages at the cost of
lower salaries for men, or higher prices
in stores, hurt non-working women
who rely on men's incomes. And why
stop at comparable worth for men's
and women's jobs? Why not have it
for jobs between blacks and whites, or
the disabled and the healthy, or tall
and short people?
The average wage gap is not proof
of widespread discrimination, but of
women making choices about their
educational and professional careers in
a society where the law has granted
them equality of opportunity to do so.
Comparable worth promotes a
dependence for \vomen, and a reliance
on government for proteaion. Gi\'en
women's acliievements, such dependence is unnecessary. American women

in their

offi-

would then set "wage guidelines"
male- and female-dominated jobs.

cials

for

These

criteria

not only favor tradition-

female occupations over male
ones, but favor education and whitecollar jobs over manual, blue-collar
work. Neither experience nor risk,
two faaors wliich increase men's averally

age wages relative to those of

women,

are included as job-related criteria.

And men's jobs
ninety-two

are

more dangerous

percent

of

workplace

work: secretaries are being compared
with loggers, bookkeepers with oil

Such numbers do not present
an accurate estimate of wage gaps, and
iDustrate the difficulties of implementing the comparable worth proposals
suggested by legislators.
Advocates of comparable worth
deny that they support a centrallyplanned economy, and say that all
they want to do is stop discrimination
against women. But a preference for
more time at home with less pay and
less job advancement over more time
at work with more pay and advance-

ment

deaths are male.

The AFL-CIO/IWPR study

calcu-

or a

for

a legitimate individual choice

is

women.

aUeged "pay inequity"

some men

by the predominance of
women and men in different occupational categories. The study compared
the wages of workers in female-dominated occupations with those in nonfemale-dominated occupations. The
workers had the same sex, age, race,
educational level, marital and parental
status, and urban/rural status; they
lived in the same part of the country
and worked the same number of

additional

lated the cost of

caused
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Similarly, the choice of

to retire early

and forego
continuing

enjoy historically unparalleled success

prove inequality
between young and old. Neither of

and freedom, and the progress they

trend,

these

does

One

a

not

phenomena

ing for

inists

earnings,

is

government

a policy crisis call-

continue.

in the past half centur\-

wiU

£0

interference.

hamis that femon American
send the message that

of the greatest

have

have made

inflicted

women is to
women are only fulfilled

if

their salaries

mens, and that
more time at home

are equal to

a prefer-

ence for

is

some-

Diana Furchtgcn-Rcth

American Enterprise

Illustrated

Progress of

and

co-author,

Women's Figures:
Guide to the Economic

with Christine Stolba.

An

a resident fellow at the

is

Institute

Women

<?/

in

America {AEI

and hidependent Women Forum,
's

1999).
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—
View Point

Women are Paid Less
They and Their Families Deserve
Pay Parity
By Heidi Hartmann

Ei|Lial

pay

is

a

bread-and-butter

issue lor America's

Tvvo-earner iamilies

laniiiies.

are the

norm among

today's married

couples, and a growing
single

women

provide

all

number

women

of

or most of

the support for themselves
children. Yet

working

and

their

working women
wage gap is discounted as

misleadingly large, comes from using

non-important or even non-existent.
In their recent book. Women Figures.
co-authors Diana Furchtgott-Rotli

compare all men
and women who work full-time yearround, regardless of which jobs they
work in or the attributes they bring to

when

's

and Christine Stolba

women

tell

American

that the pinch they feel in

men

tute for

Women's

(IVVPR),

shows

lose a staggering

S200

to the

working

woman

loses

an

gap.

Each family with a working woman
loses an average ol more than $4,000
every year because women suffer
from low pay. And, for women of
color who experience a pay gap of 63
percent (African Americans) and 54
percent (Latinas) compared with
white Anglo men (for luU-tiinc, yearround work), the dollar cost of
inequality is even larger, approximately $5,000 for African American
women and $6,000 for Latiiia
women and their families.
Gi\en this family budget gap
caused by pay inequity, it is particu-

for

know

all

different

in

average of more than
$4,000 every year

Men

example.

average)

billion ol

wage

We

that,

jobs

— male

truck drivers and female secretaries,

that America's fami-

income annually

Popu-

many occupations, wt)nien
men still tend to work dispropor-

tionately

llie histi-

Policy Research

the labor market.

and

recent report. Equal Pay for Work-

by

(the Current

lation Survey) to

grating

Each family with a

ing Families, researched

government data

despite considerable progress in inte-

earn.

lies

the

today earn on

average only 74 percent of what

A

stinging to

larly

more (and

their

pocketbooks doesn't

sons for

women

really exist.

good reato earn less than
of

men, such as their own preferences,
and they dismiss the findings of many
economists (including myself) thai
women still face substantial wage discrimination in the labor market.

The 74 percent figure, which
Furchgott-Roth and Stolba dismiss as

bring (on

tion into the labor market and have
accumulated more years of experience, all factors which affect productivity on the job and therelore, legiti-

mately
But

affect
is

wages.

wage gap

a

reflects all this

They say there are plenty

still

different) educa-

figure

that

misleading? No. The

wage gap is a valid indicator of economic inequality between women
and men. It accurately reflects men's
and women's different life probabilihaving equal access to earnings
from emjiloyment. It is a number that
is used routinely not only by the US
government but by governments
aroimd the world. In fact, since the
usual wage gap figure excludes
ties of
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Point
women

who work
women work

and men

tlme (and more

jiart-

much

ol

part-

Thus,

ol

time than men do), it understates
gender-based economic inequaHty.
The Canadian government includes

wage
US a similar
wage ratio of

part-timers and calculates a

65 percent;

ratio of

in the

calculation results in a

luiexplained portion.

theliie

26 percent average

remaining i)ay gap, perhaps about 9
percentage points are imexplained by anything else and are
likely to be due to continuing disto 13

crimination.

women and

hours worked between

men and

thus control for sr)me of the

productivity- related

differences

women and men

between

wage

62 percent rather than the 74 jK'rcent

crimination, either in

hiring, job placement, or

The common use of tiie wage gap
measure of inequality reflects an
understanding that, in a perfect
world, where all children could get as
much education as they wanted in an
environment free from stereotyping
and where women had as much free-

And

Studies that try to

dom

men

as

to

men

isolate the effects of

This figure

productivity-related

choose occupations

similar

more

much

show

that one-

were available to all),
men would pursue more
educational tracks and make

quarter to one-half of

how

the overall gender pay

about

choices

lished paper, O'Neill claims that these

unmeasurable

to

is

a reasonable goal

work toward. As

a society, begin-

ning with a wage ratio of 57 percent
1959,

in

the

we

are nearly two-fifths of

way toward

(since the

wage

achieving this goal
ratio

now

stands at

74 percent, and 74 percent is about
two-fifths of the way from 57 percent
to

100 percent).
Studies that do investigate

some

of

for a

A

childbirth

first

is

23.9 years in

Men without chilmay be more likely

1998 report by the President's
Council of Economic Advisers,
Explaining Trends in the Gender Wage

the United States.

Gap, estimates that as of the late

rather than high achieving males,

1980s,

when

the most recent

com-

prehensive study was done, the
unexplained portion of the wage gap
stood at 12 percentage points, having
fallen from as much as 22 percentage
points in earlier years

when

the over-

wage gap was much

all

wage gap and

Progress has clearly been

larger.

made

in

dren by that age

women

than the
since for

to

be drop-outs, low

men, ha\'ing a family and
a mark of their economic

children

is

success.

So

probably does

this figure

not compare equals at

all,

women to much less committed men.
Perhaps, in the absence of discrimination these

women

should be earning
to which they are

more than the men

reducing

as education

and time spent in and
out of the labor market, repeatedly

women

in the labor market, but few
economists believe discrimination has

inappropriately compared!

show

been entirely eliminated.
The figures from IWPR's report
Equal Pay for Worki>ig Families given at
the outset take into account differences in years of education, age, and

Womeji's Figures' claim

the overall gender pay gap cannot be

explained by such legitimate faaors.

Many

economists conclude that lafior
market discrimination accounts for
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discrimination

against

but rather

highly committed and work-oriented

of productivity-related factors, such

that one-quarter to one-half of

to

such as commitment to their job and work intensity.
But are they? Women who have
never had a child by that age are
likely to be especially committed to
work and career since the median age

gap cannot be explained

the factors that cause the gender
try to isolate the effects

qualities related

their productivity,

labor market. In other words in a

women and men

It is

groups of young men and women
who never had a child are similar in

time to spend in and out of the

more perfect world, men's and
women's choices and opportunities
would be more equal and their wages
would also be more equal. In fact, a
100 percent wage ratio between

misleading at best.

from unpublished research by
economist June O'Neill a summary
of which appeared in an opinion
piece she wrote for the Wall Street
Journal five years ago. In her unpub-

and

similar

is

—

factors

did an equal share of

leave

ily

bally-

child,

high-quality child care and paid fam-

women

much

the

that

based on a comparison of women and
men age 27-33 who have never had a

and because subsidized

child care

—

young women earn
only 2 percent less than young men?
hooed claim

regardless of family responsibilities

(because

rates or in

promotion.
what of Women's Figures' 98

percent figure

as a

of the

approximately S4,000 loss per
woman due to unequal pay estimated
in this study probably stems from dis-

commonly

used.

the

in

much

labor market. Therefore,

But the most
to

telling
is

aspea
that

it

of the

seems

imply that such a small proportion

of the labor force

should be the norm.

When the vast majority of women
and men marry and have children.

"

View Point
why imph'

to

iliai

have wage equality

with men, woim-n must foregd marriage

and

today

liiilclbcaring?

ihai

is

women and nun

The

realily

vast majority ot

ilie

work
give up

are combining

and family ami do not

wisii to

Surely that should not be
required. Perhajis because they have

cither.

implemented pay equity

much

provide

working
better

policies

many

achieve greater equality with

The United

should do

in

and

reflects

women

home and

(women

continue unmolested, perpet-

all

uating the status

quo

forever.

With stronger government action,
girls can continue to gain access to
math and science classes, to competitive athletic scholarships, to training

programs

in skilled crafts,

and

to busi-

can continue to gain access to

and jiromoiional
fair pay for
the work they do. Today women
have virtually the same legal rights as
men and are increasingly exercising
their political power, yet their eco-

nomic

women's

increasingly choosing sim-

careers to men's

men's and

are

working outside the

increasingly

ilar

The wage gap accurately

better.

Despite the fact that

can

opportunities and receive

to

men

States can

tra-

better paying jobs

other

women

and the

schools,

ditional division of labor in the family

women

such as more and
and paid and

care

extended family leaves,
countries are enabling

and businesses,

ness and professional schools, and

better supports for

families,

child

earnings.

ami

working in similar jobs and establishments. Using a similarly large
matched data set, a National Bureau
of Economic Research Working Paper
reports that women were 85 to 96
percent as productive as men bin
were paid only 66 to 68 percent as
much as men.
VinualK' no one claims that the

for

different

life

rights lag behind.

women

society,

are

families

earning almost 40 percent of the
MBA's and more than 40 percent of
law and medical degrees, for example), evidence of discrimination in the
U.S. labor market is still ample.
Recent case studies of scientists at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and lawyers who are members of the
New Hampshire bar foimd pay dilferences that could not be explained by

probabilities of having

Heidi Hartmami. Ph.D..

Research

winner

past time

Our

economy, commimitics, and
will all benelii. ^Q
is

the president

director of the Institute for

equal access to earnings

It is

to attain full equality.

Women

's

and

Policy

and a 1994 MacArthur Fellowship

for

her "pioneerhiii work In the field of

women and economics.

from employment

differences in qualifications, age, or

New Hampshire, more
than $17,000 in average annual pay
experience, hi
differences
anil

between

full-time

male

female lawyers remained unex-

plained. At MIT, the president of the

have

between women and
due to discrimination, and virtually no serious scholar claims that
none of it is. The evidence is simply
too overwhelming that discriminaentire pay gap

men

is

always

tion continues to play a significant

believed that contemporary gender

part in the labor market, to the detri-

discrimination within universities

ment of women and their families.
The real story of the gender gap is
that most of the progress that was

university

part reality

but

by

now

far

MIT

1

said,

and

"I

[lari

is

perception. True,

understand that

reality

is

the greater part of the balance."

has taken corrective measures.

Several

new

studies of the entire

labor force, referenced in the Council
report,

also

document

substantial

imexplained differences in pay.
Workers in the 1990 Census were
matched to data about their employers; fully one iiuarter of the wage gap
was found to be the result of pay differences between women and men

made
in

in

narrowing the gap occurred

the 1980s. Progress has been

slower
action

in

much

the 1990s. Goverinnent

—stronger enforcement

of

our

equal pay and equal opportimity laws

and new laws

to

ensure eijual

—

[)ay for

very much
needed to get the wage gap closing
again. Perhaps that's why some try to
convince women there is no problem.
No problem means no intervention.

jobs of equal value

is
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A Nation of
Minorities:
America

in

2050

By Farai Chideya

America

is

facing the largest cultural shift in

This

"minority."

uncharted territory

is

between the races are bound

lor this country,

to shift. Political

and

social

and

But the worst

fixed idea of
is

a black

crisis

lace today

what and who America

and white

are rapidly

we

issue,

becoming

is,

is

not in our

and

how

and, thai America

is

cities

1 1

is

ters

is

social

change

bound

is

to bring uncertainty, e\'en

We

have grown up

wiiii a

We live by two assumptions:

that "race"

and today

liiese ideas

You," set in majority- "minority"

white main characters).

We

social policy. (The U.S.

Senate

New

no nonmaking of
only 4 percent non-

witness

percent Native

white

—though over 20 percent

another way, we're about three-quar-

make

casual assumptions about

1

changing more rapidly than ever. The
number of immigrants in America is the largest in any postWorld War II period. Nearly one-tenth o( the U.S. population is foreign bom. Asian Americans, the fastest-growing
group in America, have begun to come of age politically in
Calilornia and ihe Pacilic Northwest (where a Chinese
American is governor ol Washington State). And the Census projeas that the Latino Americans will surpass blacks as
the largest "minority" group by 2005.
Yet our idea of "Americanness" has always been linked
with "whiteness," from tales of the Pilgrims forward. We
still see the equation of vvhite=American every day in
movies and on lelesision (where shows like "Mad About
composition

a

will affect everything. Alliances

a "white" society. Neither has ever lieen strictly true,

"white" and one-quarter "minority.") But America's

racial

Any massive

race relations in this nation work.

73 percent non-Hispanic while, 12 percent black,

it

become

obsolete.

percent Hispanic, 3 percent Asian and

American. (To put

demographic change

or neighborhoods, but in our minds.

Just examine the demographic trends. In 1950, America
was nearly 85 percent non-Hispanic white. Today, this

nation

this

will

power will be re-apportioned. Our neighborhoods, our schools and

workplaces, even racial categories themselves will be altered.
fear.

history. Around the year 2050, whites

its

is

York, have

it

in the

of the country

who belongs in

is.)

We

this society

and who is an outsider. (Just ask the coimtless Americanborn Asians and Latinos who've been complimented on

how

well they speak English.)

"Whiteness" would not

exist, of course,

thing against which to define

was the

without some-

That thing

itself.

is

"blackness."

American racial identity,
setting uji the black/white dichotomy we have never broken
free from. The landmarks of American history are intimately
intertwined with these racial conflicts the Civil War, Jim
Crow, the Ci\'il Rights movement. But today, even as America becomes more diverse, the media still depias the world
largely in black and white. The dramas and sitcoms we
watch are so segregated that the top- 10 shows in black
households anti the top- 10 shows in white households
Slavery

forging crucible of

—
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barely ovcrlaj).

Or

cxiiiiiiiif llu' iii'vvs iiu-diii. I'lic lliri-i'-ycar

long coverage of the O.J. Simpson

trials

riven by the black/white color line.
did a [irsl-rate series

on

race,

And when

still

it

portrayed a iiaiion
"Nigiiiiinc'"

didn't tover the true

range of diversity but "America in Black and White." Race

—the children
—even when the

almost always framed as bipolar
ihe children of slaveowners
Asians, Latinos

of slaves vs.

issues iiiipact

and Native Americans

gation, job integration

is

as well. School segre-

—they're covered

in

black and white.

you're not black and not white, you're not very likely

II

to be seen.

and

According to a study by the Center for Media
the proportion of latino charaaers on

I'ublit Allairs,

prime-time television actually drop[)ed from
the r>5()s to

3

percent in

percent in the 1980s, even as the Latino

I

population rapidly grew. Asian Americans are even harder
to lirid in

entertainment, news, or on the national agenda,

and Native Americans

how

it's

rarer

still.

How we perceive race, and

depicted in print and on television, has less to

do

— they're

with demograjihic reality than our mindset. National opin-

covered as two-sided dilemmas as well.
Everyone gets exposed to media images of race. Kids

terms, white Americans are considered "true" Americans;

Political rivalries,

who have

dating trends, income inecjualilies

never met an African American

slavery in school, listen to rap or

R&

B,

will learn

about

and read an

article

on welfare reform or the NBA. It's only human nature to
put together those pieces and try to synthesize an idea of
what it means to be "black." The media and pop culture
have such a tremendous power in our society because we
use them to tell us what the rest of the society is like, and
how we should reaa to it. The problem is that, too often,
the picture we're getting

out of

is

kilter.

ion polls reveal that, in the basest

and most stereotypic

black Americans are considered inferior Americans; Asians
and Latinos are too often considered foreigners; and Native
Americans are rarely thought of at all.
The media's stereotypic images of race affect all of us, but
especiaUy the young Americans who are just beginning to
form their racial attitudes. call the young Americans coming of age today the Millennium Generation. These 15-25
year olds are the most racially mixed generation this nation
has ever seen the face of the new America. As a group.
I

—

US Population Radal and Ethnic Group Ti-ends
The

becoming

majority of the U.S. popu-

Nation's largest minority

will constitute

increasingly diverse.

lation will belong to

group by 2010. After

of the

Under the "middle" pro-

minority groups sometime

2020, they will add more

U.S.

is

by the

jection envisioned

Figure

The

incorporates the most
likely future scenarios in
fertility,

mortality,

immigration

and

rates, a

24 percent

populace.

In proportional terms,

each year to the popula-

however, Asian and

1.)

tion than

Americans are the

largest absolute

ethnic/racial groups

shortly after

Census Bureau, which

US

2050

(see

all

other

com-

numbers

Pacific

fastest

growing group. They

will

growtli will be in the His-

bined. Their

are

have doubled their pro-

panic population. They

anticipated to rise 32 mil-

portion of the populace

will outstrip blacks as the

lion

by 2050,

when

they

(and nearly quadrupled
their absolute

Figure 1:
U.S. Population by Race and Ethnic Group, 2000, 2025, and 2050
2000

the middle of next century.

That translates to an

annual growth rate over

2050

2025

number) by

2.5 percent. (By contrast,

American
Indian

American

Asian

1%

6°/

'

Indian

1%

Asian

8%^

American
Indian

1%

the

US population

grow by

did not

2 percent e\'en

during the baby boom.)
Blacks will see their
Hispanic

18%

-

White,

White,
non-Hispanic

i-Hispani(

iispanic

62%

24%

53%

numbers nearly double

to

61 million people. After

2016, more blacks than

non-Hispanic whites will
be added to the popula274.6

393.9

335.1 million

million

U.S. population size
Note: This

Source:
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medium series projection assumes annual net immigration
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million

tion each year

Whiles

will see the

smallest net gain over this
period. In faa, from 2030-

they arc 60 percent iiioiv

liki'ly to [k-

lum-wliite

and anii-inuliicuhural

tluiii ilu'lr

parent and grandparent generations, those American

Baby

every

political

rhetoric. Politicians (and parents) of

persuasion tend to cast the race debate in

Boomers aged 35 and older. No less than one-third of
young Americans aged 5 to 25 are black. Latino, Asian or
Native American. While the older generations largely rely
on the media to provide them with images of a nuilii-eih-

black and white, but the truth of this generation's lives

nic America, this generation

an Oakland teen named
Diana. Serious and thoughtful, with hopes of going on to
college, the Mexican immigrant has lived most of her life in
California. She's more familiar with American culture (not
to mention more articulate in English) than most teens. But
she doesn't have a green card, and her chances of pursuing
her college dreams seem slim. Her dad has a green card and
two of her four siblings are U.S. citizens because they were
born in the United States. Diana was born in Mexico. So,
even though she came to the U.S. at the age of two, Diana
will have a nearly imjMJSsible time getting citizenship unless
she finds the money to hire an iimnigration lawyer to fight
her case. It would be easy to think of Diana as some kind of
anomaly, but she's not. Countless undocumented immigrants have spent the majority of their lives in this country.

is

alreaii\' living in

easy racial stereotypes. Take an issue as heated as

inunigration

it.

The Millennium Generation
The teens ami iwenty-sonielhings ot the Millennium Generation arc the true experts on the future of race, because
they're re-creating America's racial identity every single
day. They're

more

likely to interact

with people ot other

and fiackgrounds than other generations, and they've
grown up seeing multi-ethnic images.
Critically imporraces

tant, a third of this

generation

is

non-white, not just black

but Asian, Latino, Native American and multi-racial. Yet
the rhetoric

with the
(led
in

which they hear about race clashes abruptly

realities of their lives.

f990s-style conservatism

by the "Republican Revolution" which swept Congress

1994) has included a healthy dollop of anti-immigration

—and

the

life

majority minority popula-

Figure 2:
Percentage of Children

i

& Elderly

is

far

more complex and colorful.
The mcml>ers of the Millenniimi Generation defy the

1

tions. California,
will

by Race and Ethnicity, 2050

which

largest state,

is

expeaed

iinmigration,
to

become majority minority
this year.

Elderly

one

graphic transformations

has been a vast

remain the Nation's

By 2025, only

rise in

which

accounts for over a third
of the current population

growth

directly

percentage of

third of California's

illegal

of

and

a

high

growth

its

Children

I

B.Jm
NonHispanic. White

Black

Asian

Hispanic

Native

indirectly, as first

Less dramatic changes are

ond generation Americans

expected for most other

are generally

states,

including Texas,

Florida,

Am.

New York,

Illinois (see

Figure

By

2050, the non-Hispanic

minorities.

percent of the elderly

will

contrast,

decline in absolute as well

(over 65) will be whites

as relative size.

(see Figure 2.)

These trends are even

more remarkable

if

they

ethnicity

may

exacerbate

the inter-generational

are disaggregated by age

conflicts that are antici-

A

pated as social security.

and

State of residency.

majority of children

Medicare, and other social

(under 18)

contracts are renegotiated.

will

belong to

minority groups sometime
after 2030.

By 2050, 58

percent of children will be

Today, t)nly
ico,

New Mex-

Hawaii, and the Dis-

tria of

Columbia have

fertile

than average. Today about

one million immigrants

3.)

arrive each year

out of ten

66

Race and

more

sec-

and

Fueling these demo-

white population

and

population will be white.

Figure

3:

and one

Americans was

And

in (iiililoniiii iiloiic, llicrc iiif

over

o iiiillioii n-sidi'iils

wlu) belong to families of mixed immigration status.
Another flashpoint is the battle over affinnativc action.
Berkeley student l.aShuiula Prescolt could be portrayed as
a case of affirmative action

admitted to

gone awry,

school she wasn't ready

a

LaShunda dro|)ped out

student,

a black student

for.

An

sister,

took care of one of the

sister's

children,

and

one family member and the shoot-

dealt with the death of

ing of another, fn context, her circuitous route through college

is

not a failure but a triumph.

LaShunda's schoolmate Steve Mohebi shows another
side of the new racial dilemmas. The vice president of the
Berkeley College Republicans, he defends, even promotes,
recruiting in fraternities

come." What's
Steve himself

new

isn't

is

where "minorities

Eastern, a Persian immigrant.

The

for sure

is

he

black. He's

lives of

people

Middle

like

Diana,

immigration law passed

born abroad. (No one

knows

are not wel-

not the sentiment, but the faa that

even white. Nor

how many

during the height of the

movement,

unauthorized immigrants

civil rights

there are, but estimates

which abolished national

suggest around 225,000

quotas explicitly favoring

arrive each year

they

and

now number

that

over 5

nortliern

The current migration
flows stem from a 1965

Figure
U.S.

1

instituted a

oritized three

Latin

America

pri-

groups of

4:

Immigrants by Region of Birth

^^^^H
E

it

complex system that

1960s to 1990s
I

and western

European immigrants.
Instead,

million.)

—

tions

III

till- p<isl.

engineering

of Berkeley twice before

graduating. But during that time she looked out for a drug-

addicted

.111(1 Steve are compass points on a map of Amercomplex social terrain. If we want to understand where
America is headed, we've got to take a look at where this
geiKTation is today and how they differ from the genera-

l..iShini(l.i

ica's

A

Splintering Divide

Young Americans

like these illustrate a fault line in

the race

debates that most of us don't even think about: a massive

On the one hand, America is led by Baby
Boomers and people from the generations that came before
them. These movers and shakers in government and industry came of age before and during the Civil Rights era, while
America was dealing with (and reeling from) the struggles

generation gap.

of blacks to gain legal equality with whites.

When

they

grew up, America was much whiter, both demographically
and culturally. The most powerful images of the era show
the divide. The top movies and television shows excluded
blacks, and our archives are filled with photographs of

Itknk
llu'

On
ari'

youili

ciiul wliiii-

diiriiij; ilic

siorniy dcsegregaiioii ol

l-illlc

oiluT hanci. Americans

lIu'

coming

age

ol

ai a

Riyliis

i\il

(

Rock

such as

l-r<i,

eighty percent of teens have a close friend ol another race.

Young Americans today aren't just on one side of a genThey ARE a generation gap, the core of a mas-

lli.yli.

in their

Icons ami Uvcnlics

lime which seems

less

eration gap.

momentous

America has been a majt)rity-white nation
obsessed with black and white issues. And America is
becoming a "majority-minority' nation with a multi-racial
sive tiansition.

even more complex. This
generation sees firsthand evidence in their own schools and
neighborhoods thai America is becoming less white and

and multi-cultural popidation. The problem

more racially mixed.

some ways, we're neither here nor

tiian liie Civil Rights Era, but

is

Yet the court battles of today aren't o\er

We

there.

is

that, in

haven't

left

duced by blacks but driven by sales to young fans of all races,
is one indicator of the cultural shift. Even more significant.

model behind, nor fully embraced the second. A
moment emblematic of the tensions between the
black/white and multi-ethnic views of America occurred in
1997, when President Bill Clinton convened a sevenmember advisory board on race relations. One of the
members, Korean American attorney Angela Oh,
announced that she thought the board shouldn't waste too
much time analyzing slavery and race relations via "the
black-white paradigm." "We need to go beyond that,
because the world is about much more than that," she said.

populations regarded

dramatically reduced or

centage of minorities, with

even eliminated, the pro-

the Nation achieving

if

jected ethnic/racial bal-

majority-minority status

The question then would

within an additional gen-

be

eration or so.

Iraqi-Nigerians, Chinese-

providing legal equality lor African Americans: they're about

whether to keeji or end jirograms like allirmative action,
which were set up to achieve civil rights goals. The cultural
liattles loom even larger than the legal ones, from the debate
over multiciilturalism on cami)us to issues like inter-racial
dating. America's jiop culture toeiay is infinitely' more likely to

show

blacks as well as whites (though other races often
remain unseen). The billion-dollar hip hop industry, pro-

under the prevailing ethos
as unassimilably alien;

and

each was accompanied by
a

ance

sometimes perfervid

debate over the
ers' traits

Figure

and

5.)

newcom-

what

abilities (see

The current

migration flow

is

as the previous

one

2050 would be

in

significantly different

as large
in

from

Under low and no

the rate of out-marriage.

panic whites would

Already,

rise

size of

61 percent, respectively

the contemporary

US pop-

(see Figure 6.)

considerably

If

Figure

toward

and

However,

would

a substan-

increase in the per-

tial

6:

to 56

the general trend
still lie

immigration were

and ethnic

U.S. Population Projections

Asian

Asian

10%

8%

Hispanic
,

24%

become ever more blurred
that trend continues.

how

divisions:

some

produce-

or whether such identities

even matter as much

as they

do today.

—Editor

at rates similar

Jewish Americans,

at

Amer-

ica's racial lines will

under Alternative Immigration Scenarios

American
Jndian 1%

Asian

6%

\

White,
nonHispanic

53%

the

and other exotic

will increasingly

American groups are out-

nearly 50 percent.

all

exogamous immigrants

will

to

count

blends this country of

Asian/Pacific Islander

marrying

It)

Brazilians

racial

comparison to the

it is

may

immigration scenarios, the

from 53 percent

smaller.

variable

attenuate the growth of

proportion of non-His-

absolute terms, but in

ulation,

first

One

would be other-

it

wise.

the

Hispanic

19%

White,
nonHispanic

.

High
438.3 million
U.S. Population Size
Nole: High population projection

Low projection

assumes annual net immgralion ot 1.370.000 people per year; Moderate pro/ection assumes annual net immigration
assumes annual net immigration of 300. 000 people per year: Zero projection assumes annual net immigration ol no people per year

of 820,000 people per year:

Source: U.S. Bureau ol the Census. Currenl Population Reports P25- 1130 (1996).
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"Wc

our

can'l Liiido this poil ol

lie'iiUij^i-.

wli.u

liiii

wf am

where we are headed." Oh is in lui Ciirly forties
and grew up in I.os Anj^eles, j mulli-racial cily with strong
ties to Asia, Mexico and l.alin America. Siie became a
spoicesperson lor Korean shopkeepers looted alter the
Rodney King vertlict, aiui serves on the Los Angeles
Human Rights Commission. Even though she's a Baby
Boomer, she grew up in one of the nation's most multiaffect

is

etlinic enclaves,

and thinks along those

fastest. Over the 1999
weekend, a white supremacist named Benjamin Nathaniel Smith went on a shooting spree in Illinois,
killing an Alrican American and an Asian American, and
wounding another Asian American and six Orthodox Jews.
But extremists like Smith are not the only Americans clinging to prejudices. A study by the National Opinion Research
Center found that the majority of whites still believe blacks

lourtii ol July

Duke

views of Southern whites and Hispanics).

The biggest backlash has been in
America's policy arena. In 1997, the

^^^^^^^^^

responded sharply to Oh's
request. "This country cut its eye teeth
on black-white relations. Without
knowledge of the past, we cannot
wisely chart our course for the future,"
he said. Franklin was born in Oklahoma in 1915. Unlike Oh, he's seen Jim
Crow and the Civil Rights movement
University,

firsthand.

Of course, Franklin and
right.

No one can deny that

Oh

are both

nimibers holding the same

to he inferior (with smaller

lines.

But esteemed African American historian John Hope
Franklin, professor emeritus at

nos and Asian Americans rising the

and President

U.S. Congress passed

Bill

Clinton signed restrictions not just on

examimmigrants are no
longer eligible for government medical
care.)
The debate over affirmative
aaion has turned ugly, with opponents
like University of Texas law professor
illegal

We have grown up

i

slavery cre-

with

a fixed idea of what and

who America

is,

but legal immigrants. (For

many

ple,

legal

Lino Graglia stating that "blacks and
Mexican Americans are not academi-

and how

ated both racial income inequalities and

cally competitive

with whites" because

the American concept of

of "a culture that

seems not

"blackness"

race relations in this

(including the stereotypes of intellec-

which

tual inferiority)

But

we

exist to this day.

relations alone will give us

come in many
monochrome. But We can't forget the economic disparities between blacks and whites during this
time of transition. Many blacks and whites fear (vnth some

don't

A

nation work

can't think that studying black

and white

know

that

it's

be with the lower

may aaually have

classes.

their views because they will see people

colors, not in

economic deprivation usually behave

America, blacks

simply be pushed to the bottom of a bigger barrel.
n't

It

will

does-

help matters that America's non-white groups have so

much

trouble learning to cooperate. In

New York,

cities as far

flung as

Washington, Houston, Chicago, Los Angeles and

Oakland, there have been tensions between Latinos and
and Asians, or all three groups at once. In
Houston and Oakland, blacks and Latinos battled for con-

blacks, or blacks

trol of

the school systems; in Los Angeles and

New

York,

who should profit from
shops in the 'hood. But Mexican Americans have joined
blacks as scapegoats of the affirmative action wars, and
Asians have joined the ranks of those most targeted for hate

blacks and Asians warred over

crimes. While

all

of these groups are battling

each other,

one important faa: they're all the common
enemy of people who think that one day soon, America
will become "too" non-white.
The very idea that America will become "majority-

they're ignoring

minority" scares the hell out of

some

people. That's

why we

find ourselves not only at a point of incredible change, but

The 1990s have seen a full-scale backlash
against immigrants and non-whites, both in word and in
deed. As the visibility of non-whites has been rising, hate
crimes have too with attacks on increasingly visible Latiof incredible fear.

—
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Sadly,
still

even the basic tenets

controversial. Take

Scalia's

response

when

good

from

"I

for whites to

I'm afraid

deleterious effeas

the keys to a better future. That future will

justification) that in a "multi-racial"

to encour-

age achievement." (He later added:

it

on

situations of

less attraaively.")

of the Civil Rights

Supreme Court

movement are

Justice

asked by a law professor

Antonin
how he

would have ruled on the Brown v. Board of Education case
which ended legal segregation. Scalia pondered for a

moment

—then

said

he might well have decided

in favor of

the segregated school system.

The

halls of

power

fn

America are

still

segregated.

corporations and even government agencies look

Many

much

like

they did half a century ago, before Martin Luther King,

Jr.

marched to Selma. Ninety-five percent of corporate management the presidents, \ice presidents, and CEOs who
run America are white males. Or as Newsweek's article
put it: "White males make up just 39.2 percent of the population, yet they account for 82.5 percent of the Forbes 400
(folks worth at least $265 million), 77 percent of Congress,

—

—

92 percent of
faculty,

70 percent of tenured college

state governors,

almost 90 percent of daily-newspaper editors, 77

percent of

TV news

directors."

The image

of a hostile

takeover of America by non-white guerrilla forces
patently a

is

lie.

What remains

a sad truth

is

the racial di\'ide in resources

and opportunity. The unemployment rate is one good indicator. For decades, the black unemplo\Tnent rate has been
approximately twice

ployment

rate

was

tliat of

whites. In 1995, the

unem-

3.3 percent for whites, 6.6 percent for

blacks, 5.1 percent lor Hispanics,

and

bkuk

Asian

^.2 pcrccul lor

Americans.
ReciMil

alnini the

jxilis

imlicaie

niosl

liiai

Americans know

—

liiile

prolound differences separating the iiuonie.

health ami educational opportunities of Americans ot
ferent races. This

makes

a

prolound dillerence

in

I'oster Coalitions

Rodney King

important as forming coalitions between different nonis changing the often amagonistic politics

how we
who

between the

One way

racial

majority (whites) and racial "minorities."

of doing this

is to bring together like-minded
groups from different communities. For example, the Par-

believed that the opportunities and incomes of blacks and

whites were equal were much less likely to support programs to end racial discrepancies. Too many of us try to
wish the problem of race away instead of confronting it.
Instead of attacking the problems of
race, we seem intent on attacking non-

ent-Teacfier Association from a majority-black school could

meet with the PTA from
their

common

a mostly-Asian school, to discuss

and how they
might press government officials to
improve education in their district.

goals, specific challenges,

races, including those

members

—Demand

who

belong to

"Color Blindness.

of the next generation

verdict.

Between Whites and Non-Whites. Just as

while groups

dif-

think of racial issues. In a series of polls, Americans

white

grassroots organizers lormed in response to the

destruction following the

Equality"

"Color
"

Segregation

Before

is

still

a

"minority" ethnic groups.

pervasive problem in Ajnerican society,

Paths for the Future

every other race as well. But does that

We

mean we

most of

have better options than tearing

each other apart. Instead of fearing the

change

in

American

prepare for

it.

society,

Here are some simple

suggestions:

—

the Fads About America's
Evaluate how much you
know about race in America. According to an array of surveys, white Amer-

icans

majority -white nation

Know

Diversity.

— who

at this

make up over

moment

in

— have an

white
is

inequality.

cultural population. The

and

become

increasingly popular,

If

racial inequality

could envision

—

multiof

some

we 're

Who,

for

example,

a Little Italy?

Re-Desei)re<jatc the School System.

after the

Brown

v.

schools. In

still

attend segregated

many municipalities,

the sta-

are getting worse, not better.

Supreme Court has consistently

neither here

Board

Education ruling, over sixty percent

tistics

ways,

with the

New York without a Chi-

of black students

that, in

a problem,

problem by simply declaring we're all
the same. Moreover, do we want to be

Better

is

is

terribly difficult to deal

it's

Four decades

problem

act

avoids a couple of fundamental

it

natown and

The

ruled in

the past decade that even strategies like

nor

community. The news and even the
entertainment we read, listen to and watch has a tremendous influence on our [lerception of societal problems.

—

Foster Coalitions Between Non-White Groups. Particularly
urban areas, it's becoming increasingly likely that various non-white groups will share the same community. For
in

example. South Asians and Latinos live next to each other
in parts of Queens, New York, and Blacks, Latinos, and
Asians share the same neighborhood in Oakland, Califor-

But even though blacks. Latinos, Asians and Native
Americans often share common issues, they don't have a
good track record of joining together. Every city has groups
trying to make a difference. One example is Los Angeles's
Multicultural Collaborative, a group of Korean, Latino and
nia.

and certainly

the same, or equal?

minority " nation with a

Media Coverage of
Race. One study which tracked a year's
worth of network news coverage found
that sixty percent of images of blacks
were negative, portraying victims, welfare dependents and criminals. That is a
far cry Irom the reality about the black

talk less, think less,

truths.

becoming a "majority-

view of the racial opportunity gap.
Those misperceptions then contribute
to their views on issues like the need
tor the government to address racial

— Demaiui

—one

but

inaccurate

multi-racial

demanding a
where we

"color blind" society

blind" has

and

And America

issues.

should attempt to overcome

without regard to race. The term "color

time

three-quarters of the

adult population

obsessed with black

for blacks but for virtually

segregation and bias by

America has been a

we can

all

magnet programs

creating

there.

miiu)rity schools could not

desegregation strategy.
nothing

less

than

a

tragedy

if

at

the precise

It

in

lie

mostly-

used as a

would be

moment we

are

becoming a more diverse country', we are steering children
and teens into increasingly segregated schools.
The changes the next millennium brings will at the
very least surpass and quite possibly will shatter our current understanding of race, ethnicity, culture and community. The real test of our strength will be how willing
we are to go beyond the narrowness of our expectations,
seek knowledge about the lives of those around us and

—

move forward
I'anii

with eagerness, not

fear.

ElB

Chideya w the author of "The Color of Our Future" (William

Morrow, 1999) from which

litis is

Fall

adapted.
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lemale body was viewed as "other," with particular empha-

This article wiis written pursuant to the Uniitations relating] to

abortion found under 42 U.S.C. §1975a(f) in the Civil

mission All of 1983. The author

law imposes on

recfrets

Ricjlits

Com-

the limitations that this

and scope of this article.

the content

Access

to health care has never heen
treated as a basic human right in ihe uniad

States

and has been viewed

liiat

is

or

it

as a

civil riciht

only to the extent

denied \o indi\idiiais on the basis

membership

However,

it is

in a "protected

"

oi their race, sex,

delincd by law.

class as

the ability to pay that continues to be the

chief deii'nninant of wlu'ilu-r indivitiuals can access health
care.

Although hospitals may not

who need emergency
care ser\'ice

ment, be

Any

it

is

legally turn

away

patients

on

Medi-

advised gynecologists that the greatest diagnostic aid to use

public or private.

crimination against

women's health

women

in the

disparities,

and

dis-

context of the U.S.

health care system, therefore needs to address the economic
status of

women and the

role that

economics plays

in their

health care and the quality of the health

ability to access

care services they receive. According to a 1997 guide

women's health

issues published

by the

Institute of

denigrated the female-dominated care-giving professions

and asserted their role as the "experts" on the provision of
women's health care. Despite this so-called expertise,
women patients were frequently ignored, mistreated, not
taken seriously, or denied access to needed services. For
example, early gynecologists had an unfortiuiale history of
"treating" women for symptoms such as nymphomania,
epilepsy, and nervous and psychological problems, such as
hysteria, by removing the ovaries and/or amputating the
clitoris. As recently as the 1970s, a popular gynecology text

treatment, any other type of health

usually preconditioned on ihe source of pay-

discussion of

on the reproduaive traa as setting women apart from
men.
Given the gender l)reakdt)wn within the health care professions, this history is not surprising. Women have traditionally been care givers lor their lamilies, and this expertise
is rellecled by women's dominance ol the nursing and midwifery professions. Meanwhiile, the better paid and higher
status medical profession, which has an unfortunate history
of excluding and resisting women physicians, remains dominated by men to this day. For reasons based on economic
competition and sexist attitudes, many male physicians
sis

cine (K)M), the lack of preventive services for thcise with-

when

out health insurance coverage "creates a deadly class dispar-

to distinguish "faa

ity."

lOM was

(The

National

Academy

chartered in 1970 by the prestigious
of Sciences to enlist distinguished

bers oi the appropriate professions in the

class

is

field.

minority

disability, age,

the overarching

issue of gender-based discrimination, whiich

throughout American society and

women's

li\'es,

is

prevalent

tors in

Historical Pattern of Disparities and
Discrimination

To understanti gender-basetl discrimination
is

in

medical enteri'rise, both

in scientific

the

lOM

guide, "the

research and in clinical

praaice, has traditionally viewed female lives
a lens of

t)l

and women's interaction w^th

health care itrovidcrs. According to the

A common

the health

important to understand the history

U.S. health care system

through

not just for health

Approval of
that
to

women

this

new, highly effective contraceptive meant

could

now

control their reproduclive funaions

an extent previously unloiown. In conjunaion with

and morbidity rates, enabled women tt) pursue
employment opportunities not widely
available earlier, and sjiurred a re\'olulion in women's attitudes about their own sexuality and those ol their partners.
As a result of these developments, and women's frustration
with their mistreatment by the male dominated health-care
establishment, the modern women's health movement was
bom, coinciding with the larger women's liberation movement of the early 1970s. As one history' of the era has written, "The women's health movement was informed by the
belief that women had the right to full and accurate information concerning diagnosis, treatment, and treatment
alternatives; that women should be lull partners in making
decisions about their health; and that they were capable of
making reasonable decisions given adequate, accurate information." Women were concerned about fieing undertreated (for conditions traditionally associated with men,
like heart disease) and about being over-treated (for condi-

A

it

women,

larger social transformations, this helped to reduce maternal

membership in a minority
and geiuler are all overiapping and interacting facdetermining both access to health care services and

lield,

in the lives oi

reasons but also for their social and economic well-being.

every aspect of

affects

the content of health care research.

care

profound events

including their health, both physical and

mental. Clearly, economic status,
grt>up,

not to be taken seriously.

The Modern Women's Health Movement

based on race/ethnicity, sexual orientation,
is

the ability

women were

The approval of the contraceptive pill by the FDA in 1960
and the so-called sexual revolution which followed were

A number of

status. Finally, there

is

But

groups have traditionally suffered from discrimination
and/or immigrant

from fancy," implying that

mem-

not the only cause of disparities or dis-

crimination in the health care

women's health complaints

examination of

policy matters pertaining to the health of the public.)

economic

listening to

and bodies

masculine experience and assumptions."

medical view has been that the "female reproduaive organs occupy a special realm, distina from the
body at large, and one that jusi hapiu-ns lo define iheir
owner's essential nature." Under this nu)del, the male body
and male behavior were viewed as normative, while the

mortality

educational and

tions associated with the reproductive cycle, sucli as uterine

cancer).

The care received by pregnant
Fail

1999

/

women is a good
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case in poiiil.

On

the

onu

luiul, less

iliaii

a tliird ol unin-

women get proper prenatal care, while
pregnant women suffer from many unneces-

sured pregnant
well-insured

sary medical inlei'ventions, such as cesarean sedions, episiotomies, labor inductions

and continuous

electronic fetal

monitoring. According to I)r Steplien Thaclser of the Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the high

rate of cesarean sections in the U.S. "is a

major public

health problem impacning health care delivery. Reducing

would save $800
on prenatal care and preventive

the rate of cesarean seaion by five percent
million that could be spent

programs."

greater percentage of girfs survive through infancy

childhood,

girls

hood sexual abuse

as are boys,

depression later in

life.

it

it.

ment, the health status
equal.

The lOM guide

parities,

both

in

oi

offers

many examples

of these dis-

tenns of access to care, treatment, and the

quality of services received.

While

women

live

longer

than men, they are also sicker than men. Although a

is

but

a

is

major faaor

and injury

in illness

often overlooked by medical profes-

Men

with AIDS are four times more likely to
women, even when
controlling for other faaors, and treatment programs for
sionals.

women's health movemen and women is still not

which is linked to major
mental health disorders

men and women in strikingly disparate patterns:
women suffer more from manic depression, schizophrenia
and phobias, while men have more substance abuse problems and antisocial personality disorders. Men tend to
"externalize" mental distress, while women lend to "internalize"
When comes to screening, deleaion and
treatment, women are frequently short-changed. For
among women,

the

In faa,

alfect

example, battering

Disparities Persist
Despite the progress made by

and

are at least twice as vulnerable to child-

receive the "therapy of choice" than

on the model of the male
even though women alcoholics have very different needs and responses to treatment. For example,
women are more likely to need a mental health assessalcoholics are usually based

alcoholic,

Ithough only
Alt

a handful

of the

more than 500

Federally recognized tribes have benefited from gaming, main-

stream America seems obsessed by the idea that Native Amer-

unmeasured wealth. The truth is that despoveny and unemployment remain
widespread throughout Indian Country'. Even worse is the
icans are basking in

perate conditions of

deplorable state of health care in

many

Indian communities.

While a substantial number of Americans struggle to secure
affordable health insurance. Native Americans who are three

—

times

more

likely to live in

cannot afford any type of health plan.

many are

—often

poverty than other races

And even

if

they could,

denied care simply because the appropriate medical

services are out of geographic reach.

How severe

is

Indian Country's health

crisis?

For decades.

Native people have suffered disproponionately from alcoholism, diabetes, obesity, mental illnesses, and suidde. While
there are

INDIAN COUNTRY'S

Hidden
Healthcare

some

indications that health conditions for Nati\'e

Americans have improved significantly in recent years, they
still have the shortest life expeaancy and the highest mortality rates of any racial/ethnic group. Consider these trends
from a recent study: While tuberculosis and gastroenteritis,
once major causes of deatli among Native populations, have
been reduced to levels ver^' close to the levels of all races.
Native people are still disproportionately at risk for such infec-

tions as meningitis, acute respiratory infections, viral hepatitis,

sexually transmitted diseases and intestinal infections.

incidence of end-stage renal disease
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among

Natives than

it is

among white

The

three times higher

is

populations,

times higher due specifically to diabetes. Diabetes

is

and

sue

a particu-

problem to older Native Americans. For Nati\'e people 55
64 years of age, diabetes is the third leading cause of death,
and its incidence among the young is increasing.
Indeed, the health status of Native American youth is
anotiier untold tragedy. The leading cause of death for ages 5
lar

to

iiient, ircatnu'iii for

depression, diul support services, such

Due

women spend more days conlinetl
more time off from work, go to the hospital
see doctors more often, causing one e\]ien to

to illness, adult

to bed, take

more, antl

comment
tions,

Figure 1:
in the Number of
r Uninsured Americans, 1987-1996

Growth

as diild care.

"women

that

don't suffer from unique condi-

50

40 30

they just report more of the same conditions reported

commentary cannot account for the vast
lOM guide, which posits that the
found in the health status of men and women

by men." But

this

20

disparities reported in the

disparities

10

stem from three sources: "different biologies and |ihysiologies;

divergent

life

courses;

and unequal

social statuses."

Males and females have bodies that differ in imponant
respecls. They still have remarkably dissimilar experiences
in growing up, during maturity, and as they age. And,
despite the rapid sodal
still

change of the

last

and expeclalions. "We do not know, and perhaps
never will," concludes the lOM, "just how much one's
physical and mental state depends on culture and experience and how much on physiological and anatomical
traits."

Perhaps the most important facior influencing health
is

men

economic. As a group,
to

pay

for

all

women are

greater percentage of

health plan,
of coverage

"Women

far less able

sta-

than

of the health care services they need, pri-

marily because they are paid

women

less

Institute.

Trends

In

Health InsufBnce

generation, they

play different roles in society and face different pres-

sures

tus

Source: Employee Benefits Research
Coverage. Issue Brief It W5. 1997.

than men. Although a

are covered by

some form

of

women more often depend on public sources
than do men. As noted in the lOM guide,

in the childbearing years face the highest risk of

Figure 2:
Total Life Expectancy in Years by Race

and Sex

inadcqualf tovcraj^c,

wIrmi

al a liini- in llicii livi's

\\k-

nt'cd

siaiistits relating to life

most aciilc." For low-income women, tlic lack ol child
care, adequate transportation, a deartli of providers willing
to accept pulilic insurance, and shortages of providers in
rural and inner-city areas compound the prohlem of access.
is

These

women

disparities in health status

A major concern

movement has been

tliat

women

of the

women's

among

for

harm

women's menstrual cycles and their potenbecoming pregnant might skew the results and/or

the mother/fetus. Consequently,

many

conditions

women

have been understudied. Many researchers are particularly concerned about
how the growing dominance of managed care has diminthat disproportionately affea

amount

ished the

improvements

that

tliis

may

health care services,

mortality rates associated with acute

and

and mort)idity and
and chronic mental

services,

among women.

[ihysical conditions

In

every category

ani\ [)rivate researchers reveal that there are significant disl)ariiies in

health status

among

heterosexual

adolescent, adult

women and

and

lesbians,

elderly

among

and non-disabled women, among legal residents
and perhaps most significantly, among different economic classes. These disparities intersea and overlap in ways that make it difficult to isolate their causes and
disabled

and

illegal aliens,

thus propose remedies. For example, black
times

more

likely to die

women

disparities

are four

from pregnancy-related complica-

women, one of the largest
among major public health indicators.

racial

result in a reversal of the

have been observed

women's health research

and

tions than are Caucasian

of private sector research funds available,

leaving the government as the principal funder of health
research. Unfortunatefy,

access to health insurance

women, among

researchers that
tial

expectancy, causes of death, behav-

lilesiyle issues, utilization of

gory of race/ethnicity, other studies undertaken by public

health

are excluded from clinical

This exclusion has been based on fears

and

studied, significant disparities exist. In addition to the cate-

are further reinforced by the disparities in the area

of clinical research.

trials.

between men and

ior

Current Issues and Controversies

in the area of

between men and women, and among
women, a good deal of public attention has been focused on eliminating some of these gaps.
Women's health issues have gained the attention of politicians, the media, and the health care industry', as women
have flexed their economic and political muscles and
Given the

in the 1990s.

disparities

various subgroups of

Disparities

Among Women

between men and
marked disparities among different subwomen. To doaiment some of these differences,

In addition to the health disparities

women,

there are

groups of

the National Institutes of Health published a

Women

become more

of Color

Health Data Book in 1998 with an exhaustive compOation of

vocal about getting access to the quality of

health care they deserve. At the federal level, passage of the

It has only been in the last two or three decades, as tribes
began exerting their right to stronger self-governance, that
the government has begun to admit to yean of inexcusable
bad stewardship. Such activism by tribal nations has pushed
the Federal government to start honoring Native Americans'
basic rights to education and health care. And yet, even today,

Indian Health Services continues to

fail

ing for the physical, mental, sodal,

Native Americans.

in

and

its

goals of provid-

spiritual health of

Much needed quality health care is simply

not available to reservation communities. The scarcity of

clin-

advanced technology, and medical practitioners are all part
of the story. And it is still unusual to find an Indian community with adequate education and prevention programs in
healthy nutrition, safe sex, planned pregnancy and alcohol
and drug abuse.'
The main reason for this failure: budgetary priorities. The
Indian Health Services serves more than 1.4 million Native
people, often as their sole provider and insurer. But it is allocated a pitiful amount of dollars. Per capita, a Native person
receives around $1,100. Non-Natives receive around $3,200
for services under the auspices of Medicaid, a roughly equivalent program in temis of mandate, if not in temis of funding.
It is difficult to imagine how the Federal government could
do worse than it has on Native health issues, but in this era of
ics,

Diabetes Mellitus

Source: Trends in Indian Health. 1996. Indian Health Services. U.S. Department
of Health and Human Sen/ices.

and presidential executive orders that
have affirmed and upheld the Federal government's respontions, congressional acts

sibility to

adequately provide education, health, and other

services to Native Americans, terrible conditions of poverty

and

ill-health

went unnoticed and unchallenged. Much

of

the neglect can be explained by the apathy of the government

bureaucracy

—made possible in part by the faa that Native

people were nearly invisible because they were

on mostly

isolated reservations.

left,

forsaken,

backlash against

tribal self-determination, a greater

reduction

in funding poses a very real threat to Indian Country'. In

Violence Against VVoini'ii Aci, the Mothers and
Protection Act,

and increased spi'nding

Newborn

women's health initiati\es, relied the increasing political
power of women, as both legislators and as voters. At the
hundreds

of

States

charge,

infertility,

and

and gynecological

post-partum

dis-

direct access to providers of obstetri-

drug use have been incarcerated for child
endangerinent rather than treated for substance abuse, and
childbearing women have been encouraged to undergt) all
positive for

services. Central to

kinds of unnecessary procedures to insure the well-being of

disparity for

treatment of pregnant

tieen ordered

by cesarean section against their will. As the fOM guide
observes, "Over the past several decades, the obstetrician's

relates to the

women. While everyone

that access to maternity services

recent years, a

women

number

is

can agree

priiuary concern has shifted

and newborn

a desirable public health

of legislators

have been

>viding

monies

as well, anti-Indian politicians

are attemjiting to void treaty language. Given these
hostile political currents, Indian

is not an
by the U.S. government, but an
obligation. People must understand that the
notion that Native Americans are basking in
casino riches is little more than a myth. They
must learn about the real state of poverty, unemployment and health care in Indian Country, and
make sure that Congress dutifully and adequately allocates the needed dollars to meet Indi-

,.e

to stay in

place.

However, hidian nations are refusing to allow
their struggle to improve the lives of their members
to be undermined. One of the most successful initiatives tribes are taking to

direa involvement

care needs
Native

address the health care

crisis

is

peop

not an a<

^f charity b

unmet health

ans'

Indian Country

overnm

in delivery services.

Native people during the signing of treaties. Providing for

care needs.

Finally, the relationship

the U.S.

Through
congressional legislation. Native American tribes and
tribal service organizations have become direclly involved in
the billing and receiving of Medicare and Medicaid programs.
In an effort to better identify health care needs and to streamline services, trities are becoming partners with IHS rather
than mere recipients of aid. The old system of depending on
an understaffed and under-funded institution to meet Indian
Country's health care needs was not only grossly insufficient,
but contributed to a lack of sense of ownership and responsifiility for trifies' members.
Between the struggle to make do with the inadequate
health services that are currently provided and the war to
hold on to Federal dollars that are penietually on the chopping block, the general health and welfare of Native Americans remains in a precarious state. What is needed is a
broader understanding of Indian issues by the public at
large. Mainstream America must understand that the Federal government undertook certain responsibilities towards
is

health

Country faces the

prospea of having to swim hard simply

to the fetus

act of charity

health budget. Arguing that tribal nations should not

receive federal

from the mother

child."

the health care needs of Native people

f'

actively seeking to cut appropriations to the Indian

be allowed to earn millions in gaming proceeds and

some instances in which women have
by the courts to have their children delivered

the fetus, including

health insurance continues to grow.

Another troubling

herself

improving their welfare than hers," notes the lOM study.
to view the health status of the fetus and the
health status of women as separate or even opiiositional
concerns is an unfortunate trend in women's health. For
example, in recent years, pregnant women who have tested

most of these State
initiatives is a response to the needs of middle and upper
class women who already have health insurance coverage.
Few, if any, of these laws apply to Medicaid or other indigent ])opulations, while the number of women without any
cal

mother

The tendency

and ovarian cancer screening,
for

woman's children
and devoted more resources to

attention to the health of a

that to the

age of FDA-approved contraceptive drugs and devices,

mastectomy, standards

more

paid

managed care. For examjile, in the past decade,
have enacted measures specifically addressing cover-

osteoixirosis,

Women's health is about more than
"The study of women's health has often

just childbearing.

new laws have songhl to address
women, particularly in the con-

breast reconstruaion, breast

lor exivimii'd insur-

provide similar coverage for

tailing to

contraceptive services.

the specific health needs of
text of

women

single out pregnant

ance coverage while

ol

State level,

we

goal,

levels lor a xariety

between the IHS and
to be reexamined.

may need

Tribes stand poised to take the lead in the educa-

and provision of services to their communiBy being the sole caretaker of Native American health services, IHS has sometimes been more of an
interference than a friend in meeting Indian Country's
needs. It is time that the Federal government allow tribal
governments to have a greater hand and voice in healing
tion
ties.

their

own

health care

Mark Aiillwny

Rolo

Is

a

crisis.

IlH

member of the Bad River Band ofOjibwe. He is

the

Washington correspondent for Indian Country Today.

Tht* crisis i)(f-ri*M'i^'Otin(i cin

IrtMlmciil as ihost*

on

Ik- jtisl

rt'scrs'tilitiiis,

pratlicfs are also soiially

and

ds iroublinn. Oflcn KlLiiin Ihi-

iiiaiiy Njtivi-

itilliirally iiisciisiiisf

k'lilly iindcrscort-d Ilie (acl ihal tlu- cultural

ircainu-nl of disease, the practices
ple, in

some

lincninmon

unaware

and

for Native

that the

people to be denied

ceremony

reconni/ed the role

is

ciilliiralty

institutitiiis

Fven

many

an

borriiTS lo

iiiiiiiistri-aiii

mrdlcal

Althouy:h medical anihropolnpy has ainsis.

spiniiial

dynamics

art'

iltlCKral

sweet

this right

pan

j-rass

and
exam-

crucial in the- diagnosis

beliefs of Indiain are infreqiienily considered. For

tribal ciiltures, the sick like to biirii

medical
in

and

\amv fainttmir

pcuplf fimJ ih.n miith of

or sage during their illness.

while hospitalised because meitical

is

not

staff

arc

II

of the patient's recovery While a few hospitals

appropriate medicine plays in Native

hi-.llth.

the reality

is

that

have
most

serving Native populations have not implemented a cultural component.

reser\ation commitnities, spiritual practices can be dismissed. Sadly, traditionaJ

medicine has come

trt

be regarded as mere superstition

result, traditional he.iliiig

inelhnds are bediming

lost

in

numerous

tribal

communities. As

a

forever with the passing on ol tribal eiders.

'

women

—

more
domestic violence during pregnancy
than at any other time during
their lives. While major |)r()gress
has been made in addressing
Meanwhile,

likely to

be

haves and the have nots still
persists, and gets worse every

.ire

victims ol

tiie

violence against

women,

unique needs of battered

day,
is

even though our economy

thriving.

Recommendations

the

How do we

women

fundamental

begin to address the
issues of discrimi-

are sometijnes forgotten by pol-

nation and disparities in the

makers. For example, when
Congress enacted welfare reform

field of

women's
advocates feared that the work
requirements and time limits on

must eliminate the "women's
health ghetto," wherein women

icy

lOM

legislation in 1996,

state welfare plans, wliile establistiing a screening process

like

some advocates leery about exposing women
hami by the system and/or their abusers. And

still left

to further

viaims of rape, battered

victims of sexist attitudes

women

are frequently the

and gender-based discrimination

by the very institutions that are supposed to be helping
them. For example, battered women lose custody of their
children to batterers in 40 to 70 percent of all custody disputes, and some insurance companies have sought to
deny coverage for battered women on the grounds that
they constitute a high-risk population.
Women who are immigrants to the U.S.
greatest risk of
lation

enaaed

all.

primarily to seek care for their

may be

at the

in 1996, Congress also passed a

immigrant women, even those here legally, the new law
has had a chilling effea, creating a complex system of

and exceptions

many

that

is

virtually impossible to navi-

experienced policy advocates in the

field, let

alone by those for

whom English is a

second language.

all

the effons of

to increase access to care, to

to

women's health advocates

improve the quality of serv-

women's health research, and
move more women into positions of power within the

ices, to

expand the

field of

health care industry, this central disparity
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Civil Rights

with our ability to envision
span for women." But even if
holistic

view

not have addressed the

will

women's

of

more

we

women's

basic issue for

and quality: "Spurred by women's unique
psychological needs and often complicated by their particular social and economic situation, the challenge of navigating the costly and uncoordinated care system wiU grow no
easier until thoroughgoing reform puts adequate health
care within the reach of all Americans of both genders."
For those concerned with civil rights, it is time to demand
access

that access to health care be established as a basic

human

EE

ability to pay.

Alyson Reed

a Policy Analyst for the American College of Nurse-Mid-

is

mves (ACNM), where shefoaises primarily on
certified

views

nurse -midwives

and opinions

ily reflect

The

USCCR

Journal

/

Fall

1999

—between the

State policy issues affecting

and the women for whom

they provide care. The

expressed are those of the author,

those of the

and do not necessar-

ACNM.

has released a report assessing the status of

health care in the United States with regard to people of
color

and women. The Health Care

Disparity, Confronting Discrimination,

Challenge: Acknowledging

and Ensuring

Volume

I

services

and subsequent differences

Equality.

of the report highlights the disparities in access to
in health status of racial

and ethnic minorities and women, and e.xamines effons by
Federal, State,

and perhaps most importantly, the population
women without any health care coverage continues to
Finally,

grow. Despite

we

women:

increase in employees with health insurance coverage. For

of

life

succeed in developing a more
health,

of

health services has interfered

new law

decline in the Medicaid roUs, without a corresponding

health care

mented nature

In addition to the welfare reform legis-

by immigrant populations, including legal residents of the
U.S. Taken together, these two laws constitute a huge
denial of access to health care services for those most vulnerable to poor health outcomes. Although the welfare
law did not alter the Medicaid entitlement, early reports
from the states show that there has been a precipitous

gate even for

reproduaive systems: "The seg-

right for all people living in the U.S., regardless of their

severely limiting access to publicly-funded health services

rules

we

access the health care system

imposed under the new
law would have a disparate
impaa on battered women. As a
IVc are all of the same opinion, Ms. Beckwilh.
result, the law was amended to
What's more, we look like America.
allow states to waive certain
health care across the
requirements for viaims of domestic violence in their
benefits

that

women's health? The

report concludes that

and

local

government and private agencies

to redress these problems.
of Health and

enforcement

Human

efforts

with regard to

Act of 1964 and other
available
Street,

Volume

II

examines Department

Services Office for Ci\il Rights
Title

VI of Civil Rights

civil rights statutes.

Both volumes are

from the Office of Publications. USCCR, 624 Ninth

NW, Washington, DC. 20425.

Tel:

(202) 376-8128.

Ucsjiiie the

minorities have made

fact that

and

substantial (.'aniomic

over the past

social progress

30 years, signilicant disadvantages based on race persist
within the United States and serve as markers of con-

A body

linuini; polio' failures.

and anecon
be eliminated by the

of einjiirical

dotal e\idence indicates that discrimination based

race

and ethnicity has yet

nation's
•

•

•

ci\

il

rights laws.

The hourly earnings of black men are 65 percent
those of white men;
Black men pay more than SI 000 more for the same
new car as white men;
Deep disparities persist in the receipt of state and
minority groups;

local contratis for all
•

to

For example:

Schools and neighborhoods arc liecoming more not
less

we

segregated as

approach

21st century.

tlie

Why Testing Is Needed
While these statistics suggest the iicrsistence of racial
and ethnic discrimination, they do not, in and of themseh'cs, help us gauge its extent with any accuraq'. hi
other words, disparity of results does not prove discrimination.

The absence

and compelling
discrimination in our

of understandable

information about the extent of

society contributes to sharp differences in the

way

groups interpret patterns of inequality and the obliga-

them. So while 60 percent
of whites think conditions for blacks have improved
during the past few years, only 35 percent of blacks
tion oi

government

to alter

probably

share iliose views. Indeed,

it

beneath many
and ethnicity in the United

Slates lurk

is

fair to

say that

of the current controversies about race

fundamental

lerences of perception atx)ut the empirical reality:

dif-

To

what extent are racial and ethnic minorities subjea to
discrimination?
it is

Testing for

not sur[)rising that there

is

so

little

social

As Peter Siegelman notes, blatant Jim
Crow ciiscrimination is largely a thing of the past and
inec]uality.

the so-called have-a-nice-day discrimination

—

—to the

harder to detea, measure, and
extent that
counteract.
At the same time, progress
ultimately
exists

it

Discrimination
The Case for
A National

con-

sensus over the contribution of discrimination to social

is

toward integration paradoxically

may mask an overall

decline in discTimination, as the noted scholar Oriando

Patterson

argues.

between members

ma\

is,

lead to greater fricTion

discrimination

may

That

increased

interaction

of differing racial or ethnic

—despite the

and more perceived
fact that

groups
acts of

the broader trend

be toward less discrimination and fewer discrimwhile "have-a-nice-day" discrimination

inators. Thus,

Report Card

may

lead to

premature claims that

we have

achieved

a color-blind society, conflicts associated with progress

towards integration may generate exaggerated claims
Both types of distortion, along with
the misguided policies that flow from them, can be

of viclimization.

By Michael Fix

e^

Margery Austin Turner
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/
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corrected

liy

measures

more

,miir<iic

widely undersidiidablt'

iiriil

Fvideme

ol'discriniiiuilion hnscoiiie

inckiding analysis of

these analyses have
clear, liirecl

and
techniques employed in

[\\v statistical

much

from several sources,

einj)loyinenl, housing,

at;,L;regale

While

oilier daia sets.

to oiler, ihey

fail

to [)r<)vide tlu'

measures and narrative power ollered by

lesling. In a paired test,

two

ies-

he Housing Market Praaices Study (HMPS)

I

pleted in 1977.

ol'discriniin.nion.

individuals are

matched

evant characleristics other than the one that

is

pairi'd

lor all rel-

expected to

The testers apply for a job, an
ment or some other good and the outcomes and treatment they receive are closely luonitored.
Paired testing is an excellent vehicle for imderstanding and measuring actual discrimination
lead to discrimination.

a|)an-

markets

sales

of

were randomly

who

The

ferences in

—the

dark skin. The
ing

many

xyyies of

criminate in different

if

In 1987,

^

dence suggests that discrimination comes in
interwoven and multifaceted forms; no other
research

method could

discern such patterns.

proteaed

controversies about
race and ethnicity

in

more

HMPS experience by

—the Hous-

tests for

discrimination

sizes in five

metropolitan areas, which
in pat-

terns of discrimination within urban areas.

According to the

lurk fundamental

HDS

study, black renters

differences of

chance of being excluded
altogether from housing made a\'ailable to

perception about the

comparable white renters and a 23.5 percent
chance of learning about fewer apartments.

face a 10.7 percent

Real estate brokers also are

^^^^^^

more

precisely target, existing civil

much more likely to

white than to black cusanalysts also constniaed a type of

offer financial advice to

empirical reality

provide a persuasive impetus to

aggressively enforce, or

upon the

supported in-depth analysis of variations

the United States

and anyone can understand why
between equally qualified testers
discrimination. The narrative power offered by

may

HUD built

sample

class are treated,

constitute

lag,

to the Fair

Americans and Hispanic Americans. Again, both rental and sales markets
were tested in a random sample of 25 major
metropolitan areas. Black-white tests were
conduaed in 20 of these sites and HispanicAnglo tests were conduaed in 13 sites. The
HDS methodology also involved expanded

of the current

differences in treatment

paired testing

amendments

involved 3,800 paired

Beneath many

Mark Bendick writes,
"In a world in wfiich stories have more power than studies,
testing generates studies that are stories." Anyone can imagine what it would be like to be treated the way testers in a
Third, as economist

HMPS

nine-year

against African

sicms.

plains about a restaurant's service. Existing evi-

role, albeit after a

ing Discrimination Study (HDS). This study

different agents dis-

Such "race-plus discrimination" ocairs if
black and white customers who, in the normal
course of events, might be treated equally
receive disparate treatment when something
goes awry: for example, when a diner com-

played a major

launching a second national audit study

variables

different occa-

feasible

Housing Aa.

agent behavior and

ways on

A

showed that paired testmethod for studying

report

the passage of the 1988

possibility that dif-

the conditions under which they occur and
therefore to determine

HMPS

discrimination in housing. Indeed, the strong

in a

minimizes

Second, paired testing can allow researchers

significant discrimi-

both the sales and rental markets.

an appropriate and

is

that tlie researcher cannot observe.

to observe

lound evidence of
in

crimination against Hispanics, particularly those with

differ signifi-

outcome are caused by

HMFS

lollow-u|) testing study in Dallas found high levels of dis-

cantly only in their group membership. In tech-

"omitted variable bias"

MMPS sites

site.

provides a feasible

nical terms, paired testing design

The

areas.

selected to be nationally representative of

nation against blacks

method for directly observing discriminatory treatment by comparing two people equally qualified for
the transaction in question,

40 major metro[)olitan

each

in

First, testing

—was com-

paired tests of

urban areas, and samples of advertised rental and sales
were randomly selected from major newspapers in

people differently because of
protected group).

more than 3,200

imits

large

results

membersliip

involved

discrimination against African Americans in the rental and

(understood here simply as the practice of treating
tlieir

It

tomers.

^^^^^"

HDS

index that counts the

or Hispanic tester

is

number

of times a black

treated less favorably than

white teammate. The index reveals

is

his or

her

on average, black
home buyers can expecl to encoimter about one aa of discrimination each time they visit a real estate broker and that
Hispanics can expea to receive discriminatory treatment at

some

point in

more than

that,

half their \isits.

Unfortunately, housing discrimination does not appear to

A comparison of the 1989 HDS results with
977 HMPS finds no clear evidence of a trend in
either direaion. Nor do preliminary comparisons with five
be declining.

rights laws.

those of the

Testing: Experience to Date
Housing and employment are two areas where paired testing
has been particularly well developed by researchers and prac-

Yinger has concluded, "this research demonstrates that black

titioners.

HUD

studies to

measure the national incidence of discrimination in
sales transactions. The first of these stud-

has twice launched national paired testing

housing rentals and
50
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studies

1

conduaed

in the 1990s. Overall, as

and Hispanic home seekers continue

many aspeas

nation in
told

ably

of a

economist Jolin

to encounter discrimi-

housing transaaion. They are

about fewer available units and must put forth consider-

more

effort to obtain

information and to complete a

iransaciion. Tlicse barriers arc not ahsoluic, but ihcy

impose

Iorm the core

l)roperly used, testing can

significant costs

on black and Hispanic home seekers relative
comparable whites in the iorm ol higher search costs,
poorer housing outcomes, or both."
Rigorous and reliable testing nKtluuls ha\e also been
de\eloped to measure discrimination in otiier domains lor

"report card"

to

ination in America.

example, hiring decisions lor entry-level job openings. The
first systematic application of paired testing to iiiring, con-

Giiidiini Civil Riqliis

on

ami

the extent, nature,

Such

ol a

nuuh-needed

iiiunsiiy ol discrim-

a report card

could significantly

contribute to the nations ongoing conversation on race and
ethnicity, in several ways:

—

ducted

men
In

in

1989, focused on discrimination against Hispanic

applying for entry-level jobs

each of these

sites,

in

approximately

Chicago and San Diego.
1

50 paired

The absence of direct, longitudinal measures of discrimination means ijiat policymaktTs often do not know where discrimination is most commonly encountered and how successlul anti-discriminaiion interventions

tests

Many

were conducted, based on random samples of job
openings advenised in the major metropt)litan newspapers.

African

are imperfect guides to action. This
laci llial

number

ties to

^

lending.

The

two

methodology

ble

enforcement

tests

are matched

ize

results

responds to the imperatives

and noting changes

in dis-

ci\

il

rights

enforcement agencies rational-

their budgeting and targeting

efforts.

The

report card could also help these agencies eval-

uate their performance and generate support for

for all relevant

shifting resources to differing

characteristics other

The need
than the one that

enforcement

ini-

tiatives.

for effective anti-discrimination

enforcement has risen

is

scope

to test lor discrimination.

Despite this signal achievement, testing studies in

individuals

help

elsewhere and continue to receive scholarly scrutiny. More importantly, however, these

conducled by advocacy and regulatory organizations! have produced an accepted and credi-

compliance

crimination levels, a national report card could

have been pub-

results

to the seleaivity inherent in

geograjihic regions,

lished

testing studies (as well as

a paired test,

In

cab service, car sales, access to health club
membership, access to property insurance and

mongage

and

actions

of the Government Perfonnance and Results
Art. By systematically assembling longiiudinal
data on a random sample of finns, sectors, and

applicability of

of other areas; taxi-

in part to the

Furiher, this tighter linking of enforcement aclivi-

^

paired testing to a

owes

such measures.

liine.

and

relied

discrimination has historically led to low lev-

els ol legal

hundred and eighty-five paired tests ot discrimination
against both Hispanic and African American men
were conduaed in Den\er at about the same

have explored the

have been.

measures that have been heavily

problem areas and to evaluate interas
court tilings or enforcement actions,
ventions, such

Chicago and Washington, D.C. Again, about 200
paired tests were conduaed in each metro area, based
on random samples of ad\ertised job openings. Two

Pioneering efforts by both researchers

of the

u[)on to identily

A similar study ot hiring discrimination against
American men was conducned a year later in

practitioners

Enforcement Policy

in

an era

which the

in

ol allirmative action policies

has been

cir-

in several important fields, particu-

cumscribed
larly go\'ernment contracting and

expected to lead to

areas other than housing have only been

—

in

Texas

—

and Calilornia higher education. This retreat
from affirmative action should increase the

the past two
discrimination
measure discrimination,
^^^^^^ jiressure that jiolicymakers feel to ensure that
both in and outside goxernmeni, have been
people are treated as ecjuals across sertors ol economic lile
largely haphazard and infrequent. Indeed, one might argue
and that anti-discriminaiion jiolicies are adequately liinded
that we know far less about the effeaiveness of the nation's
and strategically targeted.
civil rights laws than we do about the effectiveness of laws
intended to combat pollution or reduce tax non-compliance
Monitoring Discrimination That Defeats Other Social Goals
because the tools that have been developed to measure the
Other policy goals also dictate that discrimination be moniproblem and therefore direa the location, lyiie, and inten-

mounted over

sporadically

decades, and efforts to

—

sity

1)1

enlorccment

—are that much

example, is spurring the entry of a
low-wage, low-skilled workers into the labor

H)red. Wellare relorm, lor

less sophisticated.

new

cohort ol

new

women; many

mem-

Testing as the Basis for a National Report

force.

Card on Discrimination

and ethnic minorities. The success of the policies
vvellare-to-work transitions is premised
promote
designed to
upon low barriers to labor lorce entr\', including low levels of

Paired testing has

and

logisiicaliy

Testing

may

its

limits.

comjilex

It

uations that

can be costly, time-consuming,
imiilemenied on a large scale.

when

large

number

of individual attributes are rele-

vant to an oiilcome. Nor can

may

ple, in filing false

il

be easily imjilemented

require testers to violate the law; for

ol the

entrants are

are

bers of racial

not be applicable to com|)lex transactions in

which a very

Most

in sit-

exam-

infomiation on a mortgage application. Bui

worki>lace discrimination. Similarly, U.S. housing policy has
historically supported and encouraged the expansion of

homeovvnership opportunities as a means toward individual
wealth accumulalion, neighborhood revitalizaiion, and social
cohesion. Clearly, discrimination
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mortgage

Iriuliii};, .iiul

properly

iiistirtiiicf

vvouki uiulfniiiiif

continued gains in honieownersiiip luilionvvide. I'rogress on
oilier widely shori'd |)olicy goals, sucli as assimilation ol new
ininiigranis

who

young j)eople
criitie and violence,

and |)roductive eni|)loynienl

arc at high-risk ol involveitient in

depends ui)on llie sustained
based on race and ellinicity.

ol

retiuclion ol diseriniinalion

also

examination of discrimination should also help policymakers
identily

(ommunities and populations where discrimination

occurs across sectors.

II

could be useful, then,

in

obtaining

greater cross-agency coojx-ration in law enlorcemeni.

Discrimi>iation acjainst

The United

States

Whom?—by Whom?
becoming increasingly

is

diverse,

and

African Americans are not the only racial or ethnic group to

experience discrimination. Therefore, the national report

UihiersUindiiiq the Implications oflinreasinq Diversity

card should not locus exclusively on discrimination against

for Patterns of Discrimination

Confusion over the contribution

ol

discrimination to

African Americans. However, not every ethnic group faces

by non-European countries, have dramatically expanded
and diversified the populations that are perceived as racial
and ethnic minorities in the United States. By the year 2040,
about 40 percent of the population will consist of racial and

and upward mobility. And
measure the incidence of discrimination experienced by every racial or etfmic minority group
in the U.S. Therefore, the rej)()rt card should focus on discrimination against a limited number of racial and etfmic
minorities, selected on the basis of evidence of past discrim-

ethnic minorities, with blacks constituting less than one-

ination, persistent inequality, or institutional pressures

The breakdown of a
black/white racial paradigm complicates any easy understanding of the ways in which discrimination operates
witliiti society, who praaices it, who its viaims are, and the

which may lead

inequality

is

not restricted to debates centered on African

Americans. High sustained levels

ol

immigration, dominated

third of the minority population.

proteaions that

One

govemment should

issue that high levels of

it

would not be

the country'

s

leasible to

minority groups
tion,

to discrimination in the future. FinafJy, as

demograpliic

but will be

may

its

makeup

sfiifts,

racial

and

etlinic

not just be the \iaims of discrimina-

perpetrators.

A

recent Los Angeles survey

and Latinos hold more negative views
African Americans than do whites.

reveals that Asians

provide.

immigration from non-Euro-

pean countries presents is whether new non-white immigrants and other ethnic minorities will be subjeaed to discrimination in housing, employment, and other domains of
daily life. In faa, recent analyses of immigrant integration
routinely ascribe the differentiated or "segmented" assimilation of some groups at least in part to discrimination. Moreover, housing and einployment audits carried out by the
Urban Institute and the Fair Employment Council of Greater
Washington provide some direct evidence to support their
claims, although studies conduaed to date have focused on
Latinos and not immigrants, per se.
At the same time, congressional concerns about
immigration have led to the imposition of broad

persistent barriers to opportunity

illegal

new restric-

tions

on employment and

may

be inducing increased discrimination against foreign-

services to illegal immigrants that

of

In sum, a national report card structured around the
methodology of paired testing would be valuable in an era in
which patterns of inequality continue to follow racial and
ethnic lines, public opinion is widely divided on the contribution of discrimination to these uneven outcomes, and the
scope of affinnative action is being circumscribed. The report
card could help target the enforcement efforts of civil rights
agencies and align them with the diaates of the Govemment Performance and Results Aa. It could help policymakers assess the degree to which discrimination might be
serving as a barrier to the achievement of other policy goals,
specifically

reducing barriers to work for welfare recipients

or reducing the

involvement

number

in crime.

It

of

young people

at high-risk of

could monitor the evolution of

looking minorities. Specifically, some employers report they
have chosen to fiire oniy U.S. citizens. Employers have also
mistakenly and illegally required that noncitizens present a

prejudice as the nation becomes increasingly di\erse racially

"green card" before they can be hired, despite the

helping to avoid misguided policies that flow from prema-

fact that

they must accept other types of identity documents, as well.

and

etfmically.

Most importandy,

it

could serve as a com-

pelling, factual liaseline for a national con\ersation

on

race,

ture claims of the advent of a colorblind sodet>' or imsup-

ported victim-claiming. ES
Developing a Comprehensive Portrait of Discrimination

A report card on discrimination coufd play a vital public edu-

Michael Fix. an attorney,

cation funaion

gram

by simultaneously examining discrimination
across several key areas of economic life (such as housing,
employment, public accommodations) within specific communities. This comprehensive approach could serve a public
education funaion by painting a more complete and powerful portrait of

the role

tliat

discrimination plays in daily

life

at the

Urban

including Clear

tion in

is

Institute

the Director of the Immigration Studies Pro-

and

the author or editor of numerous works.

and Convincing Evidence: Testing

America

Margery Austin Turner directs the Metropolitan Housing and Communities Policy

spatial

A

and

Center at the Urban
racial dimensions

Institute,

where her research foci4ses on

of anti-poverty policies.

than studies that touch on a single area of economic aaivity,
and might consequently help buiid public support for targeted

ing citations, can be obtained at the following

anti-discrimination enforcement activities. This mufti-point

urbaninstitute.org.
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for Discrimina-

(1993).

complete version of the report on which this article

web

is

address:

based, includ-

www.

Diversity
ining:
What Works, What Doesn't
and Why?
By Katrina Jordan

American

businesses, educational institu-

tions, and governmental agencies have spent untold millions on multi-cultural awareness and diversity training. The
intended outcome: organizations thai value and celehrate
differences as well as similarities, thereby creating a

more

harmonious and produaive work/study environment. The
goal is both laudable and self-interested. Enlightened managers know that diversity within the American and global
workforce will continue to grow into the 21st century' and
that this reality must be harnessed effetlively in order for
organizations to compete, survive, and thrive in the world
market place. And yet after affirmative action program-

—

ming. Equal

Employment

Op[)oriuniiy legislation, tht)u-

sands of hours of diversity training, community-based

ini-

and endless dialogue, what evidence do we have
that these efforts have made a difference? What have we
learned about fostering change, and how tlo we go about
measuring it?
The U.S. census and other Federal tracking devices can
provide broad measures of social inequality, and national
surveys can measure racial opinions and attitudes, but neither can capture the fine-grain changes that take place
within individuals and organizations as a result of specific
education programs. The challenge is especially great
because these programs aim to change the way people think
and feel and on such matters, self-reported change is nototiatives,

—

plaints

organi/ations focus on

tiii'

nimilH'r ol

and pending lawsuits on such matters

ways

to

of diversity training programs, they

more

proactive and far-reaching approach

Fortunately,

human

is

A

called for.

resource managers and corporate

researchers have been developing criteria to help determine

what works and what

doesn't.

One approach

is

to "take the

pulse" of an organization before, during, and after training,

through such objeclive elements as the number of lawsuits,
retentit)!! and tinnover rates, absenteeism (which generally
decreases
hiring

ments

when

people

and promotion

feel valued),

figures. Other,

that shoukl be

and affirmative action
harder to measure

monitored include changes

ele-

in staff

liehavior; increased staff sensitivity; increased recognition of

diversity as a business imi>erative; less

blaming or attacking

of white males for [)roblems; recognition that diversity

is

not

matter of affimiative aaion; and stronger emphasis on
midti-culturalistn. These can be measiucd using attitude

just a

surveys and exit interviews as well as direct observation,
particularly

if

made

respondeius can be

to feel comfortable

about speaking truthfully.
In general, the studies that

have been undertaken using

these criteria are revealing several "lessons learned." Accord-

Human

Resource Management (SHRM)

EEO com-

study regarding the effects of diversity training, training typ-

as sexual

ically has a markedly positive short-tenn impact on the attitude of attendees, but long-term assessments were decidedly
less positive. This position is supported by other studies that

harassment. While these provide "objeclive," easily measurable

on investment"

ing to a Society for

riously unreliable.

Some

"return

take the organization into a reactive, defensive mindset.

determine the cost effectiveness and the
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INTHE^O^

show

that almost three-quarters of the respondents judged

•

the t^qies of employees they hire;

immediately after
implementation. But among organizations that conducted

•

internal

•

willingness to allow minority groups to form support

their diversity training to be effective

some kind

of long-term evaluation, the after-glow of the

and external recognition

for di\ersity efforts;

groups;

About 50 percent described their programs as having mixed or negligible effects and another 1
percent admitted their programs were largely ineffeaive.
These are sobering results, and it is worth examining the
small number of organizations in which diversity training
continued to receive high marks to understand how and
why their training succeeded where others failed. If one fac-

•

support for diversity efforts tied to compensation;

•

alignment of diversity

tor unites them,

type of long-term follow-up and monitoring to sustain the

training faded rapidly.

it

is,

perhaps surprisingly, not the type or

was received, but that the organwhich these positive experiences occurred all
deep commitment to prarticing equality. They did

•

efforts with systems, procedures,
norms, and values;
commiuiity involvement; and

•

celebration of cultures via holidays

policies, philosophies,

Many

and

of the successful organizations practiced

quality of the training that

positive effects of training efforts.

izations in

establishing a

shared a

track progress, highlight various cultures,

not view diversity training simply as an add-on but as an
integral part of their corporate culture. Little behavior

attitude

change

is

likely to

occur

when

and

the organization's

diversity goals are not perceived as serious.

human
what we are

As one

expen noted, "We need to praaice
preaching. What is the most effective I believe
resources

something
that uses several different kinds of delivery systems and is
not a one-shot deal. It's got to be continuous, on-going,
[with]

all

These efforts included:
committee and/or developing a newsletter to

ing a survey periodically to gauge results;

etc.;

administer-

and meeting

key managers, administrators,

ularly with

some

etc. to

reg-

review

these efforts.
Progress

is

possible

and progress

is

being made. The busi-

ness of educating for a multi-culturally a\vare society
plex.

There

is

no simple

ness in this regard. Research continues to
efforts are

is

com-

solution to assessing our effeaivetell

us that these

needed. £0

kinds of reinforcement."

Those that indicated that

commitment

Civil Rights

have made a
change can be

their organizations

to diversity stated that cultural

evidenced by:
54

is

special programs.

Katrina Jordan

is

assodnte director at the Career Dewlopment Center at the

University of Cincinnati, where she teaches courses on cultural competence

and diversity issues.
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The Early

the struaure of Dilberto's biography ol

blouse following the simple lines of

A USEFUL WOMAN:
Life of Jane

Addams

the

human

As

Dilberto 's

form."

(p.

new

Addams. Her

227)

biography makes

Jane Addams was both a pioneer
and a woman sensitive to, and even
clear,

By Gioia Dilberto
(Scribner. 1999.

320pp. $26)

respeaful

During a period when Jane Addams
was gaining national and intemaher work among the

lional acclaim for

immigrant poor

in

of, social

conventions.

It

is

this connection between past and
luture, between traditional and nontraditional approaches to charity and
to perceptions of the proper spheres

Chicago, she visited

with the Russian writer Leo Tolstoy

Jane Addams was a

at

home. In her new hiography of
Addams, Gioia Dilberto writes about
this meeting of the Russian and American idealists. Though Tolstoy lived on
vants,

attended by ser-

Dilbeno describes him as a

grip of a Christian \'ision ol

world."

Among

an

transitional figure

rier to

of the

other affectations, Tol-

Victorian angel and the

bold independence of the

Gibson

to Victorian cultural

for

women,

tension to

ration.
.lane explained that

no bigger
girls in

could

from

her sleeves were

llian "lliose of the

Chicago and

more

iha'.

that gave an interesting
Addams' eady life and pro-

vides the locus ol Dilberto's explo-

mores:

working
nothing

effeciively separate |ber]

the people' tiian a cotton

when

was a womanly virtue, Jane Addams' mother was
an ideal type. She tmly embodied the
characteristics of what Victorians called
and

selflessly

woman
her

within the nearly invis-

for others,

sphere of

Though,

tirelessly lived

home and

Dilberto

as

Addams spent

family.

makes

clear,

her early years counter-

was

As Dilberto aptly

a transitional figure

states,

"Jane

embodying

both the purity and innocence of the
Victorian angel and the bold iiule-

pendencc
It

is

of the

this

Gibson

giri."

same tension

she was also very much her
mother's daughter in devoting herself
to the poor in pragmatic, "useful"
ity,"

ways. However, where her mother
was bound by home and family,

Addams played out her ideals on a
much larger stage, eventually winning
the Nobel Peace Prize in 1931

girl

the people."

Addams' answer reveals her American pragmatism and her connection

of usefulness." In a period

life

ing "conventional notions of feminin-

and innocence

ideal

wore the simiile clothes of a Russian peasant, and when .Jane Addams'
work with the jioor was described to
him, his immediate response was to
pull on the tashionably large sleeve ol
her dress and demand to know
whether this style did not create a "bar-

"a

ible

embodying both the purity

Useful

self-effacing usefulness

lite

"tor-

stoy

A

gized in the local paper as having lived

who

mented, white-bearded egomaniac... in
liie

is

"the angel in the house," a

his

his ancestral estate,

sub-title

Woman, a phrase which, in the context
of Addams' life story, is both ironic and
genuine. Addams' mother died when
Jane was a young giri and was eulo-

that infonns

.

Dilberto

emphasizes both the connection and
the break with her past by tilling the
three sections of this biography
"Angels in the House," "Angel ol Haland "Angel of the Wodd."

sted Street,"

By

focusing on Addams' eariy

Dilberto does

life,

more than show Jane

Addams' connection to the values of
her family and social class. She also

Addams' psychological

delves into

processes as she took on the great task
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1)1

louiulinj;

and diicclin^

Ihill-llousc,

the settlement house lor poor immigratils

ill

hecanu-

ChiCiij^o, wliich

nioilcl lor similar social initiatives
in the

n

both

United States and abroad.

Addams was

|iart

of the

first

gener-

American women to receive
an education beyond the high school

And

turn-of-the-century
Chicago, Dilberto emphasizes both the

own

end-ol-cenlury urban jirobJems.

Like

many

city of

cities today,

Chicago was a

immigrants: "By 1890, 68 per-

own

talents

and

new

reform,

Addams

believed the poor

could best be helped by being given

skills

and

Diberto's descriptions

talents,

enormous gap

between

rich

and poor,

she provided

between urban misery
and Gilded Age
splendor, finds an echo
in this era of instant

like herself a

at

that the

founding of Hull-House served her
own needs as much as it did the
needs of the project's clientele.
Who were the people who visited
/

Addams'
she strug-

and her

fears,

the constraints

first

and

later the

ety,

Dilberto has created a story that

encouragement

of soci-

could be especially interesting read-

young women today who are

own

futures. Cer-

tainly

Addams

tion,

but in Dilberto's book, she

is

a legendary' inspira-

becomes a very real person, whose
success came both from an allegiance
to her family's ideals and a break with
society's strictures. Primarily we come
to see Addams as a woman whose
fulfillment came out of a real interest
her

abilities to

the utmost.

and service workers

tion of this pri\'ate part of
is

making minimum w^age

Addams'

life

not lurid or invasive, but more an

attempt to see

Addams

in

her social

context. Dilberto emphasizes the faa

mate

the

skills

and confidence

to

help

themselves. She also emphasized the
special needs of
efforts led to the

urban youth; her
founding of the first

many today are questioning. Though
we no longer live in cities where half

Journal

of

when

internet millionaires

chance to escape their
Throughout her

suffocating lives."

Civil Rights

the period

Though Dilberto does write about
Addams' intimate emotional relationships wdth other women, her examina-

juvenile justice system, a system that

Addams emphasized

with the poor."

she faced

in using

women

offering

life,

ing for

outlet

the settlement house. As Dil-

was

early

live

examination

inventing their

of

Hull-House an opportunity lor other
educated women, who comprised the
berto says, "Jane

going to

when
of an

in

that in a pre-Freudian age, such inti-

Addams found an

own

[of]

gled with her dreams

tried to

description

from modern feminists

In her

women of her time and

Dilberto's

but as Dilberto points out, they

success" but in "the great opportunity

potential.

vate and direct social leaders.
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Addams

finding hillillment not in "personal

she causes us to think about both

life,

at Hull-

with

Like today's proponents of welfare

the inner and outer forces that moti-

staff of

who worked

House: They shared the

during her college years,

Addams' psychological steps in coming to found Hull-House gives us
insight into the work of many ideal-

for her

in Dil-

women

differed

outlets to express her

Just as

and differences

berto's descriptions of the

stories,

occupy herself with
travel and cultural activities. She eventually succumbed to depression and
was treated by the fashionable Dr. Silas
Weir Mitchell, who specialized in the
problems of "neurasthenic" women.
However, once Addams decided on a
focus for her energies and intelligence,
the "depressed, emaciated invalid
turned into an energetic, busy
woman..."
Jane Addams, then, worked out of
a sense of compassion for the poor
(inspired by the charity work she had
seen in England), but equally important, she worked out of a need to
express her own talents and ambi-

ists;

mum

similarities

the children of foreign-born parents."

Also like other

tions.

and differences with our

and
seaor workers making miniwage. One can also see both

service

abroad and another 10 percent were

a sense of idealism

to find that after college, there

Jane

of

splendor, does lind an echo in this era

of instant internet millionaires

was
and

sense of her

class,

services ol

ambition of today's corporate success

embued with

were few

and

cent of the population had been born

in late 19th century America, she

only

lacililies

In describing the social

many educated women

like

possibility

conditions
similarities

ation of

level.

and Lised the
Hull-House?

FalI1999

the children die before the age of

five,

was true in the Chicago Addams
knew, Dilberto's descriptions of an
enormous gap t>etween rich and poor,
between urban misery and Gilded Age
as

had an irmocence
might not enjoy now. In any
case, Jane Addams proteaed her privacy, and the nature of her relationrelationships

that they

may never be known. Thus,
though Dilberto does examine
Addams' personal life, her book could
ships

still

be recommended to adolescents.

Her prose is simple, and the stor^' of
Jane Addams, a woman who both
reflected and ad\'anced the times in

which she
pelling.

li\'ed,

is

certainly

com-

.

Boi
strutts. I'erhaiis future editions will

Shorts
RACIAL ATTITUDES
AMERICA:

IN

—the current

rested

growing

racial diversity

digm

set firmly

is

within the para-

of race as a black

and white

issue.

Trends and Interpretations

This

401 pp.)

revised edition of the auiliors'

1985

classic

siudy examines

llie

saken places, slavery, too, has largely
vanished from the world, yet author

$39.95/$ 16.95)

and

definition of

Not

since the

one

in eight

much

the breadbasket to

American

of the world,

that each year American consumers throw away nearly one quar-

and

appropriate relations

food stock. In his
trenchant analysis of the j)roblem,
Eisinger suggests that hunger can be

ter of the country's

between blacks and

aaivist Kevin Bales contends that

more than 21

households continues to suffer from
hunger or to worry about going hungry. This in spite of the fact Americans
spend a smaller proportion of their
income on food than people in any
other nation, that America remains

The normative

have vanished into utter
would imagine

rest

(Brookings Institution Press, 1998. 177 pp.

norms, helia\ior,
and demonstrate a suhtle imder-

tions,

their

that with the exception of a few, for-

Hisiihicr

indicate that

The authors are
from
and inner convic-

know

HUNGER IN AMERICA

national sur\ey data.

puhlic ojiinion polls and t)ther

do not even

can think of one or perhaps

by Peter K.

careful to distinguish attitudes

to the present, as refleaed

trapped

million people are

or even

in similar

conditions

more

servitude

of

dire

today.

Although trained as a political scienBales writes with a journalist's
clarity and attention to impressionistic
tist.

detail.

He

gives vivid portraits of the

wretched conditions facing individuals
in various Asian, Latin American, and
African coimtries. Unfortunately, he
does

little

to establish the validity of

the startling figure he cites at the outset

—more than
—

all

the people stolen

from Africa during the transatlantic
an omission that mars the
slave trade
credibility of the cause he otherwise
nobly represents.

overcome by developing stronger parinershi|)s between public ami private

whites has changed

lood programs.

It

remains to be seen,
journalism and

in this era of tabloid

standing of the methodological

1

silence." IVlost of us

mid-1980s has much
media or policy attention been
paid to hunger. Yet government data

in

We

ever.

TOWARD AN END TO

evolution of racial attitudes in America

from 1945

civilization

generation after generation
have left behind them no record what-

two. The

by HowiirJ Schnnnvi. Charlonc Steeh,

Press. 1997.

on whose backs

names.

Lawrence Bobo, and Maria Krysan
(Harvard University

that those hiuuiretis of millions of

slaves

in

edition

is

greater depth America's

explore

pitfalls

inherent in mapping such emotionally

i()m|)uter billionaires,

one

will

whether any-

pay him any attention.

THE MORNING BREAKS:
The Trial of Angela Davis
by Bctluia Apihckcr
(Cornell University Press, 1999.

294

pp.)

complicated terrain. Nevertheless, they

A NATION WITHIN A

conclude that while Americans are not

much more

color-blind than they ever

NATION: Amiri Baraka (Leroi
&- Black Power Politics

DISPOSABLE PEOPLE:

New Slavery in the Global

Jones)

appropriate relations between blacks

Economy

by

and whites has changed." How deeply
this change has been internalized may

by Kevin Bales

(The University' of North Carolina

be

$24.95

were, "the normative definition of

difficult to discern,

much

because so

but

it

is

"only

of the population

.

now too yoimg to

about the magnitude of the change."
This

new

edition contains additional

on the impact of class, educaand income on racial attitudes, as

material
tion,

well as reconsiderations of the authors'

theoretical

Pre.'is.

1999.298 pp.

and nu'iluulological con-

Press,

1999.329 pp.)

Bliss

There nothing inevitable about
human [)rogress, as George Orwell
rightly insisted. Slavery was countenanced in Europe for centuries by
(ireek and Roman civilizatit)ns before
gradually eroding under the feudalism
of the late Middle Ages. Of that long
is

era,

WooJiinl

dotli)

.

have any memory'
of race relations circa 1940 or even
1960 [that there] can be any doubt
is

(California University

l\oiiio:i

Orwell wrote,

"When

I

think of

antiquity, the detail that Irightens

me

it

was

to be

young

in the

and angry
was very heaven or so one might
gather from these two books. They
offer glimpses of two of the last of the
true lielievers, Angela Davis and Amiri
Baraka, from two of their most
devoted admirers. Aptheker's book is a
1

960s, but to be black

—

republication of her 1975 account of

Davis'

trial

Fall

1999

for

/

murder, kidnapping.
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BoS
—

and conspiracy a siory ilial would
seem to have all the ingredients of a

asking the

selves by their [)rcoccupation with

revelatory questions that a retrospec-

first-rate read, rej^ardless of one's polit-

tive

America's racial dialogue; in using
their experiences as a vehicle for
exploring their identity as black
Americans, neither explores the
or
places in which he finds himself
his own conscience
with the empatlietit ileptli one might have wished

Yet Ajitheker writes so

ical |)erspective.

ploddingly one would hardly imagine

much

so

was

as a traffic ticket

Here she

is,

arriving at the

at stake.

to

jail

tell

icUtics

prevents

needs

if it

Iroiii

liini

give off a whiff of

isn't to

lormaldehyde. Readers looking

warm

soak in yesterday's

enjoy these books; the

for a

verities will

rest will find

their protagonists curiously unreflec-

—

—

Davis she'd heen hailed out: "The

live,

matron took me in tow. Jail routine....
She led me down the corridor. could
hear Angela laughing and talking.
went inside. Kendra, Margaret, and
Stephanie were standing about,
crowded into the cell. The remains of a
spaghetti dinner were on a metal tray
on a chair. Everyone was munching
on part of an orange. Angela was

tiveness to the ironies of history.

lor.

COAL TO CREAM:
A Black Man's Journey

INTEGRATION OR
SEPARATION?

Beyond Color to an
Affirmation of Race

/'V

by Hthjcnc Robinson

(Harvard University Press, 1996. 348 pp.)

sadly diminished in their inatten-

1

1

Maya Angelou

(Free Press, 1999.

A Strategy for Racial Equality

by Keith

Amiri Baraka the

L.

A

sober,

272

by veteran

black Wasliinijton Post reporters,

contemplate the meaning of blackness
through the prism of the authors'
experiences at postings abroad one

poet

Brooks

relations has resulted in

"integration in principle, segregation

pp. $24)

of these books,

inquirer.

argues that 50 years of "progress" in

in faa."

Both

abundantly generous, and

fair-iuinded

American race

Richbiirij

(Basic Books. 1997.

world's greatest living

Brooks

288 pp. $24)

OUT OF AMERICA:
A Black Man Confronts Africa

calls

Roy

Brooks suggests that racism is
embedded in American cul-

so deeply

ture that eradicating

it

is

a hopeless

task. Instead, blacks

should focus on

strengthening their

own

institutions

—

curled up

on the bed. She wanted

to

in Brazil, the other in Africa.

Both

know if I was hungry. There was some
salad left...." And so it goes, one

authors wish to challenge the prevail-

declarative sentence after another, as

through an honest confrontation with
themselves, and both, by the end of

unappetizing as cold spaghetti.

What

ing orthodoxy of opinion

on race

the law couldn't accomplish, Aptheker

their sojourns, confess to a rueful

has: she's interred Davis in her prose.

appreciation for the United States. But

Woodard's book

is

more wide-ranging,

less

clogged and

placing Amiri

Baraka in the context of the 1960s
urban uprisings and the rise of the
Black Power Movement. Baraka, the
author of twenty plays, three jazz
operas, seven books of nonfiction and
thirteen volumes of poetry, whom
Maya Angelou calls the world's greatest living poet, is best

the slogan

remembered

for

Nation Tiiue" he con-

"It's

development

tributed to the

of black

cultural nationalism. Nation Within a

Nation aims to be a scholarly
rather than a

mere

work

narrative, yet

it,

from too close a regard for
Woodard's uncritical
acceptance of Baraka's ideology and

too, suffers
its

subject.
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whereas Robinson

That so open-minded a

initially finds

critic

pessimistic an attitude

the
is

very invisibility of race in Brazil a
pleasant change of pace, Richburg
recoils, horrified, at

should take so

the sheer inhu-

manity he so frequently encounters in
Africa. Robinson ultimately finds the
absence of black consciousness an
impediment to the affirmation of his
identity, and, by extension, to the
social awareness he feels is critical to
an honest understanding of self and
society. Richburg finds himself wholly
alienated by his experience abroad,
and convinced more than ever that
his primary identity is not racial but
national: "Thank God that I am an
American." In the end, one feels that
both authors shortchanged them-

and

itself

deeply sobering

fostering a sense of responsibiliu'

within black communities. Rejeaing

romantic hyperbole calls for total
separation, Brooks instead
argues for a fomi of limited separation,
which he terms an "alternative path to
dignity and empowemient." At times
Brooks seems to take what needs to be
as

racial

exjilained as evidence of his explanation: disparities

prove racism, which

explains the disparities. But his argu-

ment

is

well worih pondering,

disseaion of the legal and

and

his

sociological

behind Brown eye-opening. In
the end, the fact that so open-minded

basis

Boi
a critic shoulc] lake so pessimistic

attitude

is iiselt

an

deeply sobering.

Instead of the standard ghetto scenes,
it

peers into the privileged lives of

oN'er three

mem-

liundred successful

bers of America's black upper class in

THE MUHAMMAD AU

cities

READER

Memphis,

Eiiiicd

such as Chicago, Los Angeles,

(William Morrow. 1998. 299 pp.)

this class,

He was never

New

York, Atlanta, and

Washington, D.C. Graham not only
salutes the many accomplishments of

by Gerald Early

really the greatest;

bm

acknowledges

flaws as well. In the

their

chapter of

first

often, after his three year lay-off,

the book he describes the "brown

he wasn't even panicularly good, but
he looms larger with each passing year
an efflorescence of

paper bag and ruler test" that determined wtio belonged in the black
elite and who did not. Money alone

and

did not guarantee

talent and passion
unmatched in sports history'. Writers flockeii to him like bards
to fionieric heroes, and this collection
assembles some of the best and a few of
the most overblown of the countless
chronicles, tributes, memoirs, and
life-force

one a spot in this
exclusive club. Unfonimatcly, it is
unclear from Graham's tone how he
feels

about

perhaps

this distinction,

because, as he likes to remind the
reader, he himself "passes."

praise-songs that this sharecropper's

son inspired. A.J. Liebling
istically

is

Our Kind serves

character-

Kempton is
and Mark Kram's

canny and effeaive,

kind of Baedeker's

portrait of Ali in the hospital fighting

Parkinson's,
tile

surrounded by "the hos-

ganglia oi medical technology,"

alone worth the

man

as a

decorous, Murray

jirice

guide to the

is

lives

and

of the book. Nor-

Mailer's prose has aged about as

he has; puffy-lidded, bomof wheeling roimdhouses

gracefully as
bastic, full

and lumbering iootwork,

it

is

a style

more punched out than punchy. Jose
and Floyd Patterson are insightful, unfazed, and respeciful in the way

Torres

of fellow craftsmen. Yet noTie of the

follies of

the black

elite

WHAT MAMA COULDNT
TELL US ABOUT LOVE
by Breuda Lane Richardson

and Brenda Wade
(HarperCollins. 1999. 241 pp. $24)

RESPECT An Exploration
by Sarah Lawrence-Lightfoot
(Perseus. 1999.

256 pp. $23)

Richardson and Wade

explore the

continuing effects of slavery on
African American women's psyches
and the ways in which it has caused
ihem to withhold lo\'e from themselves and others. They show the road
to forgiveness and emotional freedom
and descrilx" case studies and women's
groups that help pave the way.
Richardson and Wade are not the first
to promote healing from within. Talk
show host Ojirah Winfrey and motivational speaker lyania Vanzant speak
on the same subject. Biu Wade and
Richardson otter a deeper and more
historically informed account, showing how psychic scars were transmitted generation to generation from
slavery on.

Lawrence-Lightfoot defines respea

Our Kind serves

as

kind

a

of

and follies
and describing
the schools they attend (Howard,
Morehouse, and Spelman, historically,
Baedeker's guide to the

of the black

lives

elite, listing

as
try

an active force that creates symme-

even

explores

in

unequal relationships and

how

it

plays out in the rela-

by contrasts in
power: a midwife and her inner city
patients, a teacher and his students, an
tionshijis characterized

writers quite captures Ali's grandeur.

the Ivy-league today), the places they

Epic and elusive, glorious and pathetic,

vacation (Marthas Vineyard or Sag

Episcopal priest and his dying patients.

embodied all the contradictions,
passions, and tragedies of his turinileni

Harbour), and the organizations to

Respect was a particular concern in the

Ali

era.

Perhajis only Sophocles might

have done him justice.

OUR KIND OF PEOPLE:
Inside America's
Black Upper Class
by Lawrence Otis Graham
(Harper Collins. 1999. 418 pp. $25)

Our

Kind presents a refreshing view
of blacks in settings other than
tbose featured on the evening news.

which they belong
the

Guardsmen

lor

Girlfriends for the

(the

Boule and/or

men, the Links and

women).

respect

Our Kind of People is a lively, generally accurate, and informati\'e account
of the black elite. One only wishes
Graham had delved a little more into
the dissonance between the group's
ideals and those ol ilie larger African
American comnuiniiy to which it
belongs, a comnnmiiy which tought
for so

long against

ous exclusion.

all

African American community,

forms

—

c

I

jn\idi-

Alicia

where

black people gave each other the

white folks denied them.

Often, the author says, black people in

the South

would name

their children

"Dean," "Mister," or "President," just

would never

so thai they

suffer the

disrespect of being called by their

first

names. Together, these two tiooks
remind us that even our most painfilled

experiences offer us opportiini-

lies to

dantly.

grow and

—

T.

to learn to live

abun-

Furaha Raufii Bey

Bond
Fail

1999
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The Commission's

The

Robert

Library

Rankin Civil Rights Memorial Library, an important part
Commission on Civil Rights, contains more than 50,000

S.

of the U.S.

reference works, including a comprehensive collection of reports, transcripts,

and

journals about

civil rights

Information on microfilm and microfiche amounts to thousands of reels

pers.

and

Also included are copies of some 200 periodicals (notably
and minority issues and the law) and various newspa-

texts.

The

files.

through

library,

Friday,

is

N.W., Washington,

The

library

civil rights.

ment

to the public

The

Monday

DC 20425.

facilities are

on

used extensively by members of Congress, govern-

agencies, private organizations,
library

from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m.

Commission's headquarters, 624 Ninth Street,

the largest collection ot materials in the country focused

is

The

open

situated in the

and individual

citizens.

grew out of the Technical Information Curator, which was estab-

lished within the

Commission in the late 1960s to support research, fact-findon civil rights matters. In 1974, under authorization of Con-

ing, and reporting
gress,

the facility was converted into the National Clearinghouse Library,

serving as a repository for civil rights information and related topics.
It

has

all

publications that derived from the Commission's activities since

the Federal agency was

first

established in 1957.

These include statutory

reports, clearinghouse materials briefing papers, transcripts of hearings, and

State Advisory

A
They

staff

is

Committee

reports.

available to assist library visitors as well as

are Librarian Barbara

Commission personnel.

Fontana and Library Technician Vanessa

Williamson.

Most books and other materialcan be borrowed,

for periods of

two or three

weeks, depending on the item.
For further information, the library

may be telephoned

at (202)

376-8110.

Copies of Commission publications may also be obtained free and retained.
The voice mail number for requesting a publication or the Catalog of Publications

is

The

(202) 376-8128.
library

was named

in

honor of

a

Commissioner who served

beginning in 1960. Dr. Rankin was a faculty

member

at

for 16 years

Duke University from

1927 and chairperson of the Department of Political Science from 1948 until

1964 and afterward professor emeritus.
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